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For all practical purposes, the intonation of Egyptian colloquial Arabic is still a virgin field. Nothing much has been done either to explore its nature or to place it in relation to the other linguistic devices of the language. The little done so far falls short of giving a clear picture of the range of patterns characterizing it or their sets of interior functional relations. Nor does it bring to light the main points of interaction between these patterns and the grammatical system with which they work in close association.

The present study does not claim to have filled the gap. No single study can. It does not seek to carry the description far enough to accommodate all the features which characterize the intonation in question. For instance, some of the features likely to crop up in the shortest stretch of any conversational exchange, such as interrupted sequences, unfinished patterns, and other excesses will be left out of account. Still less does it seek to probe beyond certain limits into the subtle grammatical or contextual implications of the total set of meaningful choices provided by intonation.

The ultimate aim of this study is to describe the intonation patterns common among educated speakers of E.C. Arabic and used by them in their normal speech situations of every-day life. This presupposes selecting and grouping in attention complete utterances operating in contexts which are typical, recurrent, and repeatedly
observable, and then placing the whole complex in its proper cultural setting. To achieve this, however, certain requisite conditions have to be met. The proper approach to intonation requires that utterances should be restricted, contexts circumscribed, and that the treatment should proceed by a number of successive steps. With this requirement in the foreground, there seems to be no incompatibility between the aim envisaged, i.e., the analysis of extended utterances, and the procedure followed, i.e., the choice of minimal utterances as a point of departure.

In view of the close interrelation between the intonational system and the other systems coexisting with it within the language, the study of the former inevitably involves preoccupation with the latter. It is obvious that to maintain the same rigour in defining the terms used throughout the wide ramifications which such preoccupation entails is possible only up to a certain point. It is therefore no violation of the requirements of systematic analysis that, in dealing with these aspects, short cuts are taken and an essential minimum is assumed.

When intonation is looked upon from the point of view of form, the primary object of investigation is to unravel the phonological system of oppositions within which a small number of patterns operate, and to provide a description of these patterns. In their simplest form, these patterns represent, as abstractions from the text, what are termed here the tones. In essence, they make up an inventory of the possible minimally significant pitch movements utilized in the language to mark off one utterance from another in terms of pitch. In the present study,
the tones of E.C. Arabic have been divided into classes and each class
has been subdivided into its various tones.

A tone may be associated with a syllable or a long stretch of
speech. In either case, the result is a simple tone-group. Part of
the study consists in comparing tone-groups associated with different
tones. This requires the setting up of points of reference within a
tone-group. Elements like the head and the nucleus have been set up
for this purpose.

Tone-groups vary in their structural complexity. In addition to
the simple type of structure in which only one nuclear movement occurs,
there is also the compound, or the tone-group within which more than
one movement occurs.

More often than not, tone-groups occur in combination. When
they do so, there is practically no limit to the number of relations in-
to which they may enter, or the functions they may perform. It is
possible, however, to state some of the characteristics they reveal
within the framework of these combinations. In the light of these
characteristics, it seems relevant to the intonation system under
consideration that a number of distinctions should be set up. One
such distinction is that between tone-groups which may occur independent-
ly of others or in head position in combination with others, and tone-
groups which occur in combination with others. The former will be
referred to as major, whereas the latter will be referred to as minor.

When intonation is considered from the point of view of function,
the primary object of investigation shifts altogether. It is here that
the wide ramifications referred to earlier creep in. Intonational functions are not restricted to one sphere. Nor are they always easy to define. In the statement of these functions, it is only legitimate to take short cuts. It is obvious that the utmost that can be done at this stage is to apply a scale of values to some of these functions and to try to estimate, in very broad terms, the effectiveness of intonation as compared with other devices signalling meaning, the range of each tonal pattern in the light of its potentialities for being associated with more than one grammatical construction or function, and when more than one tonal pattern is available for one grammatical function, to determine which of them is more commonly associated with it. Such a scale of values has to emanate from intuitive speculations with no objective backing but a certain bias in favour of them reflected in the text. E.C.Arabic intonation will be reduced to its systems: tonality, tonicity, and tone. Each of these systems will be applied to the various types of sentences and grammatical constructions common in E.C.Arabic. This will necessitate brief reference to some of the main characteristics of each type.

Finally, this is an outline of what the present thesis seeks to achieve in the following chapters:

(a) to touch on some aspects of E.C.A. intonation, to discuss non-significant pitch features, and to describe types of tone-groups occurring in that language, (Ch. II)

(b) to present a classification and a description of the basic tones and to differentiate between them in terms of their tonal, grammatical,
(v)

and contextual functions, (Ch.III)
(c) to present a description of some of the possible combinations of
tone-groups, (Ch.IV)
(d) to look into instances of the ability of intonation to make all
the difference between utterances in the sense that utterances which
are different only in respect of intonation may, as a result, differ
from each other in meaning, (Ch.V)
(e) to consider various traditionally accepted types of E.C Arabic
sentences, and to examine how far each type can be said to have a
typical intonation that tends to characterize it and to mark it off
from other types. (Ch.VI)

It was seen appropriate to start with an introductory chapter
dealing with various aspects of the language under consideration which
have a bearing on the subject of the thesis. (Ch.I)
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i. **Consonants:**

Doubled consonants are pronounced longer and are more tensely articulated than their single counterparts.

- **b:** voiced bilabial plosive: /baab/ (door)
- **f:** voiceless labio-dental fricative: /faaz/ (he won)
- **m:** voiced bilabial nasal: /maat/ (he died)
- **w:** labio-velar semi-vowel: /ward/ (roses)
- **t:** voiceless denti-alveolar plosive: /taag/ (crown)
- **d:** voiced denti-alveolar plosive: /daab/ (it melted)
- **s:** voiceless alveolar sulcal fricative: /saab/ (he let go)
- **z:** voiced alveolar sulcal fricative: /zeet/ (oil)

The letters /t,d,s,z/ represent the 'plain' counterparts of the following consonants, traditionally described as 'emphatic':

- **t:** voiceless denti-alveolar emphatic plosive: /tacrr/ (it flew)
- **q:** voiced denti-alveolar emphatic plosive: /qccfl/ (it was lost)
- **3:** voiceless alveolar sulcal emphatic fricative: /3acm/ (he fasted)
- **q:** voiced alveolar sulcal emphatic fricative: /qill/ (shade)

In suite of the analysis of 'emphasis stated under iii below,

---

1. The following symbols depart widely from the I.P.A. ones: /h,ç/, / standing for the voiceless pharyng. fricative, the voiced pharyng. fricative and the glot.pl sounds respectively. The I.P. A Retroflex symbols /t,ç/ are used here to represent the Emphatics.
the transcription of emphasis will follow the traditional lines: only /t, d, s, z/ of the emphatic consonants, and /a/ of the emphatic vowels, will be distinguished.

r: voiced alveolar apical flap; rr: voiced alveolar apical trill: /raaʔ/ (he recovered); /sarr/ (he pleased)
l: voiced alveolar lateral: /laam/ (he blamed)
n: voiced alveolar nasal: /naam/ (he slept)
j: voiceless palato-alveolar fricative: /jaaf/ (he saw)
y: voiced palatal semi-vowel: /yoom/ (day)
k: voiceless velar plosive: /kaam/ (how many)
q: voiceless uvular plosive; it occurs only in some Classical words seldom 'colloquialized' by educated speakers: /'qaryə/ (village)
g: voiced velar plosive: /gaab/ (he brought)
x: voiceless uvular fricative: /xaal/ (uncle)
γ: voiced uvular fricative: /γaab/ (he was late)
h: voiceless pharyngeal fricative: /xaal/ (state)
β: voiced pharyngeal fricative: /βaaf/ (ivory)
ʔ: glottal plosive: /ʔaam/ (he stood up)
h: glottal fricative: /haam/ (he loved)

ii. Vowels: (VV=long vowel)
i: half-close front spread vowel; close when final or long: /sibna/ (leave us), /siib/ (let go)
u: half-close back to central unrounded vowel; close and rounded when final or long: /rukna/ (we went), /ruuδ/ (go)
c: front spread vowel, a little below half-close, short and long: /'betna/(our house), /beet/(house)

o: back rounded vowel, a little below half-close, short and long: /'rohna/(our soul), /rooh/(soul)

a: half-open vowel, somewhat retracted from front position, short and long: /batt/(he decided), /baat/(he put up for the night)

α: back open vowel, short and long: /baat†/(ducks), /baat/(arm-wit)

iii. Emphasis:

Emphasis is not limited to the consonants traditionally described as emphatic, i.e., /t, d, s, z/. Nor is it limited to one vowel, i.e., /a/.

The main features of emphasis are:

A. Articulatory features:

Consonants:
(a) Retraction, lateral spreading, and concavity of the tongue and raising of its back. This may be accompanied by one or more of the following features:
(b) Pharyngeal constriction,
(c) Lip protrusion or rounding,
(d) Increased tension of the oral and pharyngeal musculature.

Vowels:
Modification of the tongue position in the direction of low back.

B. Analysis:

Emphasis is considered as a prosody of the syllable.
Method of Indicating Intonation:

Two methods are used in this thesis for indicating the intonation of the examples and texts under discussion:

(a) an interlinear system of dots and strokes on a scale adopted in the early stages of the exposition for accurate representation of the intonation of short tone-groups and also to make clear some details of the conventions needed for the interpretation of the second method of marking, and

(b) a system of tonetic marks employed mainly in the later sections as a more practical and economical way of marking the intonation of long tone-groups and continuous texts.

In (a) two parallel lines are used to represent approximately the upper and lower limits of the voice range used by the speaker for purposes of 'normal' conversation. On this scale dots and strokes are used to represent unstressed and stressed syllables respectively: their position on the scale indicates the relative pitch of the corresponding syllables both in relation to one another and to the bottom pitch line. The strokes will show the direction of the pitch movement involved.

Reference will be made to the following relative key-points on the scale: \( \text{low} \) (1), \( \text{lower-mid} \) (2), \( \text{upper-mid} \) (3), \( \text{high} \) (4), and \( \text{-mid} \). The choice of these points carries no implications of any number of pitch 'phonemes' for E.C. Arabic; it is simply a convenience of description, thus:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{1} & \text{2} & \text{3} & \text{4} \\
- & - & - & - \\
\text{-mid} & \text{Mid} & \text{H} & \text{L}
\end{array}
\]

In (b) a number of tonetic and additional marks will be made use of in transcribing the texts. The following are summary indications...
of the use of these marks. For clarity, the tonetic marks are set against the letter "m" representing a syllable. In addition to the tonetic values assigned to them, marks representing "nuclear" tones are set against fully stressed syllables, dashes and dots are set against stressed and unstressed syllables respectively.

/ a pause,
// a longer pause,
//\ initiation and termination of an utterance or part of an utterance under consideration,

\m, \m, \m, \m, \m,

syllables with level pitch, values as assigned above,

\m, \m, (\m), \m,

syllables with mid falling, rising, falling-rising, and rising-falling pitch respectively,

"m, "m, "m,

syllables with high, mid, and low falling respectively,

The same method of doubling, raising, and lowering the marks will be followed in transcribing the other classes of tones, with the following exceptions:

"m, "m, "m,

syllables with high-mid fall, low-mid rise, and high-mid fall-rise respectively,

"m, "m, (\m),

syllables with high-low fall, low-high rise, and high-low-mid fall-rise respectively,
syllables bearing high pitch which continues up to the next tone- or pause-mark,

syllables bearing prolonged low level pitch,

high pre-head syllable(s) or tail syllable(s) with a pitch higher than low.

v. Transcription:

Rather than attempt a 'narrow' representation of the sound features of E.C. Arabic, the system of transcription used in this thesis is 'broad' in the sense that it aims at suggesting a reasonably adequate pronunciation without unduly misrepresenting the grammatical and lexical features of the transcribed texts.

Attention should be drawn, however, to the fact that spaces, stress, and tonal marks, are not always placed where they should be if phonetic considerations alone were left to decide. In addition to the fact that there is advantage in having symbols with a minimum rather than a maximum of vacillation of shape, there is also the aim to get round the threat of ambiguity and other hazards that a 'narrow' placement of these marks may give rise to.

This calls for illustration. The following examples make this point clear:

a. //_ lamma _nta ma'getiy/ _ult _amT ana//
   (When you did not come, I decided to go.)

b. //_ lamN manta ma'getiy/ _ult _tam _Jana//
Example (a) shows the system used here; (b) shows where the marks are to be understood to stand: i.e., at the nearest point of syllable division to the left of where they are actually placed, unless they are already placed at such a point as in the case of/magetiy/. In (a), these marks are placed where words should be spaced out, although not much of them is left owing to the feature of elision, and although it is extremely difficult to decide exactly to which words some of the vowels should be assigned.

\[a. /\text{fi}q\text{il ñeh}/ (What remained?)\]
\[b. /\text{fidi ñe}eh/ (Why was it empty?)\]

The above examples are identical in every respect except in their grammatical structure and their meaning. Only (b) shows the manner in which both can be pronounced. Yet, in view of the structural and semantic differences between the two examples, it is thought more in accordance with the facts to transcribe them differently, provided that the convention referred to above is borne in mind.

\[a. /\text{xud yahmad}/ (Come here, Ahmed.)\]
\[b. /\text{naaddi yakhmad}/ (Call Ahmed.)\]
\[c. /\text{tibna yakhmad}/ (Your son, Ahmed.)\]

All the above examples show the marks placed where, phonetically speaking, they should be. A context can easily be supplied in which any consonant in E.C. Arabic would replace the one initial in /yakhmad/ (Ahmed). However, it serves no purpose to have such a multiplicity of forms for one of the commonest Egyptian names.
CHAPTER I

A. Analysis: Material and Scope

Material on which the analysis is based:

Data for the present analysis have been drawn from various sources; but the principal source has been the language habits of the writer, a native speaker of Egyptian colloquial Arabic.

This, however, was supplemented by a number of recordings in which the writer and a number of friends participated on different occasions. The main purpose of these recordings was to provide as many life-like situations as possible to which it would be easy to refer back in the process of establishing the main contextual features associated with, and typical of, the intonation patterns described. With this purpose in mind, the conversations were allowed to go on in rapid every-day colloquial Arabic; and no attempt was made either to edit them, or to slow down the rate at which they proceeded. Phenomena characterizing normal conversation such as excessive rates at either end of the scale, continuous interruptions, incomplete utterances and background noises are amply represented; and in so far as some of these features resisted all attempts at analysis, they were simply ignored. One point that may be worth stating is that at no time have the participants felt that they were talking across isoglosses.

Language:

"Egyptian Arabic" is a term used here to refer to that variety of Arabic spoken in Egypt in contradistinction to varieties spoken in the rest of the Arabic-speaking countries. "Arabic" is a term used to
refer to the Arabic language in general implying either the sum-
total of the colloquials spoken in the Arabic-speaking countries, or
Classical Arabic, or both.

**Dialect:**

The main dialectal division in Egypt is the one that parallels her geographical division into Upper and Lower Egypt. In Lower Egypt, a special status is generally accorded to Cairene Arabic, Cairo being the centre of social and political life. The writer, as well as the other participants in the recorded conversations, comes from Lower Egypt, and has spent most of his life in the Capital.

**Style:**

Of the styles of pronunciation which Daniel Jones describes, he recommends for purposes of study, slower colloquial. It is probably correct to say that the same style lends itself more readily than others to linguistic analysis.

In "Egyptian Arabic" it is possible as well as convenient to distinguish three styles: familiar colloquial, formal colloquial, and the Classical style. Differences between them are statable in terms of the speaker's tendency to select one style rather than the other as more appropriate in a given situation, and also in terms of their broad characteristics. Of these three styles, the one that comes nearest to Professor Jones's recommended style is probably the formal colloquial.

Formal colloquial tends to be more slowly and more carefully pronounced than the familiar colloquial style. In this respect, it

resembles the Classical style. There are other important ties that link it more intimately to the Classical; these lie mainly in the domain of lexis. On the other hand, formal colloquial bears a closer affinity to familiar colloquial in so far as its phonology and grammar are concerned.

What singles out the formal colloquial style as a proper object of study is the fact that it strikes a middle course between the other two, in the sense that, although not the style most often heard in everyday life, it is the kind of style that would be appreciated (not so the familiar colloquial) as well as understood (not so the Classical) by almost everyone.

Although, as a medium of culture, Classical Arabic is by far the most influential style, it is seldom heard in daily conversation. Its use is restricted to occasions of special significance such as religious teaching and public lecturing. Mastery of it as a spoken language is not within easy reach of the non-specialist. It requires a very slow rate of delivery, a more formal vocabulary and extremely careful pronunciation if it is to remain characteristically what it is. On less serious occasions, it is usually diluted with the colloquial.

The recorded material clearly reflects the influence of this trichotomy of styles. The more serious the topics under discussion are, the more do the speakers tend to resort to the slow and rather deliberate Classical style. Conversely, in the discussion of less serious topics, the influence of familiar colloquial shows more definitely in the choice of vocabulary and in the rapid rate of
delivery.

In conclusion, it must be stated that these styles are in a sense complementary rather than mutually exclusive. All form part of the linguistic equipment of the educated speaker. A decision to select one style to the exclusion of the others would be rather arbitrary and difficult to justify. For the purposes of this analysis, whatever comes naturally to the educated speaker in a given situation will be considered relevant. Emphasis, however, will be laid on the educated formal colloquial of which the writer's language is taken as adequately representative.
The following features of E.C. Arabic will be discussed only to the extent that they are relevant to the present study.

**The syllable:**

The significance of the syllable stems from the fact that it is "the vehicle of the three forms of patterning: patterning in the variation of pitch, variation of intensity, and variation in pace," standing for intonation, stress, and rhythm respectively. It has been chosen in this study as the perceptual tonal unit since it is the carrier of voicing and therefore pitch, both of which may not be present in lesser segments, in addition to the fact that it exhibits fluctuations in sonority which make possible the perception of the pitch of each syllable as distinct from the neighbouring ones. On the basis of these properties, it is possible to describe the syllable as the smallest tone-bearing element susceptible of unification and classification.

In the type of speech described here, the syllable is a well-defined category. Each begins with a consonant, contains either a short or a long vowel as a nucleus, and has an obligatory minimum of two units: a consonant and a vowel. Types of syllable occurring are of the following structures: CV, CVV, CVC, CVCC, and CVVC (VV = long vowel). They are classifiable into open and closed syllables, and with respect to syllable quantity into short, medium, and long. As to their distribution, only CVVC and CVCC types occur frequently as mono-syllables. When these two types occur as part of words or word-pieces, 1. Modern English Structure, B. Strang, 1962, p. 51
they occupy final position.

An invariable rule of the language, far-reaching in its implications, is the inadmissibility of the occurrence of three successive consonants without interruption in a string of speech. To prevent such a sequence, the speaker has the option either to break off after the second consonant, or, more normally, to insert an anaptyctic vowel generally of an indistinct quality in place of the break, i.e., between the second and third consonants of the sequence. For example, /bint/(daughter) and /fa’riid/(Fariid) are the constituents of the construction: /’binti fa’riid/(the daughter of Fariid). Silence, occurring after the second consonant of what would otherwise be a close sequence of three consonants, would naturally obviate the need for this vowel. The following example shows the intimate connection between this vowel, other vowels subject to elision, and pauses in which silence is involved. Said without a pause, the example is as follows:

/’umt is’subh li’bisti w’ruhti lidduk’toor/ (I got up in the morning, was dressed, and went to the doctor). With a pause after /is’subh/(the morning), the sentence becomes:

/’umt is’subh li’bisti w’ruhti lidduk’toor/. With a second pause after /li’bist/(I was dressed), the sentence becomes:

/’umt is’subh li’bist wi’ruhti lidduk’toor/. In the light of the above description of the syllable, the identification of the boundary between syllables presents no great difficulty. Since every syllable must begin with a consonant, and since no syllable has a cluster of two consonants except in prepausal
position, points of syllable division are easy to identify. The non-occurrence of three or more consonants in succession narrows down the range of points at which a line can be drawn between syllables. Accordingly, it is possible to delimit the component syllables of these sequences as follows:

- CVCVC = CV / CVC  
  e.g.: /'malik/ (king)
- CVVCVC = CVV / CVC  
  e.g.: /'maalik/ (owner)
- CVCCVC = CVC / CVC  
  e.g.: /'mallik/ (authorize to own)

Vowel length:

Examination of vowel length, as distinct from syllable quantity, yields two degrees of distinctive length: short and long. In /'malik/ (king) and /'maalik/ (owner), the underlined syllables show this vowel length contrast to be distinctive. In addition to this vowel length contrast, vowels also reveal differences of duration much more noticeable in the case of long vowels. These differences are largely determined by such factors as rhythm, stress, and the position of syllables in a given sequence.

Elision:

Elision is regarded here as an aspect of liaison or linking in speech. It is closely bound up with the arrangement of syllable boundaries, types and content, a continual process in the course of connected speech. Elision is partly also a function of the rate of speech and the care with which it is delivered, a fact that probably accounts for the more frequent occurrence of this phenomenon in the speech of less educated people. Yet, it is very often the case that
the occurrence or non-occurrence of elision within a stretch of speech may be the marker of the presence or absence of pause. A sentence made up of /ti'faq qa'/ (please) and /ta'sit ti'ray yah/ (be seated), would normally be pronounced: /ti'faq qa' lis ti'ray-yah/ (please be seated), with the second glottal stop elided.

Alternatively, if it is retained, this will mark the utterance as either very deliberate and emphatic, or else containing a pause breaking it up into two utterances.

Elision is more likely to occur in weakly stressed syllables which occur initially and finally in utterances and may result in the omission of one or more of the consonants and the relative inaudibility of the syllable affected. Sounds most frequently elided are glottal stops and final glottal fricatives among the consonants as in /(?)a'buu(h)/(his father), and /i/ and /u/ among the vowels. The following examples show /i/ and /h/ in contexts of elision and non-elision alternately:

/za'ruu/ za'ruu inna'harqa/ (They visited him. To-day.)
/za'ruuh inna9 harc|a/ (They visited him to-day.)

As has been mentioned, elision does not occur in stressed syllables. Example (a) below shows /min/(from), which occurs normally without stress, bearing a strong stress; hence /i/ is not elided. Example (b) shows /wi/(and), also normally unstressed, bearing a strong stress whereas /min/ is left unstressed, with the result that the /i/ of the latter is elided:

(a)/wi'min inna'harqa/ha'btcatal issa'gaayir/
    (And-starting-from to-day, I shall give up smoking.)
(b) /'wimninna'harda/ ha'batl issa'gaayir/

(And—starting-from to-day, I shall give up smoking.)

Reference should be made to a feature which, though not quite the same as elision, is thought to be similar enough for both of them to be touched on under the same heading. The feature in question may be described as the devoicing of final unstressed syllables which is very common in association with certain pitch patterns. It is easy to see that this phenomenon has a bearing on the intonation system; but it is not easy to try to tie up the two directly, since devoicing belongs to the sound, and not to the prosodic system of the language.

To show that a syllable or a consonant is inaudible due to its being devoiced, the mark /o/ will be placed below the vowel of the syllable or below the consonant, thus: /naam/ (he slept), /'naamit/ (she slept). This, however, need not be carried out regularly.

Stress:

Opinions about the nature and definition of stress are obviously too numerous and varied to be dealt with in a brief introduction. It has been defined in terms of breath-force, loudness, pitch, rhythm, and a number of other features.

In connection with stress in E.C. Arabic, it is proposed to discuss it first with reference to one-word utterances and then with reference to longer utterances.

In E.C. Arabic, stress placement within a word depends in the vast majority of cases on the structure of the word in terms of its
constituent syllables in accordance with a few statable rules. For
the present purpose, however, it is enough to say that with the
exception of a few words in which the stress falls on the antepen-
ultimate syllable: e.g., 'katabu(they wrote), the majority bear the
stress on their penultimate syllables: e.g., 'katab(he wrote),
unless they end with syllables of the type CVVC(VV=long vowel) or
CVCC in which case the stress falls on these syllables: e.g,
ki'taab(book), ka'tabt(I wrote). From these facts, it is clear
that the maximum number of unstressed syllables that may follow
the stressed syllable within a one-word utterance is two.

Next, we may examine the underlined syllables in the following
eamples:

1. (a) /ə kə ʔulluʔ(h)/ə -stress (1)- (I shall tell him), (I shall tell them).

(b) /ə kə ʔulʔluʔhə/ə (I shall tell them).

The underlined syllable in (a) is stressed; the one in (b) is not;
both are in comparable environments. Assuming that the two
utterances are intoned in a similar way, e.g, both said with a
failing intonation, it will be observed that the stressed syllable
is more prominent than the unstressed one; it is more strongly
articulated, louder, and longer in duration. In addition, it
exhibits a tonal feature which is absent in the case of the
unstressed syllable. It is marked by a rapid change of pitch
direction which is one of the main components of its prominence.
By way of distinguishing these two types of stress, it may be
convenient to refer to type (a) syllables as bearing nuclear stress,
and to type (b) as unstressed. In the remaining part of this
discussion, the former, in addition to bearing the traditional stress mark, will be underlined. The latter will be left unmarked. Attention will now be focussed on nuclear stress, still with reference to single words and short utterances. The attempt is to investigate the possibilities of contrastive stress patterns within such utterances.

In conversation, simple words like /'katab/(he wrote), /'ki'taab/ (book), and /'kaatib/(writer) seldom turn up with a stress pattern that deviates from the rules stated above. Very few cases occurred in the material and were treated as exceptional. Besides, there are cases in which a deviation from the normal stress pattern would be tantamount to giving a different meaning. In the following examples, it is mainly the different stress patterns that keep the members of each pair apart. Changing these patterns can only be by exchanging their sound patterns and accordingly their basic meanings:

2. (a) /'?amal/(hope-n-) vs /'?amal/(he bored-v-)
   (b) /'Jaafu/(they saw-v-) vs /Ja'fuu/(they saw him-s+v+obj.-)
   (c) /'£andu/(with him-prep. ph.-) vs /gan'duu/(they annoyed him-)

With some types of utterance, the case is different. Cases arise in which a choice exists between two alternative stress patterns. Neither of these patterns need be treated as exceptional. Nor does the choice of one rather than the other necessarily involve a choice of one basic meaning to the exclusion of the other. Often, however, the choice is not simply between two stress patterns, but also between distinct utterance forms. This may be illustrated as
follows:

3. i. (a) /sib'haaluh/(leave it to him), vs:
   (b) /sibha 'luh/( " " " " " )

ii. (a) /sib'haali /( " " " me ), vs:
    (b) /sibha'liyya/( " " " " " )

iii. (a) /'irri'faadi/(this pen), versus:
     (b) /'irrija 'diy/(this pen)

iv. (a) /hak'tibuh/(I shall write with it), vs:
     (b) /haktib'biih/(I shall write with it)

From an intonational point of view, the above cases are extremely significant. They provide an interesting tie-up between stress and intonation. In addition, they point to some of the almost intractable links between the phonological, grammatical, and semantic aspects of the language dealt with. It is difficult, in the absence of adequate contextual clues, to state the subtle shades of meaningful differences between examples under (a) and the corresponding (b) ones. It is enough to say that whereas in (a) the whole complex is treated as one simple unit, in (b) it is treated as more than one.

The same tie-up as above, though not necessarily the same contrastive possibilities, may be seen in the case of compound-like structures such as /'ummu ?'wee?/(owl-lit. /'ummu/(the mother of)+ /'u'wee?/(prob. sharp cry=the hooting bird). Normally, this complex occurs with the stress pattern shown above. A placement of nuclear stress on the first syllable of the first element is unlikely, since it would strongly suggest the real mother of an
unknown thing called \(/?u\text{'wee}]/

So far, emphasis has been laid on nuclear stress and for this reason no attention was given to another type or degree that would be used with it in some of the examples given above. A preliminary step to be taken before describing this type of stress is to mark it off from the other types. Syllables bearing it will be marked simply by the traditional stress mark in this section.

We may now examine the stressed syllables in the following example:

4. \(/\text{kat}\text{'tar 'xeerak} /\text{'Stress (3) -} (Thank you.)\)

Normally, this utterance is pronounced with a fall on the underlined syllable; so that /xee-/ is the most prominent syllable in the sequence. The syllable /kat-/ is not associated with the same type of prominence with which /xee-/ is. It is however, noticeably more prominent: more strongly articulated, louder, and is pitched slightly higher than the syllables /-tar/ and /-rak/ in the same sequence. Syllables of this type will be referred to simply as stressed.

There is yet another possibility to be explored. Stress(2) is encountered when the utterance, said with falling intonation still, becomes:

5. \(/\text{?ib}'a =\text{?ullu/\text{kat}\text{'tar 'xeerak} /\text{)} (Later, say thank you to him.)\)

In this sequence, /kat-/ is no longer as prominent as /kat-/ in (4). Instead, a higher level of prominence, higher than that of /kat-/ in examples (4) and (5), and here representing the highest level of pitch prominence, is associated with /\text{'ul}/. One thing about it,
is that it is usually accompanied by an upward or downward pitch glide. Another thing is that it occurs normally at or near a point in the utterance where it would be least objectionable to split it into two, an event which, if it were to take place in the case of example (5), would lead to /?ul-/ bearing a nuclear stress, and to /'katt? xeerak/ having the same pattern as in (4).

To finish off the discussion of degrees of stress and the contrastive placement of nuclear stress within varying stretches of utterances, it may be stated that at the level of examples (4) and (5) and larger units, the possibilities of varying the place of nuclear stress are, roughly speaking, proportional to the number of free elements within the utterance. Some of the resultant stress patterns are not those that occur under normal circumstances. They will be dealt with on a basis other than the exceptional / non-exceptional one. Instead, the commonest arrangement of stresses within the domain of a given phrase or sentence will be described as "unmarked" in contradistinction to those that are not common, to be described as "marked".

Next to be discussed is the sort of relationship into which only syllables of the first type, those associated with pitch movement, are capable of entering. The following examples will serve to illustrate this relationship:

6. (a) /\ huwwa 'saakin fizza'maalik(/(He lives in El-Zamaalik.)
(b) /\ huwwa 'saakin fizza'maalik/?(Does he live in El-Zamaalik?)

In (a) there is a fall on /-maa-/; in (b) /-maa-/ is associated with a rise. If we, as it were, 'peel off' the intonation patterns
with which these utterances are associated, we shall be left with two abstracted sequences, i.e., substrates\textsuperscript{1}, which are identical in every respect. If, on the other hand, we examine them together with their intonation patterns, it will be observed that they stand in a contrastive relationship which is basic to the functioning of the grammatical as well as to the intonational systems of the language. It will also be observed that in this functional contrast, it is the syllables /-maa-/ that carry the main burden by virtue of the fact that they are in complete tonal contrast, in addition to being the longest and most prominent, each in its own sequence.

As can be seen from the examples, there is close correlation between pitch and stress. It should be stated, however, that although this correlation is common, it is not absolute. It is not always the case that stressed syllables have high pitch or that they are pitched higher than unstressed syllables surrounding them. The relation obtaining, in terms of pitch, between stressed and unstressed syllables in an utterance is mainly determined by such factors as: (a) the type of pitch pattern with which the utterance is associated, (b) the position which unstressed syllables occupy in the utterance relative to that of the prominent syllables. As an illustration, the utterance /man\textsuperscript{'d}iilak/ (your handkerchief) will show different stress-pitch relations according to whether it is said with a falling or a rising intonation in the following way:

7. (a) // man\textsuperscript{'d}iilak// (Your handkerchief.)

\textsuperscript{1} "Falling-Rising intonation in English," A.E. Sharp, Phonetics, II, 3-4, 1953, p. 130
Rhythm:

Rhythm is another relevant feature closely interacting with the rate of speech and the duration of sounds. It also maintains a close relationship with stress, pause, and intonation.

Languages differ widely as to their characteristic overall rhythmic effect; but they are in a broad sense classifiable into those that are fundamentally syllabically timed and those that are stress-timed. E.C. Arabic falls into the second group.

Examples to illustrate this point are:

(a) /ˈgaːdə/ 'kallim aˈxuʊh/ (Gaad talked to his brother.)
(b) /ˈsæmiə/ 'kallim aˈxuʊh/ (Saami " " " .)
(c) /ˈʃælbɪə/ 'kallim aˈxuʊh/ (Shalabi " " " .)
(d) /ˈsæmi biˈʃ/ 'kallim aˈxuʊh/ (Saami is talking to etc.)

There is a tendency for each of the above examples, when spoken normally, to be broken up by the stresses into three portions of fairly equal duration, irrespective of the number and quantity of the syllables contained between successive stresses. In each of them, the duration of the final interval, consisting of one long syllable, is almost the same as any of the preceding intervals. Again, the duration of the initial intervals in (a), (b), (c), and (d) is practically the same although they differ in the number and structure of the syllables each contains.

Pauses:

In the spoken language, long or complicated utterances are
normally 'punctuated' into smaller sections by means of pauses of varied types. For the purposes of this analysis, a 'pause' will be described roughly as a point in the speech continuum where the flow of utterance is slowed down or interrupted. As this description implies, a distinction will be maintained here between two types of pause: one having silence as its exponent, and the other exhibiting as its exponent a feature of prolongation, i.e., a perceptible slowing down from the average rate of utterance. A third type can also be distinguished: that expounded by any of a number of characteristic vocalizations and occurring mainly before lexical items representing major points of information.

Cutting across these distinctions is a fundamental one held to be crucial to the present analysis; namely, the distinction between types of pause to be designated 'normal' and other types to be designated 'anomalous'. Normal pauses are systemic in the sense that they "can be fairly easily integrated with other aspects of linguistic structure". Anomalous pauses are non-systemic in the sense that they are obviously "remote from the possibility of integration with the linguistic structure proper". Criteria serving as a basis for this distinction are both phonetic and grammatical. Reference to the former will be made below; reference to the latter will be made at various points throughout the analysis.

Before any further consideration of pausal features is attempted, it should be stated that the analysis of pause to be presented here is undertaken mainly with a view to setting up a procedural framework

with reference to which the placement of boundaries at the relevant points in the flow of utterance, and subsequently, the delimitation of tone-groups, could be carried out consistently. It is therefore feasible to analyse the phenomena of pauses in terms of their potential for occurrence as can be abstracted from the general pattern of their actualization in various stretches of the language under consideration. On similar grounds, some types of utterance may be discarded in the course of this analysis, namely, those that move at rates faster than the operational tempo of the pauses to be set up. Furthermore, it is thought highly relevant to take into consideration the potential resources of the language which the speakers make use of to set apart, if only part of the time, structures clearly distinct in meaning though not equally clearly marked off in form.

The main phonetic features that lend support to the distinction between normal and anomalous pauses may be summed up under the following headings:

(a) the duration of the pause,
(b) the pitch pattern with which it is associated, and,
(c) its position in the utterance.

(a) **Duration of the pause:**

Whereas it is not possible to pin down any unit of duration as characteristic of anomalous pauses, or in other words, to detect anything like a systematic correlation between the exponents of these pauses and a relatively fixed duration, normal pauses, on the other hand, exhibit a degree of correspondence which, though far from perfect, is reasonable enough to serve as a basis for a further
The distinction to be made later on. We may first illustrate this absence of correspondence in the case of anomalous pauses. The following example is a case in point. The pause is symbolized by a succession of dots:

1. S. nit'?

2aabil is'saag?

a kaam (When shall we meet?)

A. ?is'saag?

a ... 'xamsa (At ... five o'clock.)

The pause in question occurs in the course of A's reply and results in the prolongation of the stressed syllable /-saa-/ and the unstressed one /-ga/ to be followed by a bit of silence suddenly terminated by the fall on /xam-/. It is obvious that the length of this pause is conditioned by such extra-linguistic factors as the time that A required before he could make up his mind as to the exact hour of the meeting proposed by S. If A had been ready with an answer, the answer would have easily become:

2. A. ?is'saag?

a ... 'xamsa (At five o'clock.)

Alternatively, if he had needed more time, he would have either paused longer, or would have resorted to a common 'pause-filler' in the following manner:

3. A. ?is'saag?

a ... 'siidi ... 'xamsa (At ...addressive piece ... five o'clock.)

With regard to normal pauses, we may go back to one of the examples given earlier in the discussion of rhythm:

4. 'saami 'kallim a'xuuh (S.talked to his brother.)

As already mentioned, the stresses break up this sequence into three portions of fairly equal duration, so that within the framework of
the overall rhythmic scheme characterizing this utterance, none of the portions could be described as having a significantly longer duration. We may establish as a norm or a unit of some sort, the duration of any one interval beginning with a stressed syllable up to but not including the next stressed syllable. We may then say that the syllable /-xuuh/ in the above sentence is equivalent to one such unit in so far as its duration is concerned.

The above sentence, however, may not be the sole constituent of the stretch uttered. It may occur as the first part of a longer one:

5. 'saami 'kallim a'xuuh wi fah'himu s'sabab (S. talked to his brother, and explained matters to him.)

Normally, but not necessarily, this utterance is spoken with a break in the middle. In this case, /-xuuh/ would mark the point of division in the utterance. Here, the presence or absence of silence is immaterial to the realization of the break. The main feature that comes into play is a feature of prolongation. No longer is the duration of /-xuuh/ the equivalent of one unit. The syllable is stretched to as much as twice the length of the preceding intervals, themselves becoming slightly shorter than they are in (4). The main point of interest that emerges from the comparison of examples (4) and (5) is that whereas the absence of pause is signalled in the former by a uniform rhythmic pattern, the presence of one in the latter is signalled by a marked deviation from that pattern. One more fact to mention about this type of pause is that it gives the unmistakable impression that the speaker has not yet come to the end of his utterance, or of a complete section of it, and that he is not
Example (5), in turn, may be extended to form part of a longer utterance still:

6. ‘saami ‘kallim a’xuuh wifah’himu s’sabab ‘illi ‘?alli na’biil (S. talked to his brother, and explained matters to him. It was Nabiil that told me.)

In the above utterance, the same feature of prolongation is still noticeable in connection with /-xuuh/. In addition, another pause occurs after the syllable /-bab/. Normally, it marks a duration longer than that of the preceding one. It does not have to be much longer; but it is often long enough for a breath to be taken or a brief response word to be given by the listener. This pause will be considered as a pause of higher degree. It serves as a signal that the utterance, or a complete section of it, has come to an end.

If (/) is used to symbolize the shorter type of pause, (//) to symbolize the longer type, and (/\) to enclose each utterance, it will be possible to mark the pausal features occurring in the above utterance in the following way:

4. /\ ‘saami ‘kallim a’xuuh /
5. /\ ‘saami ‘kallim a’xuuh / wi fah’himu s’sabab /\ 
6. /\ ‘saami ‘kallim a’xuuh / wi fah’himu s’sabab//‘illi ‘?alli na’biil/\ 

(b) The pitch pattern with which the pause is associated:

One main aspect to be noticed in connection with anomalous pauses is that their occurrence does not involve the use of any characteristic pitch patterns. In other words, they have no bearing
on the pitch of the utterance within which they occur other than interrupt it. The examples:

(1) /\ ?is'saâ'ga ... ' xamsa /\ and,

(2) /\ ?is'saâ'ga ' xamsa /\ 

do not in any way stand in contrast whether tonally, grammatically, or even contextually, apart from the more or less non-significant feature of the presence or absence of pause. Example (1) might as well be transcribed in the same manner as (2) without any loss to its basic communicative value or semantic content.

Quite commonly, the substrate: "?is'saâ'ga 'xamsa" may be said in answer to the question:

/\ hiyya l' Hafla , ?emta/\ (What time is the party?)

In addition to the information required, the reply may carry the implication that the questioner (being the guest of honour for example) ought to know. In this context, a different intonation will be used which may be represented as follows:

7. /\ ?is 'saâ'ga / " xamsa/\ (-The party is - at five o'clock!)

This intonation pattern is quite different from that with which (1) is said. The difference is associative with the occurrence of a normal pause in (7). This associability seems to justify the step taken here of attributing to this type of pause, and not to the one in (1), a degree of functional relevance side by side with the intonation pattern, both being instrumental in bringing about this meaningful contrast.

Another equally common occurrence of "?is'saâ'ga 'xamsa" is as an answer to the question:
What is the time, please?) Under the circumstances, it is often the case that the person addressed echoes the first word as a gesture of politeness or as an expression of his eagerness to be of help. His answer could be represented as follows:

8. /\Z/\ ?is'saa\$a // ' xamsa /\ (The time? It is five o'clock.)

The tonal picture is completely changed. Instead of one intonation pattern as in example (1), there are two as in (7). One more point of similarity between (7) and (8) is that, although in (8) the link between the patterns is looser, the link between the pause, the intonation, and the ensuing meaningful contrasts is just as close.

The above examples give a clear indication of the tendency of some pauses to occur more frequently than others at the juxtaposition of intonation patterns. This tendency will not be lost sight of in delimiting tone-groups. It may sometimes become the overriding criterion when the need arises to refer to rapid speech where pauses may be imperceptible and the burden of signalling boundaries falls automatically on the linguistic and contextual features common to both speaker and hearer.

(c) The position of the pause in the utterance:

Hesitation pauses are of very frequent occurrence in the text. They occur at almost any point in the utterance. They may interrupt items which do not generally admit of such interruption, a fact reflected in the speaker's automatic repetition of the part truncated, immediately after the pause, together with the rest of the item.
Characteristically, however, these pauses occur more frequently before lexical items representing major points of information, and after suffixes and other grammatical items like the definite article before nouns and prefixes before verbs. The following are examples of this type:

9. (a) H. /sibna 'ba'amnil...?iʃ'ʃuyliwil...wilka'gaat il'gamda di/(Let's drop -this talk- about work and difficult things.)
(b) H. /bit'ʃuufi 'ba6qi...ma'naaqr 'minha/
(You see some scenes of it.)
(c) H. /tif'tikri n'zurhum walla n...nistan'naahum/
(You think we ought to visit them or wait for them?)

In (a) there is a repetition of the definite article after the first pause and of the conjunction /wi/(and) and the article after the second. In (b) the pause occurs after the first part of the construct. In (c) the pause occurs after a verb prefix which occurs earlier.

Sometimes, but not frequently, hesitation pauses occur in sentence-final position. When they do so, they create the impression of incompleteness. This is sometimes used as a way of asking questions. In the following example, the question particle/miin/(who) is suppressed and replaced by a pause:

10. H. /?akbarhum .../
(The eldest of them is ...?)

A different type of pause is restricted to utterances of a very deliberate nature. It occurs generally before the end of long utterances when the speaker tends to finish off his point of view very carefully, inserting pauses between his last words. The following
is part of one such utterance:

ll. L. // wif 'nafs il'wa^t / bitid'diini...ma'gaani mux^talifa/ \n
(At the same time, you give me...different...meanings.)

The last word is said with a low fall; the two words preceding it have level pitches throughout their last two syllables, with the first word marking a higher pitch than the second.

With normal pauses, the situation is different. Enough examples have been given to show that they function, in conjunction with other linguistic resources, to delimit utterances from one another, to mark off groups of words within one utterance, and finally, to participate in transforming sequences of sounds into meaningful and communicative entities.
In a study of intonation, there is greater need for the precise and explicit definition of terms. Throughout the following chapters, a number of terms will be used. Some will be referred to as they come; others require earlier comment.

The purpose of this section is to touch on some of the broad aspects of E.C. Arabic intonation. This will lead up to the discussion of non-significant pitch differences, and then to the discussion of the tonal units in operation in the language considered. In the meantime, the need expressed above is met.

Like other linguistic studies, this study of the intonation of E.C. Arabic intonation proceeds from a number of assumptions which, though axiomatic, are none-the-less basic.

First, language is patterned behaviour.

Essentially a system of communication, a language has to organize its resources into recurrent pieces, arranged in recurrent patterns. As an advanced system of communication, however, there is another prerequisite. It has to have a minimum of discrete elements with a maximum potentiality for combination. Accordingly, a language can be analyzed into discrete elements which can stand in an indefinite number of mutual relations both in combination, within the actual chain of sounds, and in association, within a system of communication possibilities. These two dimensions of relations: the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic, are contrastive,
in the sense that their essence is difference of some sort or other within a functional framework. Collectively, they make up the total network of functional differences underlying the various language systems.

Secondly, linguistic behaviour is meaningful:

A number of distinctions are commonly set up in connection with meaning. Most relevant is the distinction drawn between "formal" and "contextual" meaning. The formal meaning of an item is defined in terms of what it contributes as a term in a system or an element of a structure to the total picture of formal relations characterizing the system or the structure. The formal meaning of a structure is a function of the meaning of its components together with the meaning of the grammatical structure to which it belongs.

Reference should be made to the term "context" in the sense in which it is commonly used. Any speech event may be described in relation to (a) its verbal context, i.e., the speech events which precede and follow it, and (b) its situational context, i.e., the physical and socially-determined events associated with it. Its relation to the verbal and non-verbal events surrounding it constitutes its contextual meaning. Accordingly, the contextual meanings of linguistic items are the links between them and other linguistic items in addition to the links between them and things in the world outside them and in particular those that are more or less the same for the speakers of the language.

The connection between the context and the meaningfulness of the items of an utterance is intimate. An element new to the context
normally marks a point of maximum information, and is in this sense the weightiest in comparison with those introduced earlier. Consequently, it is likely to be made more prominent than others co-occurring with it. Conversely, items which are made quite predictable by the context are, as a rule, kept in the background. In view of this strong link between the context and such features as "prominence" and "meaning", it is often essential to take into consideration the verbal as well as the non-verbal contexts.

Thirdly, language is characteristic activity.

This implies that abstractions set up for ordering the material in the course of analysis should stem, at least in part, from within the material.

Fourthly and finally, intonation is systematic, significant, and characteristic.

Just as language is systematic; so is intonation.

There is hardly any doubt that, compared with other linguistic units, intonational units are of a rather different order. Their internal organization and position in the language differ from those of units of other systems, e.g., the sound system. As patterned behaviour, however, intonation is a portion of language that lends itself readily to the same methods of analysis which are applicable to other areas of linguistic research.

Pitch variation falls into patterns, parts, and combinations of patterns which recur regularly. Rules can be given which describe these patterns in terms of their internal structure and in terms of the relations in which they stand to other patterns occurring within
the same context. It is thus possible through observation and abstraction to reduce to a simple set of contrastive patterns a wide range of phonetic heterogeneity. When, at a further remove, these patterns come to be viewed independently of their immediate context, they will be found to constitute a phonological system of oppositions describable in terms of the mutual relations which hold are the parts of the system together. They syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. The phonological structure of each pattern is statable in terms of the relations between its constituents and also in terms of its position relative to the system as a whole. In short, intonation, in its own way an epitome of the language, has its own system, and is accessible to analysis in its own right.

Before the full gamut of the intonation system could be unveiled, aspects of meaning need to be brought into the picture. The native speaker rarely fails to react differently to sentences which are alike in the words composing them but differ only in their pitch characteristics. If this does not establish decisively the general currency of distinct classes of meaning attached to the intonational habits of the speakers of one language, it at least suggests a common use of the same frame of reference, however vague it may be. It is thus necessary to examine this common frame.

It is also just as necessary to take into account, as part of the study of the meaning of intonation patterns, the functions of other types of language patterning which prove to have a bearing on the function of intonation. For instance, there is a close interdependence between grammar and intonation. This can be demonstrated
by the following example: Given the sequence, roughly written as
\(/ 'mij \text{ } mij 'hilw \text{ } iw \text{ } 'bass/\), to read, the native will need to know
the function of the part \(/ 'mij \text{ } mij/\) or at least whether it is an
indivisible lexical item: (apricots), or a sequence of two negative
particles: (not that it is not), before he can pronounce the sequence
meaningfully. On the other hand, he will not fail to understand the
ambiguous \(/ 'mij \text{ } mij/\) if he hears it intoned as either:

\(/ /mij \text{ } mij 'hilw \text{ } iw \text{ } 'bass/\) (Not only do the apricots taste
   nice! -they are wonderful-)

\(/ /mij \text{ } mij 'hilw \text{ } iw ,bass/\) (Not only do they \underline{not} taste
   nice! -they are horrible -)

In rapid speech, this intonational support is likely to break down
and the two interpretations will be left open owing to the semantic
and structural ambiguity of the utterance. In this case, the listener
will be forced to fall back on the available situational features
or the antecedent linguistic structure for sufficient clues to force
a decision.

"Context" is more of a key-word in the study of intonation.

In a context in which there \underline{has} been discussion of a group of well-behaved children, followed by someone taking exception to the
behaviour of a specific child, e.g., "Nabiil", the most prominent
word will probably be \(/na'biil/\ in the sentence:"/na'biil \text{ } ya'guuz
   'sa?i/\"(Nabiil may be naughty), thus:

\(/ /na'biil ya'guuz ,sa?i /\)

But in a context in which there has been discussion of the
satisfactory behaviour of Nabiil, followed by someone putting in
the reservation that Nabiil may be a little naughty, the most prominent word will probably be /'s?i/, thus:

\[ /L\text{\textbackslash n}\text{a\textendash b}\text{\textendash i}\text{\textendash i\textendash l y\textendash a\textendash g}u\text{\textendash u}\text{\textendash z}\ /L\]

Intonational meanings may be ranked in a scale in the light of what they contribute to the communication situation. Accordingly, first to be taken into account is the role of distinctive pitch patterning as a potential bearer of objective meaning. In this capacity, pitch functions in two ways:

(a) It offers choices between different utterances.

\[ /L\text{\textbackslash h}\text{\textbackslash u}\text{\textbackslash m}\text{\textbackslash m}\text{\textbackslash a\textendash l}\text{\textbackdash i\textendash l b\textendash i\textendash t\textendash i\textendash \gamma\text{\textendash a}\text{\textendash d}\text{\textendash u\textendash \gamma\text{\textendash u}\text{\textendash z}} /L\]

(Are they the ones having lunch upstairs?)

versus:

\[ /L\text{\textbackslash h}\text{\textbackslash u}\text{\textbackslash m}\text{\textbackslash m}\text{\textbackslash a\textendash l}\text{\textendash i\textendash l b\textendash i\textendash t\textendash i\textendash \gamma\text{\textendash a}\text{\textendash d}\text{\textendash u\textendash \gamma\text{\textendash u}\text{\textendash z}} /L\]

(The ones -guests- having lunch, are they upstairs?)

(b) It offers choices between i. types, ii. subtypes of sentences:

\[ /L\text{\textbackslash s}\text{\textbackslash a\textendash \?a\textendash l}\text{\textendash t}\text{\textendash u\textendash s\textendash s\textendash a\textendash g\textendash a\textendash \textendash k}\text{\textendash a}\text{\textendash m} /L\]

(I did ask him what the time was.)

versus:

\[ /L\text{\textbackslash s}\text{\textbackslash a\textendash \?a\textendash l}\text{\textendash t}\text{\textendash u\textendash s\textendash s\textendash a\textendash g\textendash a\textendash \textendash k}\text{\textendash a}\text{\textendash m} /L\]

(When did you ask him?)

versus:

\[ /L\text{\textbackslash s}\text{\textbackslash a\textendash \?a\textendash l}\text{\textendash t}\text{\textendash u\textendash s\textendash s\textendash a\textendash g\textendash a\textendash \textendash k}\text{\textendash a}\text{\textendash m} /L\]

(Did you ask him what the time was?)

Side by side with this "differentiating" function, and linguistically just as relevant, is the "structural" function of making clear the way words group themselves syntactically in a stream of
speech. In this capacity, intonation functions together with pause.

\[\text{\textit{?ihsib ta'laata zaa?id it-neen fi sitta}}\]

(Add / three plus two/ multiplied by six. -30-)

versus:

\[\text{\textit{?ihsib ta'laata zaa?id it-neen fi sitta}}\]

On the borderline of this category of related functions may be mentioned another in which pitch serves in a "demonstrative" capacity by picking out certain words for special notice and signalling to the listener those points in the utterance where he is to focus his attention. Here, the function of intonation verges on that of interjections, facial expression, and gesture. All combine to suggest the amount of interest taken in what is going on. A variety of overlapping shades of meanings are in this way given expression.

N. \[\text{\textit{inta -gaayiz tigib' lana / ' mi? lil?aw'laad}}\]

(You want to buy -something- for me; not for the children. -Contrast-

H. \[\text{\textit{mahna nta-hoon?a minnik}}\]

(We have finished with you. -Identification-

\[\text{\textit{xud ' dah / da b ' taagak}}\]

(Take this one. It's yours.)

\[\text{\textit{ma ta' xudji _dah / ' da b taagak}}\]

(Don't take this one. That one is yours.)
When the function of each pattern is measured against this yardstick, it will be found to contribute, in one way or another, either separately or in combination, to the meaningful potentialities of the language. If, by any stretch of the imagination, the totality of functions roughly outlined above as summing up the communicative functions of intonation can be said to correspond in some measure to what has been described in connection with language as the formal meaning, it may be possible to define the function or the formal meaning of an intonation pattern as its contribution to the communicative potentialities of the language in any of the ways mentioned above.

There is yet another area of meaning which is the main concern of intonation. Over and above the objective meaning carried by a linguistic message, other shades of meaning may be superimposed. In sharp contrast to those having to do with communication proper, the latter make up a far less rigidly categorized area. The predominant majority are of an "attitudinal" or "modal" nature, and are often referred to as belonging to the "expressive" as distinct from those functioning on the "symbolic" level of language. They may be lumped together as a separate category, mainly subjective as to content in that they encode to the listener information about the speaker's attitude towards his subject-matter, and not infrequently, towards the listener himself. In this capacity, intonation functions as a "symptom" of the speaker's moods and feelings. It is not
unusual, in a connected text, to find that the same moods and feelings, and consequently the same intonational features extend beyond the limits of one sentence over a whole passage until a change of "theme" brings with it a change of the emotional setting.

Speaker's attitude towards subject-matter:

L./*waaKid mu haaMI/ =*maalu w'maal *masalan/ya' targim
(A lawyer. What business is it of his to -for instance-)

kie taab iqti/daa0/L
(translate a book about economy?)

Speaker's attitude towards listener:

A./*ana ma "jufti/ fi 'umri/ waaKid 'dammu/
(Never in my life have I seen an insensitive person)

?abroq min =dammak/L
(like you!)

Extended sames of moods and patterns:

S./*hiyya $ay-zaak "tu$ud ma $aaha/ bi'$arf /
(She wants you to sit with her -join her- only when)

?innak in taib/a "roqi $an ?innak in ta $a$ = gaaha/
(you are contented to do so.-in the right mood to do so.)

ma tib?aj "aa'Gi ma= $aaha -yasin " $annak //
(Don't force yourself into sitting with her.

ma tib?aj mid:" daayi?/ ma tib?aj sar" haan/L
(Don't be disturbed. Don't be absent-minded.)

There is no general agreement as to how this area of meaning should be treated in linguistic analysis. For the purposes of this study, however, it is maintained that (a) a great deal of the
meaning of a piece of language is implied by what it leaves unsaid, and that (b) in so far as regular and systematic correlations can be established between tonal and attitudinal features, it is legitimate to treat them as highly relevant. As a valuable diagnostic tool, they have been made use of in setting up the various sub-classes of tones. By another stretch of the imagination, all the "implicative" shades of meaning carried by intonation will be lumped together under the label "contextual" features side by side with other features of the situation which will be deemed appropriate for the purpose at hand.

It may be concluded that the existence of these sets of contrastive functions and meanings which have been sorted out so far, together with the fact that they correlate regularly with corresponding patterns of tonal features, and in so doing, imbue them with significance, provides the basis on which the intonation system is constructed. The study of these correlations yields a set of rules which sum up the basic tonal, functional, and contextual features which characterize each pattern. With the statement of these rules, the full picture of the intonation system finally emerges, in the form of a neatly worked out bundle of patterns and functions. Cases of indeterminacy cannot be ruled out; but this is inherent in the nature of language itself.

The last aspect of E.C. Arabic intonation is that it is characteristic. E.C. Arabic has a variety of patterns which are as unique to it as is its sound-system. This can best be illustrated by means of a few examples.

First, it may be useful to show some of these patterns at work.
This will be followed by an attempt to show some forms and functions which, when mixed up, may give rise at best to meaninglessness and at worst to serious misunderstandings.

The following are some high frequency patterns:

1. H./\ \Литгat-limti kulli ta^liimak fi 'mabr/
   (Did you receive\ all your education in Cairo?)

2. S./\ fi ^nafs il beet /\n   (In the same house.)

3. H./\ fi 'nafs il'beet /\n   (In the same house?)

4. S./\ fi ^nafs ilma kaan/\n   (In the same place.)

5. H./\ fi ^?ani hitta/\n   (Where exactly?)

6. S./\ fi s say' yida/\n   (In El-sayyida.)

7. H./\ fi s say^ yida /\n   (In El-sayyida.-I see-)

The following table sums up the tonal, functional, and contextual contrasts operating in the above utterances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Tonal</th>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>Contextual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Rise.</td>
<td>Non-particle inter-</td>
<td>Question-Appeal for a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rogative.</td>
<td>'yes'/ 'no' answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Fall.</td>
<td>Declarative.</td>
<td>Answer-Affirmative-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emphatic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Tonal</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Contextual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Declarative</td>
<td>Answer-Emphatic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Particle interrogative</td>
<td>Question- Appeal for specific information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Declarative</td>
<td>Information encoded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Rise-fall</td>
<td>Declarative</td>
<td>Message acknowledged- Echo-Comment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following points are of special significance:

1. Apart from 1. (only a verbal context) and 7. (only a response), each utterance functions simultaneously as a typical response to the one preceding and a verbal context to the one following.

2. Except in the first three, the tonal contrasts expounded by the last stressed syllables of the utterances cited are the most characteristic.

3. The correlation between the various types of contrasts is regular and recurs throughout the material.

Next, the following examples show "arbitrariness" with which the forms and functions of intonation are co-ordinated in the language under description.

A. The following is an example of a sentence type frequently used for the purpose of what, in contextual terms, may be described as: "request", "invitation", or "polite suggestion", and in grammatical terms (intonation being the criterion), as a non-particle interrogative:

1. /Won’t you call on me in the club, before two o’clock?/

(Won’t you call on me in the club, before two o’clock?)
A possible answer in the affirmative is:

2. /\la` giilik =?abl issaaqa t_neen /\n   ( I’ll come before two o’clock.)

A sentence type used as frequently as the first is the negative imperative (intonation again being the criterion):

3. /\ma tgi-liij in’naadi /\?abl issaaqa t_neen /\n   (Don’t call on me in the club before two o’clock.)

In case the listener wants to make sure that it would be all right
to call at two o’clock, a possible question that may follow 3. is
the following:

4. /\la` giilik is_saaqa t_neen /\n   (Shall I call at two o’clock?)

As can be seen, failure to manipulate these patterns in the
right relation to one another, or in the right context, (e.g., by a
foreign learner) may lead to contradictions.

B. The following is a non-particle interrogative sentence type:

1. /\inta _lissa ma ’nimtij/\n   (Haven’t you slept yet?)

In cases where hospitality may require that a host should have a
chat with his guest before he goes to bed, the host may knock at
his guest’s door and gently enquire, using the above sentence and
pattern, by way of inviting permission.

In a different situation, e.g., a teacher going through a
nightly round to inspect his children in the dormitory and discover­
ing that one of them is still awake, another pattern may be used. The
teacher’s astonished and offended words may fall into the pattern:
2. /?inta ˜lissa ˜me, nimtij /?

The possibility of a substitution, again by a foreign learner, would result in a sleepless night: for the guest, at his wit's end trying to account for this sudden change of feelings on the part of his host, and for the pupil, sensing an uncommonly lenient attitude.
B. Non-significant Tonal Features

It is necessary to ignore some tonal differences and to concentrate on certain others. Some are conditioned by factors incidental to the intonation system. Others are not so conditioned; but their presence or absence does not affect the function of the pitch pattern in which they may stand; or alternatively, produces subtle changes which cannot be defined in a useful way. A third type has a definable function within the intonation system.

A difference in tonal features which has no definable function in the intonation system is a non-significant difference and will be left out of account. Conversely, a difference in tonal features which has a definable function is significant and will therefore be treated fully.

The following types of tonal features are non-significant. They may be exhibited by syllables or patterns related either syntagmatically or paradigmatically.

(a) Pitch differences conditioned by stress:

"A", a stressed syllable, is higher in pitch than "B", an unstressed one. It is possible that this difference in pitch is concomitant to the stress difference. If this is the case, then the former is non-significant; if not, it is significant or not according to whether or not it has a function.

Examples:

Non-significant: /\ 'itta' maragi 'hayhad^ak ilma^aad/\ (The nurse will fix a date for you.)

"A" = did
"B" = lak

In a "tail" of this type, stressed syllables have a slightly higher pitch than unstressed ones.

Significant: /\ 党工委wa'sal̄t / wi-humma wašalum/  
(By the time I arrived, and they arrived,  
_kaan il?utubiis mi?i /\  
(the bus had left.)  

"A" = sal̄t  
"B" = wa

Evidence:
In 'wašalum (2nd tone-group), the unstressed syllable lum is higher in pitch than the stressed syllable wa.

(b) Pitch differences conditioned by vowel length:
"A" and "B", syllables "nuclear" in their tone-groups, bear falling tones. "A" is CVV; "B" is CV. "A" has a pitch curve in which the fall reaches bottom pitch; whereas the curve of "B" shows as a high-pitched level tone followed by the low level pitch of the "tail", if there is any.

Such a difference is non-significant.

Examples:
A. /\ 党工委walad 'sikit /\ (The boy stopped.-talking-)  
B. /\ 党工委walad 'saakit/\ (The boy is quiet.)  

"A" = saa  
"B" = si

(c) Pitch differences conditioned by elision:
"A" and "B" are pitch patterns. "A" is distributed over
more syllables than "B" is. The difference arises from elision in "B" and non-elision in "A".

Such a difference is non-significant.

Examples:
A. /tila-ʔiih fi ʔkulli ʔhabit ʔtaʔ ʔriiban/ (You find it almost everywhere.)
B. N. /tila-ʔiif ʔkulli ʔhabit ʔtaʔ ʔriiban/

( You find it in...)

Non-elision: /tilaʔiif fi/ (You find it almost everywhere.)

Elision: /tilaʔiif/ (You find it almost everywhere.)

(d) Pitch differences conditioned by position in total pattern:

"A" and "B" are nuclear syllables bearing falling tones.

"A" is non-final in the pattern; "B" is final. The fall on "A" does not reach bottom pitch; the fall on "B" does.

Such a difference is non-significant.

Examples:
N. /ʔaʔkakaw // ʔaʔjuyləw // aʔaʔʃaʔ //

"A" =/ha / juy /

"B" =/ʃaʔ/

(e) Pitch differences arising from tonal sandhi:

This is related also to (c).

"A" and "B" are each a nucleus. They occur in succession in two adjoining tone-groups. "A" bears a rise and "B" a high fall. The combined effect is that of a high rise-fall. A similar effect is produced when a high rise is followed immediately by low-pitched syllables.

Such cases will be overlooked. The combination will be treated
in the light of what their pitch pattern would prove to be if silence separated "A" from "B".

**Example:** (Under N.)

H. //mifgayza t zuuri g nent ilhayawa'naat// (Don't you want to visit the zoo?)

N. //bi tuagt ' hina xhna ma jufna-haaJ // (The one here? We haven't seen it yet.)

Without elision:

//bi tuagt ' hina // xhna ma jufna-haaJ //

(f) Pitch differences arising features superimposed on patterns:

"A" and "B" are two pitch patterns. "A" has a 'normal' range. "B" has a narrow range, and is almost on a monotone. The difference may be socially effective; but it is not capable of being defined in a useful way.

Patterns similar to "B", all on a monotone, will be ignored.

**Example:**

"A": (First time call) //xud amma ?ullak // (Come here. -I want to talk to you-)

"B": (Second time call-//xud amma ?ullak// the first having (I said: "Come...")

been ignored-)

Every time these "calls" are repeated, the pitch goes higher, the rate faster, and the range more monotone-like. Only those patterns which show oppositions like "high" versus "low" or "mid" etc. will be treated.¹

¹ A striking example of pattern "B" type, delivered amid fits
of handshaking and meant to express rejoicing, is the following: (underlined syllables are extremely prolonged)

/L\ =wal*laa*hi\ 'ma*raf*nak*j\ 'min*za*maan
(By God I haven't seen you for ages!)

=wi*day*man\ 'as*?al\ 'a*leek
(I am always enquiring about you!)

=\'?il*\ ?us*taz\ 'mil*mi\ ?een
(Where is -title- Hilmy!)

-wizzayyi\ ?ah^\ -waaluh\ /L
(And how are his affairs!)
C. Tone-Groups

This is then a study of the contrastive pitch patterns available in E.C. Arabic. By "contrastive" is meant such that the substitution of one for the other over the same substrate, in the absence of any grammatical or lexical incompatibility, would result in a somewhat different message. By "pitch pattern" is meant the pitch features characterizing an utterance or part of an utterance constituting a tone-group. For the purpose of the present study, the tone-group will be defined as a stretch of speech not interrupted by either / or //.

Tone-groups stand in a hierarchy of size as well as of structural complexity. In any conversational exchange, utterances and parts of utterances may run on indefinitely. In such cases, the various tone-groups contained within an utterance may enter into countless combinations, and the relations between them may become extremely complicated. This complexity will be paralleled by tonal complexity. Pitch features characterizing these tone-groups will display a wide range of variety and interpenetration. However, not all combinations of tone-groups which may occur within an actual utterance, and similarly, not all the arrangements of pitch features which such combinations may exhibit, are of equal importance in the context of the present study. Only those that are truly representative of the language and the intonation system under analysis will be singled out for detailed study and description.

For the purpose of showing the commonest arrangements in which tone-groups stand, it is now proposed to examine a few examples.
This will serve, in addition, to bring to the surface some of the defining characteristics of tone-groups. A set of distinctions will be established on the basis of this examination in an attempt to characterize the different types of tone-groups in terms of various relations, positional and otherwise, which may hold between them whether on the syntagmatic or the paradigmatic dimension.

Since the criteria for these distinctions are to be determined by the language and the system analysed, it is also proposed to base them on such features as are exhibited by actual and representative utterances of various lengths. It is also probably preferable to select for the purpose of illustration instances of complete utterances. These conditions have been observed. With a few exceptions, the examples quoted below are a selection of instances of complete and representative utterances. They are complete in the sense that they are flanked on both sides by silence and are preceded as well as followed by utterances spoken by different persons. They are representative in the sense that they reveal characteristics, both tonal and grammatical, which are of frequent occurrence in the material.

1. Utterances differ widely in respect of the number of tone-groups they may contain.

   (i) An utterance may consist of one tone-group:

   (a) H. wi leetu l?iʃ-kaal iz zaay /L
       (And how did you solve the problem?)

   (b) S. ruht in-naadi m'baarih /L
       (Did you go to the club yesterday?)
(ii) It may consist of more than one:

(a) S.//wi baâ‘. _deen//
(What next?)
// wi kan mu.ta’dayyin// wi’kaan 6a. tuuf//
(He was religious. And he was kind.)
// wi kan yi’hibbi yjag gaâ‘na//
(And he liked to encourage us.)

(b) H.//jab iffaf’dali // ?if_tahi ’bu?ik//
(Please sit down. Open your mouth.)
// ?il’ax’raani//
(The last one?)

(c) L.//hal “ana _batlub // _hal “ana zaâ‘. laan/ 
(Am I-expressing-a demand? Am I sad?

/-hal “ana ma$b _Suut */
(An I happy?)

This serves as a basis for the distinction between:

(i) Single tone-groups, and
(ii) Combined tone-groups.

2. From a classificatory point of view, it may be convenient to relate part of this difference to non-tonal factors.

(i) These factors may be structural, i.e., pertaining to the grammatical structure or type of sentence to which the utterance belongs, and the need for keeping meanings apart:

(a) S.//law _talab _minni ’xamsa ’saay//
(If he asked me—to give him—five piastres,)
(I would give him four piastres.)

(b) 

(If I could find a place where there was no traffic,)

(And where I would feel at home,)

(I would move there even though it were at the end of the world.)

(c)

(It is not as cold as it was last year.)

 versus:

(d)

(It is not cold. It is like last year.)

In the first pair, there are two tone-groups in (a) compared with three in (b). In the second, there is one in (c) compared with two in (d). The difference in number may be partly accounted for in terms of the requirements of meaning and sentence structure.

(ii) They may be pausal or contextual:

(a) 

(In answer to "Have you suffered much?"

(b) 

(− I bought− vegetables, fruits, and meat.)

(c) 


Combinations type (i) may be described as structurally determined; type (ii) combinations may be described as pausally or contextually determined.

3. Tone-groups differ tonally according to the position they occupy in a combination of tone-groups and also according to the sentence type in which they stand.

A tone-group may occupy:

(i) final position, or

(ii) non-final position.

(a) H./\ (i) has-tanna ka\_maan\_rub\_i\_ saa\_ga/
   (You shall wait for another quarter of\(\__\(\__\)
   / (ii) wi ba\_deen axla\_h,huulik /\n   (And then I shall extract it.)\(\__\)\(\__\)

(b) S./\ (i) ?inta\_\_\_raayih il\_\_\_beet/
   (You are going home.)
   / (ii) mij\_\_\_kida /\n   (Aren't you?)

(c) H./\ wi -lamma suf\_\_ tiih / (i)
   (And when you saw him,)
   / kan bi\_\_yi\_j\_mil\_\_\_\_\_eeh /\ (ii)
   (What was he doing?)

Tone-groups type (i) may be described as final; those type (ii) may be described as non-final.

To show the relation between tonal features and the positional
factors referred to above on a rough statistical basis, irrespective of distributional considerations relating to any particular sentence type, it may be stated that falling intonation seems to be much more common in association with final tone-groups than either level or rising intonation. On the other hand, rising and level intonation are much more common in association with non-final tone-groups than falling intonation.

To show the relation between tonal features and positional factors with reference to sentence-types, it may be stated that the same seems to apply with the exception that non-particle interrogative sentences make much more use of rising and level intonation in final position, and also that two-part sentences belonging to the same type, and to a lesser degree, those belonging to particle interrogative type, show a marked tendency for their non-final groups to be associated with falling intonation.

In most of the examples given, (a) show final falling intonation, (b) show final rising intonation, and (c) show final level intonation.

4. Tone-groups may differ in structure.

(i) A tone-group may have only one nuclear point:

(a) H. /\sa-baah il` xeer ya leesi /\ (Good-morning, Leesy.)

(b) H. /\ na`biil /\ (Nabiil?)

(c) S. /\ . jukran /\ (Thanks.)

(ii) It may have more than one:
This serves as a basis for the distinction between:

(i) simple tone-groups, and

(ii) compound tone-groups.

5. In compound tone-groups, the direction of pitch movement at the nuclear points may be the same or different.

(i) Compound tone-groups with the same pitch direction:

A. (a) // ?iṭ, faḍqal ya ?us-taaz hi-seen si'gaarə//
   (A cigarette, title, Hussein.)
   // -wadi l,جيلba xulsi //
   (And there goes my empty box.)

A. (b) // wi s, gaarə ka maan //
   (A cigarette as well!)

This serves as a basis for the distinction between:

(i) simple tone-groups, and

(ii) compound tone-groups.

5. In compound tone-groups, the direction of pitch movement at the nuclear points may be the same or different.

(i) Compound tone-groups with the same pitch direction:

H. (a) // b and mi lifhum hafa laat wi ha'gaat min quot; diy //
   (Do you arrange parties and things of this sort for them?)

L. (b) // ?ahlan wa, sahlan //
   (Welcome.)

(ii) Compound tone-groups with different pitch directions:

H. (a) // kull id, dinya b 'tikbar //
   (All the world grows, not only you!)

(b) // juuf ' miin bi, xabbat //
   (Go and see who's at the door.)

6. Parallel to the distinction: final/non-final tone-groups, a further distinction may be set up between "major" and "minor" tone units. In certain combinations, it seems feasible to refer to a member unit as major and to refer to others as "minor". In:

// lamma -tiigi t, qaabil ilmu'diir/ ma tin 'saa //

// lamma -tiigi t, qaabil ilmu'diir/ ma tin 'saa //
(When you are to meet the manager, don't forget.), this distinction seems to be relevant. The second tone-group may be said to be major in relation to the first. Conversely, in: /lamma\-tiigi/ ti-\-aabil ilmu\-diir// ma tin\-saas/ (When you come, meet the manager. Don't forget.), no such distinction can be said to apply to either the second or third tone-group in so far as they are related to each other. The two are major in relation to the first.

There are formal criteria with reference to which this distinction can be justified. They include non-intonational considerations. The following examples are quoted in illustration:

1. S. (a) /\-ana\-geet inna\-harda fi\-utu\-biis /
   (To-day, I came by bus;)
   (b) / fi\-utu\-biis fis\-sikka t\-\-'attal /
   (The bus broke down on the way.)

2. A. (a) /\-in-nama \-ba\-\-dirsi ma t\-\-aalin /
   (But after the tooth had been treated;)
   (b) / mi\-inta ka\-seet bita\-\-hassun /
   (Didn't you feel better?)

The first utterance contains two tone-groups. Each is co-extensive with a substrate which meets all the necessary requirements for being a complete and independent utterance by virtue of its grammatical structure. The relations holding between the various grammatical elements operating within the compass of each substrate are describable solely in terms of the internal structure of that substrate and with no reference to any such elements or
relations within the other. In this sense, each is a complete and self-contained sentence. There is also the fact that only the second sentence is readily expandable by the addition of a conjunctive particle of the type of /fa/ (then) in initial position. This is a further indication of the equivalent grammatical status which the two substrates enjoy as members of a co-ordinate structure. Furthermore, they are both classifiable as declarative sentences.

Intonationally, however, the case is different. Although closely interrelated, the tonal patterns of the two groups are dissimilar. On the one hand, their close interrelation is manifested by the overall impression created by the manner in which the two patterns seem to complement one another. Thus while the former is a sort of prelude leading up to the latter, the latter represents a sort of climax culminating at the very end. By so doing, it rounds off the melody of the whole utterance and gives it unity and finish. On the other, their dissimilarity lies in the fact that whereas the first is a rising intonation pattern, the second is a falling one.

Examining the grammatical and intonational aspects of this utterance in conjunction, we see that of the two patterns discussed, only the second can be shown to match the grammatical type of sentence to which the utterance as a whole belongs. Assuming the concrete details of the actual context in which the utterance was spoken to be unavailable, it is possible to approach it in the abstract, and to consider it as a representative of the normal declarative type of sentence. By this is meant a sentence whose
main function is to transmit a piece of communication, i.e., with a minimum of emotional colouring. By the same token, it is possible to view the final high fall as a representative of falling intonation, a type of intonation which is formally least complicated in shape and functionally most highly loaded in association with the kind of sentences referred to above. If we apply the same yardstick in trying to estimate roughly how typical the rising pattern of the first tone-group is of the kind of grammatical structure in hand, we find that the situation is different. Although rising intonation occurs in all kinds of sentence; it is not very typical of the kind specified above. On these grounds, therefore, it seems feasible to conclude that the tonal pattern of the second tone-group is alone the one that runs parallel to the grammatical structure of the utterance.

There is one more aspect of the first example to be considered, and that is its role as a piece of language activity, an utterance. Since every utterance presupposes a context of situation, it seems quite in order to be more specific about the setting of the example in question with a view to estimating the information content of the two messages contained in the example. The utterance forms part of an apologetic explanation given by a junior official in answer to his superior's reproachful remark about his coming late to the office.

It is obvious from the context that the second sentence of the example carries the weightier message including items one would leave out last in the message. In fact, the first sentence can
easily be dispensed with with no significant loss to the communication value of the message as a whole; since the second sentence contains all the ingredients required to carry the message across. There is in addition the explicit repetition of one of the major components of the message: the word /iil?tu?biis/ (the bus), instead of the more usual way of referring to it anaphorically.

The introduction of contextual considerations makes clear a number of points. It pinpoints the rhetorical nature of the utterance, accounts for the selection of the co-ordinate type of structure which is also characteristically emphatic, and also for the choice of the high fall, in turn, an emphatic tone meaning something like: "Of course that is the reason." A summary characterization of the utterance would be that it is declarative as to type of sentence, explanatory and appealing in content, and emphatic in tone.

The second example presents another side of the picture. It belongs to a different class of sentence structure and contains two clauses in dependence relationship. The formal marker of this relationship is the subordinating conjunctive particle /ba?d/ (after). In addition, it is an interrogative sentence of the non-special or non-particle type.

The same degree of congruence between the grammatical and phonological boundaries marking the first example is also to be found in this example, with the difference that this time the co-extensiveness of each tone-group is with a clause and not with a sentence. Similarly, the same features of mutual expectancy between their pitch patterns are observable. Once more we find the
pitch pattern of the second tone-group to be the one most common with the type of sentence to which the utterance belongs. The final pitch pattern represents an intonation commonly used in association with the non-particle interrogative. The fall marking the first clause is rarely used in this type of sentence except medially as is shown in the example. When it occurs finally, it is usually supported by the context:

3. H. /\_ ba? a 15i-laaq 'nifi fi /\_

(So the treatment was effective?)

Here, the particle /'ba?a/(so, then) refers to a previous remark to the same effect, only by the other interlocutor, so that the sentence is more of an echo than a question.

The context of the second utterance is self-explanatory. As a query, it is not marked by emphasis; hence the selection of the mid rise. A summary characterization of it is that it is a non-particle sentence of complex structure signalling a non-emphatic appeal to the listener to supply confirmation or denial.

The above analysis of the grammatical, intonational, and contextual aspects of examples (1) and (2) makes it clear that in both cases, (a) and (b) show a degree of interrelation which rules out the possibility of their being treated as independent. In this respect, they are evidently to be distinguished from such examples as:

4. A. /\_ miʃ 6aayiz '  miʃmiʃ // 6an-dina miʃmiʃ mum'taaz/\_

(Don't you want apricots? We have -sell- excellent apricots.)

or:
Again, it would seem just as inaccurate to treat the two tone-groups of example (1) as if they were of equal rank, or alternatively, to treat one of them in the absence of adequate reference to the other, as it would be to treat the two clause-structures of example (2) as if they had the same grammatical status, or alternatively, to omit reference to one of them when dealing with the grammatical structure of the other.

It is therefore proposed to apply (i) the term major to any tone-group which, out of a combination of tone-groups, occupies a central position in the combination, and (ii) the term minor to any that does not.

It should be noted, however, that it is not always easy to be consistent in this respect when the available criteria fail to point one way or the other. The decision as to whether one should classify a tone-group as major or minor is sometimes arbitrary, or highly subjective and variable. In such cases, this distinction will be resorted to mainly as a convenient means of drawing a line round one particular tone-group which, more than any other in a combination, seems to characterize a whole series, or else, to embody the gist of what the speaker aims to convey to the listener.

It should be also noted that the distinctions: major/minor and final/non-final do not always coincide. In the first and second examples above, the two distinctions coincide; in each, the major tone-group, the one that has the same privileges of occurrence as
the whole combination, happens to occupy final position. Although
this is the commonest arrangement, exceptional cases abound in the
material. The following examples illustrate this point:

6. (a) H. // _yağni mi's min- ra'yik ini gga waaž bil?agna biyya
(So you don't think it an advantage to have a non-
maš, laha //
Egyptian wife?)

(b) N. // _la? //
(Of course not.)

(c) H. // _ga-jaan hay` gaṭṭal gala s suu? il,mašri /
(Is it because of fear of competition to the Eg. market?)

(d) N. // _= miʃ hay` gaṭṭal gala s suu? il,mašri / (mnr.)
(Not fear of competition to the E. market!)

/ ha-yib?a ,fiih ixti laaf fila'a'dant/ (mnr.)
(There will always be differences of habits,
/ wifitti'baaʃ / wi ,kulli ḫaaga // (mnr. +mjr.,
(temperaments and everything.)

7. (a) N. // _zurt il?ah'raam // (Have you visited the Pyramids?)

(b) H. // _?a// (yes.)

(c) N. // _kaam ,marra // (How many times?)

(d) H. // _ha'waali, talat mar raat // (About three times.)

(e) N. // _mithay ya?li bti6' gibak // (You like them, I think?)

(f) H. // _da min -?agmal ma naazir 'mašr/ 
(Among the most beautiful sights of Egypt)
/ _hiyya ʃ tabaçañ il?ah'raam/ _wabu l'hool /
(are the Pyramids, the Sphinx, )
In example 6, the first tone-group in combination (d) is minor, and the others -major and minor- are major in relation to it. In 7, the reverse order is shown.

Distinctions relating to tone-groups as members of tone-group combinations will be left aside until the features characterizing them as structural units have been dealt with. It is possible to state that in so far as these features are concerned, the conversational language of E.C. Arabic has been found to fit into the following scheme:

A. **Simple tone-groups**: each containing one nuclear point,

B. **Compound tone-groups**: each containing more than one point,

B.1 **Compound/Similar**: each showing similar pitch directions at the nuclear points,

B.2 **Compound/Reverse**: each showing reversed pitch directions at the nuclear points.

So far, the object has been to describe the types of relations which may exist between tone-groups occurring within complete utterances. The object now is to study the tonal features of the
tone-group as a unit of the intonation system irrespective of whether it formed part of a complete utterance or not. In a simple tone-group, tonal contrasts at more than one point. To localize these contrasts, it is necessary to establish the following points:

A. The Nucleus: (N)

The nucleus is the basic, most prominent, and most active element in the tone-group (TG).

In a minimal TG, the N is co-extensive with the TG:

\[ /\text{ naam } /\text{(He slept.)} \]
\[ /\text{ laa/ } /\text{(No.)} \]
\[ /\text{ Juuf/ } /\text{(Look.)} \]

The syllable focal in the nucleus, i.e. the nuclear syllable (NS), is singled out by some added features or components of prominence. It is the syllable that initiates the primary pitch change characterizing the TG. In utterances described here as exceptional, the N syllable can be any syllable in any word irrespective of whether that syllable or word is the one normally stressed or not:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. /l fawa'niis /\text{(lanterns)} /l'fawaniis /\text{ }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. /l miʃ 'kida /\text{(Not this way)} /l'miʃ kida /\text{ }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. /l '?im'baarih/\text{(Yesterday)} /l'?imbaarih/\text{ }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first two were said with a falling, the third with a rising, intonation.

Similarly, in the following exceptional patterns:
(Gosh! I forgot the purse.)

(I told you they are asleep!)

both emphatic, both classifiable as divided rise-falls, the normally stressed syllables (between brackets) are not the most prominent ones.

The substitution of a tone for another within the nucleus is capable of introducing a major change in the function of the TG. Tonal changes introduced elsewhere in the TG do not necessarily change its function. In the following, (a) and (b) show tonal differences which are not matched by major functional changes, whereas (c) is tonally and functionally different from (a) and (b):

(a) /\ biy\-\-?uul mi\-\-naayin /\ (He says he will not go to bed.-

offended tone-)

(b) /\ biy\-\-?uul mi\-\-naayin /\ (He says he will not go to bed.-

statement of fact-)

(c) /\ biy\-\-?uul mi\-\-naayin /\ (Does he say he will not go to

bed?!)

As can be seen from the examples, the nucleus carries the primary
tonal contrasts within the TG, both syntagmatically: in relation to
elements within the same TG, and paradigmatically: in relation to the
scatter of tonal possibilities.
The Prehead: (Pre-NS)

The term denotes any unstressed syllables preceding the N syllable without being preceded by stressed syllables. It is not considered as a separate element, but as part of the nucleus proclitic in relation to the nuclear syllable. Nevertheless, it is convenient to assign a separate symbol to it.

High preheads are common with low falls, low rises, and mid fall-rises:

\[ /l \text{hay} \_\text{naan}/ (He is going to sleep.-offended) \]

\[ /l \text{hay} \_\text{naan}/ (Is he going to sleep?!-astonished-) \]

\[ /l \text{hay} \_\text{-naan}/ (He is going to sleep!-amused -) \]

The Tail: (NS+s), or (NS+s+s)

The nucleus may be minimal or extended. Unstressed syllables following the N syllable within the nucleus form the tail. The two possibilities of extension within a word are:

1. \[ /l \text{naamu}/ (They went to bed.) \]
2. \[ /l \text{katabu}/ (They wrote.) \]

The tail is considered as part of the nucleus enclitic in relation to the N syllable. The tail need not be devoid of prominence. In low rises, it marks a second peak. In low fall-rises, it marks a secondary one. In level tones, prominence is equally divided between the syllables of the tone. In falls, its prominence is negligible. In high falls, it may be inaudible.
The following examples will illustrate the difference in prominence between the tail of a fall-rise and that of a mid fall:

**F-R:** /ɪ ma b yis’‘a maṣ‘iyy / (Doesn’t he hear?)

**M.F.:** /ɪ ma b yis’‘a maṣ‘i / (He does not hear.)

Reference should be made to suspended semi-level tails which are very common in E.C. Arabic. As a "cool" and "undisturbed" answer to the comment:

/ɪ ‘inta yal’ta‘an / (You are to blame.)

the following words may be spoken:

/ɪ ?ana ‘‘a gaarif in nana yal’ta‘an / (I know I am to blame.)

Under the stimulus of some intense feeling such as "challenge" or "anger", the same words may be intoned as follows:

/ɪ ?ana ‘‘a gaarif in nana yal’ta‘an /

If /‘μuhmil/ (negligent) is substituted for /‘yal’ta‘an/ (wrong), the outcome will be the following:

/ɪ ?ana ‘‘a gaarif in nana ‘μuhmil /

/ɪ ?ana ‘‘a gaarif in nana ‘μuhmil /

In the last pattern, the final syllable is frequently inaudible.
The Head: (H)

In a TG of more than one stressed syllable, the first marks the beginning of the head, and any syllable immediately preceding the N syllable marks its end.

The head is optional. When it occurs, there is usually some degree of interdependence between its pitch and that of the N. Contrasts carried by the head are secondary.

Types of heads:

Heads may be tentatively divided into the following types:

1. Descending heads:

These are characterized by the fact that each stressed syllable is a little lower in pitch than the one preceding it. They are very common in low falling and low rising patterns. Sometimes they serve to express aloofness, mystification, wondering, or to create an atmosphere of suspense:

L.F. /\ ya=tara ya=sayyid it=ax-xartileeh /\  
(I wonder why Sayyid is late.)

L.R. /\ mi/=gaaiz=haddi yik-kallim=yeerak /\  
(Don't you want anyone else to talk but you?)

L.L. /\ wana=naazil is=subh nil?utu.biis /  
(While I was getting off the bus this morning...)

2. Ascending heads:

In this type, stressed syllables are each a little higher in
pitch than the one preceding. They are common in mid and high falling patterns. The impression they create is that of "appealing" to the listener's logic and common sense.

A. // tab ma tabagan ihaan 6andina wa? faat //

(But of course we have pauses.)

3. Uneven heads:

These are characterized by prenuclear gliding or level pitch movements alternating at different levels. They are common in association with rising-falling and falling-rising patterns. They add liveliness and briskness to the nuclear tone.

R-F. // xalli zaka-riyya y-glib ilfu'' luus //

(remind -make- Zakariyya to bring the money.)


(You seem to be in high spirits, Saami!)

Unstressed syllables in the head:

Cases occur in which the pitch of unstressed syllables may be higher than that of the preceding stressed syllables:

// huyu wanta 6, yadayar //

(Are you still a child?)

There are also cases in which their pitch curve follows closely that
of the surrounding stressed syllables:

\[ /\underline{\text{\textbullet{}}} \, \text{?ana} = \text{'i} \text{ ana} \, \text{'aaarif} \text{ inta} \, \text{a'yinha} \, \text{'feen}/\]  

(Do I know where you keep it?)

The commonest arrangement, however, is for unstressed syllables to keep out of the way of stressed ones:

\[ /\underline{\text{\textbullet{}}} \, \text{zud ilwi} \text{-laad yitfas sahu} \, \text{m-'aaak} \, \text{figgi\,neena}/\]  

(Take the children for a walk with you in the park.)

C. **Peaks:**

Occasionally, it will be convenient to compare the point highest in pitch within the head with the corresponding one within the nucleus. The terms head peak (HP) and nuclear peak (NP) will be used. The higher of the two will be referred to as the pattern peak.
CHAPTER III

The Tones of E.C. Arabic

The object of this chapter is to classify, describe, and differentiate the tones of E.C. Arabic. This is to be carried out in terms of their contextual and tonal features.

A total of 14 subclasses of tones, falling into five classes, have been postulated for E.C. Arabic. A few lie idle most of the day; but all are required to account for the main types of significant pitch variation in that language.

Tonal features combine other concomitant features. In view of this, the term "tone" will be taken to mean a unit of pitch and concomitant features occupying a place within a system of oppositions essentially tonal, and significant enough to potentially mark off one utterance from another. This will take care of such cases as whispering and devoicing.

A. Classes of Tones

The setting up of classes of tones involves the identification of well-defined shapes and movements of pitch.

The following are the classes of tones operating in E.C. Arabic. For purposes of illustration, examples associated with tones of the subclasses termed "mid" are given. By way of setting the scene for each example, a brief verbal context is supplied. It is generally a phrase of a particular grammatical structure which occurs normally in association with a specific tone. It may precede, follow, or embrace the example.
I. **Falling Tones:**

Tones falling into this class are characterized by the fact that each always ends on a note lower in pitch than the note on which it starts, with no significant rise in pitch intervening.

Example:

\[ \text{mi} \text{lissa hay, naam } / \text{da} \text{ ' naam} / \]

(He is not going to sleep; he is asleep already.)

II. **Rising Tones:**

Tones falling into this class are characterized by the fact that each always ends on a note higher in pitch than the note on which it starts, with no significant fall in pitch intervening.

Example:

\[ \text{lissa maga } \text{-maltij il, waagib } / \text{wi haf'naam} / \]

(You haven't done your homework, and you want to go to bed?)

III. **Falling Rising Tones:**

Tones falling into this class are characterized by the fact that within each there occurs a fall in pitch followed by a rise. The fall is often preceded by a rise from a lower pitch.

Example:

\[ / \text{ma } \text{haf'naam } / \text{min za'}-\text{maan} \]

(He has been asleep for hours now!)
IV. **Rising Falling Tones:**

Tones falling into this class are characterized by the fact that within each there occurs a rise in pitch followed by a fall. The rise is often preceded by a slight drop from a higher pitch.

Example:

\[
?amma \, ya^a'\, riiba /\, ba?a^{a} \, naam /\,
\]

(How strange! Has he really slept?)

V. **Level Tones:**

Tones falling into this class are characterized by the fact that within each there occurs no change of pitch direction.

Example:

\[
\text{/}^{/}huwwa^{a} \, naam /^{/} \text{walla} \, ^{a}lissa \, ma \, ^{a}namj
\]

(Has he gone to bed, or hasn't he?)

**B. Subclasses of Tones**

The classes listed and illustrated above have each been divided into a secondary set of tones. This subclassification involves selection from among an indefinite number of intermediate degrees. The object is to set up as many contrasting tones as are needed for the analysis. The criterion is that the selected tones exhaust the meaningful contrasts observed in the material. Accordingly, they represent abstractions made on the basis of observable pitch characteristics and distinct ranges of functions, both grammatical and situational, associated with each.
Labels attached to these tones are not meant to sum up the main characteristics of each subclass. They stand roughly for the starting point of most of the tones. Tones assigned doubled marks have been observed to be of low frequency. Tones represented by raised marks are thought to be on the whole most representative because of their high frequency and distinctness of function. Tones represented by lowered marks are also frequent; but they are less clear-cut. They admit of some indeterminacy as to their beginning and end points.

In anticipation of the detailed description of the contextual implications of these tones, no attempt is made to provide fuller glosses than the merely suggestive ones below.

The following is a list of these subclasses:

I. Falling Tones:

(a) **The High Fall**: (HF)

Example:

\[
\text{gaayiz ' tigraf huwwa mi} \quad \text{xaarig 'lee h /} \quad \text{Jaan } / \quad \text{naam /}
\]

(Do you want to know why he is not going out? Because he is asleep.)

(b) **The Mid Fall**: (MF)

Example:

\[
\text{inta mis} \quad \text{tanni} \quad \text{?eeh /} \quad \text{ma t ' naam /}
\]

(What are you waiting for? Go to bed.)
(c) **The Low Fall:** (LF)

Example:

\[\text{bi}_\text{tis'al gala na' biil} /\|\text{na'-biil, naam} /\]

(Have you come for Nabiil? Nabiil is asleep.)

II. **Rising Tones:**

(a) **The High Rise:** (HR)

Example:

\[\text{bit'ul' eeh} /\|\text{na biil' naam} /\]

(What is it you say? Nabiil went to bed?)

(b) **The Mid Rise:** (MR)

Example:

A. \[\text{dana taf. baan bi'jakl} \]
B. /\|\text{?idxul' naam} /\%

(I am so tired!) (Go to bed then.)

(c) **The Low Rise:** (IR)

\[\text{?il'waagib innak ti'zaakir} /\|\text{mi} /\|\text{ti, naam} /\]

(What you should be doing is to study, not to sleep!)

III. **Falling Rising Tones:**

(a) **The High Fall Rise:** (HFR)

Example:

\[\text{mi} /\|\text{shu' naam} /\] (Didn't I tell you? He has gone to bed.)
(b) **The Mid Fall Rise:** (MFR)

Example:

```
yalla \^{^a} biina     \/_ tila\^{^a}iih \^{^a} naam \/_
```

(Let's go. He has probably fallen asleep.)

(c) **The Low Fall Rise:** (LFR)

Example:

```
bitik\^{\mathrm{u}} kallim , gadd \/_ \^{\mathrm{a}} naam \/_
```

(Are you serious? -Is he really - asleep?)

IV. **Rising Falling Tones:**

(a) **The High Rise Fall:** (HRF)

Example:

```
\^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{i}na ba\^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{e}ena \^{\mathrm{a}} nu\^{\mathrm{a}} \mathrm{g} il\^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{l}''\mathrm{\i}leel \/_ \^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{s}ib\mathrm{n}a \^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{a}m \/_
```

(It is now mid-night. Do let's get some sleep!)

(b) **The Mid Rise Fall:** (MRF)

Example:

```
\^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{\i}ga\mathrm{\mathrm{yib}} \/_ -ba\^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{\mathrm{a}} \^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{m} \/_
```

(How astonishing! Went to bed indeed!)

(c) **The Low Rise Fall:**

Example:

```
\^{\mathrm{a}} \^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{\i}na \^{\mathrm{a}} \^{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{a}m \/_ (\mathrm{I} \mathrm{see}! \mathrm{He} \mathrm{went} \mathrm{to} \mathrm{bed}!)
``
V. Level Tones:

(a) The High Level Tone: (HL)
Example:

/\ ?iza -kaan =naam /\  ?a-giilu g^gubh

(If he is asleep, I shall come back in the morning.)

(b) The Low Level Tone: (LL)
Example:

/\ ?ul-tilak-tib'a ,?abli ma t naam/\  ti^fil is^fil ,baak

(I told you to close the window before you go to bed.)

C. (i) Contextual, and (ii) Tonal and Grammatical Features

A study of intonation has two tasks to perform, both necessarily and often simultaneously involved in the process of analysis. On the one hand, it is to present a description of the intonation patterns which native speakers use; and on the other, it provides a statement of the correlation between these patterns and the grammatical and situational contexts in which they are used. In short, it is to describe their form and their potential for meaningful participation in the functioning of the language.

In the present chapter, there is hardly room for a full classification of typical contexts of situation related to their contexts of culture and coupled with a classification of the tonal
features exhibited in each. Only one typical situation has been selected for each subclass of tone, and little attempt has been made to generalize beyond it. It is hoped that the picture will have more touches added in later chapters.

It was found necessary, in dealing with the tonal aspects, to refer, under the same heading, to broad grammatical aspects relating to the various tones. In connection with the purely tonal features, the order of presentation will be the description of the "nucleus" with its components, and then the "head". Examples labelled "exceptional" refer to cases of pitch patterning which, though common, have a limited range of use.

I. Falling Tones:

(i) Contextual:

We may start by examining some possible responses to the following interrogative sentence:

\( /{\text{?il-kharf illi -ba\'d il-laam \text{,} e\text{1i}t\text{eeh} /}\)

(What is the letter after "laam"?)

This is a perfectly normal question for a teacher to address to any of his pupils. It is, however, capable of evoking different responses depending on the manner and circumstances in which it is asked. Supposing that it has been addressed to one particular pupil, Nabiil, it will then be more appropriate to have it slightly modified so as to become:

\( /{\text{?il-kharf illi -ba\'d il-laam \text{,} e\text{1i}t\text{eeh ya na\text{-}biil} /}\)

(What is the letter..., Nabiil?)

There is practically no limit to the variety of situations which
can be constructed and in which this question and the possible answers to it may neatly fit; but the following typical ones are adequate for the present purpose.

(a)

Nabiil, an Egyptian counterpart of any English sixth former, naturally considers that he has gone past the stage of such elementary questions. He will receive the question with a mixture of surprise and anxiety. This will be reflected clearly in the intonation that accompanies his answer:

/\ "miim /\ (The letter is- "miim" (=m). -of course-)

Translated into words, his attitude may be roughly rendered as: "Of course you know that I know the answer. There must be a catch in this question somewhere." Very likely, his misgivings may turn out to be well-founded. He may soon find that he has made a mistake, for instance, in arranging a list alphabetically.

(b)

If, for one reason or another, spelling is known to the class to constitute one of the weak points of Nabiil to which his attention has repeatedly been drawn, he will not feel surprised to hear the question. Instead, he may feel rather insulted by this reproachful remark being so often administered in public. In his hurry to cover up his weakness, he may make things worse by falling into another spelling pitfall:

/\ "nuun /\ (The letter is- "nuun" (=n).)

to which the teacher's prompt correction will be:

/\ "miim nuun/ /\ "miim /\ (The letter is not "n", but "m".)
Here, Nabiil's attitude may be described as "offended", "protesting", etc.; whereas the teacher's attitude is one of "correcting", "pointing out", or "contradicting".

(c)

If Nabiil has only recently joined an evening class and is still in the process of learning the mechanics of reading and writing, he will accept the question as a normal type of event, free from any connotations. He will listen carefully, go mentally through the letters of the alphabet until he secures the information required and then will "calmly" answer:

\[ /\underline{\text{mim}} / \] (The letter is "m".)

Such an attitude may be described as "calm", "deliberate", and "informative".

(ii) **Tonal**:

\( (a) \quad \text{HF} \)

1. HF tones appear in the material in two forms: (i) "contracted" (marked as in "naam"), and (ii) "full" (marked as in "_naam"). Both have the same starting point; but whereas in the "contracted" type the fall does not reach bottom pitch, in the "full", it does. In addition "HF has twice or more the duration of "HF. The following description applies to the former which is taken as basic since it tends to occur more often.

2. "HF occurs in statements and replies expressing "logical" and "obvious" conclusions, and also in particle questions of a rhetorical nature:
// wa, naşmil "eeh / (What can I do?)
// fi,ri'didi "eeh / (There is nothing I can do?)

"HF occurs in "offended" comments and replies:

// "feen =di / (Where is it? -there is nothing here-)

3. Both occur mainly in final, and rarely in non-final positions:

// "fiih xo deliberately "fiih x gibna //
(There are eggs, cheese, etc.)

A. Nucleus:  

NS+o: /"naam / ..... (He slept.)
NS+s: /"naamu/ ..... (They " .)
preNS+s: /ma"naamu (They are
preNS+s+s: /ma"katabu / asleep al-
(They did write.) ready.)

- The pitch falls from a point at or near the upper pitch line.
- It reaches a point a little above mid. The fact that it does
  not reach the bottom pitch line may be considered as its defining
  characteristic.
- It is rather short in duration. N syllables bearing it show
  short durations, and are not strongly articulated.
- In NS+o, final consonants tend to be inaudible.
- In NS+s, final syllables may show the same tendency.
- Accordingly, NS+s sometimes gives the impression of being one
  tonotic segment.

B. Head:

Examples:

1. Speaker A:  // ma sa"firtij' -leek bil,markib//
  (Why didn't you go by boat?)
The pitch of the head may serve as an objective criterion for deciding between the subclasses of the nuclear tone. Some patterns give a strong impression of mutual expectancy between the head and the nucleus. The "HF" pattern is a case in point.

- The onset of the fall represents the pattern peak.

- Heads containing only one stressed syllable have very low pitch.

- In heads containing more than one stressed syllable, the first is pitched low and the pitch of the remaining syllables is stepped up gradually. Sometimes, as in (2), the first stressed syllable is pitched higher than the second.

- Syllables intervening between the last stressed syllable and the N syllable fill the gap in an ascending order.

- It is convenient to mark the point where the movement towards the nucleus takes place as is shown in the examples above.

- When applied to a substrate which admits of a pause in the middle, the complete pattern is as follows:

3. /"miʃ waːmaːyim /baːlaːf /\(If you don't want to sleep,\)

   \(It is up to you\)
1. MF patterns are frequent in statements, commands, and special questions. Generally speaking, they are used in situations in which the speaker points out errors, contradicts a statement, or has to select, illustrate, or point to one particular item out of a number of others.

2. An essential difference between them and "HF patterns lies in the absence of any tone of "argumentativeness" from them.

3. MF tones appear mainly in final position; they occur medially in questions.

A. Nucleus: /'naam/ ____________________________ (He slept.)
/ 'naamu/ ____________________________ (They ".")
/ da 'naamu/ ____________________________ (They ".")
/ da 'katabu/ ____________________________ (He wrote it.)

- The fall starts from a point somewhere above mid.
- It reaches the bottom pitch line.
- The duration of this tone is roughly two times the duration of "HF.
- N syllables bearing this tone are strongly articulated and show normal duration.

B. Head:

Examples:

1. // biy-?ulu  ba?it mum' taaza //
   ________________________________
   ________________________________
   ________________________________

(They say it has become excellent.)
2. /\?ana bidd a -naan ' badri/\n
(I want to sleep early.)

- The onset of N is normally the pattern peak.
- Unstressed syllables remain on the same pitch as that of the preceding stressed syllables or are slightly lower.

(c) LF

1. Low falls are frequent in "calm" and "considered" comments, in commands and special questions. They are not infrequent on items already mentioned or present in the situation and not requiring special mention.

2. They occur mainly in final position; they are not uncommon in medial position in questions.

A. **Nucleus:**

\[\text{naam} /\]
\[\text{naamu} /\]
\[\text{da\,naamu} /\]
\[\text{da\,katabu} /\]

(But he wrote it.)

- The fall starts from a point below mid. The exact point varies with the type of intonation context in which it occurs.
- It reaches a point at or near the bottom pitch line.
- Its duration is intermediate between those of HF and MF.
- N syllables bearing this type have medium duration and are moderately strong.
B. Head:

Examples:

1. /\ id-dini -ratli \u2014uufa /\ (Give me a pound of tomatoes.)

2. /\ eeh ?a-hamm ?an-waa\f i\akl illi tfod d\ahuh /\ 

(What are the main kinds of food which you prefer?)

3. /\ im-maal \f feen sili\maan /\ (But where is Silimaan?)

- H peak is the pattern peak whether initial (1), medial (2), or final in the head (3).
- Unstressed syllables are lower in pitch than stressed ones.
- The onset of the nucleus is higher in pitch than any unstressed syllables immediately preceding it.

Exceptional:

4. /\ ana ?a-ta't-lagt ilga waab \f hitta \hitta /\ 

(I tore the letter -lit-bit by bit- to pieces.)

The above pattern, in which the prominence of the H peak tends to overshadow that of the nucleus, and in which the pitch descends gradually to reach the onset of the nucleus, occurs frequently when an item qualifying another that follows it immediately is being intensified. More than one qualifier may occur:

5. /\ il-waahid \f muuxu \f tuul inna \f saar \f haar /\ 

(My mind is -all day long - wandering.)
II. **Rising Tones:**

(i) **Contextual:**

Next, we may consider some typical responses to the following declarative sentence:

// biy-?uulu _xusur =- ?alfi g?neeh fil?u Maar //

(They say he lost a thousand pounds in gambling.)

A piece of information such as the one contained in the above sentence is also capable of being responded to in a number of ways varying with the context of situation in which it is reported.

For a setting, an Egyptian cafe would be just the sort of place for similar facts or rumours to be circulated and gossiped about.

Supposing that "Gaad", the unfortunate person's name, has been mentioned earlier, that the reporter is a friend of "Nabiil"'s, and that Nabiil is the recipient of this information, Nabiil may react in one of the following ways:

(a) If Nabiil's friend has been talking for a long time, and has mentioned a number of names in addition to Gaad's, and if Nabiil has been doing all the listening, it will not be surprising if, his attention having strayed for a moment or two to what is going around him, he is not quite sure as to who it was that lost his money. He must therefore get the name right before he can furnish the appropriate comment usually expected for such a bit of reporting. His uncertainty will find expression in the following:

// biit ?uul ^ miin // (Who did you say it was?)

Or, alternatively, he may have been listening carefully, but cannot
bring himself to believe that such a thing can happen to Gaad, who is presumably too poor ever to come in possession of a thousand pounds. In this case, he will express his incredulity by using the same intonation pattern as he exclaims:

/\*mij ma6,?uul // " gaad /(Impossible! Gaad!)

Possible, Nabiil does not know or care much about "Gaad". As a result, he may not be deeply moved by what happened to him. There is yet the possibility that he may be impressed by the dazzling figure of one thousand pounds. As a suitable comment that will give vent to his intense awareness, not so much of the critical position Gaad has placed himself in by losing that sum as of what such a handsome figure would mean to him personally, he may make use of an exclamatory item with no other function than to serve as an intonation carrier. His comment and the intonation that goes with it will be:

/\*" alfi g 'neeh // 'yaah /\ (One thousand pounds! All that money!)

(c) Nabiil, however, may view the whole question from an entirely different standpoint. He may happen to hold strong views against gambling, and his faith in Gaad may be utterly shaken. His comment will tend to have an unmistakable ring of moral indignation. It will run as follows:

/\*" widi tiigii // ,gaad /(Is this befitting? Gaad should not have done that.)
1. **HR** tones are extremely common in brief echoes whether demanding the repetition of an utterance, or themselves consisting of repetitions, partial or complete, of a piece of news as a sign of surprise.

2. They occur mainly in final position.

   **A. Nucleus:** 
   
   "naan / (He slept did you say?)

   "naamu / (They slept " " )

   "hay" naamu/ (Are they going to sleep?)

   "wi ' katabu / (Did he actually write it?)

   A sharp, steady, and straight rise starts from a point above mid.

   - It reaches a point at or slightly below the top line.

   - It has a brief duration, comparable with that of "HF. N syllables bearing it are articulated rather weakly, and show short durations.

   - No inaudibility marks the end-point of this tone whether the nucleus is NS+o, or NS+s. In very rapid speech, this, along with concomitant durational differences, may serve to distinguish an HR tone from an "HF one.

   **B. Head:**

   Examples:

   1. "\text{si yadtak bitin}" dahli / (Are you calling me?)
92

2. /\ si-miŋt inni _saami " feen /\ (Where did you hear that

Saami was?)

- The main feature of an HR pattern is a juxtaposition between
a rather low-pitched number of stressed syllables and the high
pitch of the nucleus.(1)

- With the occurrence of a prominent syllable at any point in
the head, it stands out in terms of pitch, though it remains
lower in pitch than the nucleus.(2)

(b) \textit{MR}

1. There are probably more than one variety of MR. In addition
to (i) the type described below and characterized by its initial
level part, there is (ii) another that has the simple straight
shape of HR and the range of MR(i). It differs from (i) in that
the rise is not preceded by a level part. No attempt is made to
mark (ii) differently from (") since the two often do duty for one
another. Example(ii): /\ ḫayiz " ḫay /\ (You want tea?)

2. There are (iii) other varieties which seem to be conditioned
by sentence type and structure. For instance in dependent
conditional clauses occurring initially, the rising part of (iii)
may start lower and end higher than the corresponding rise of MR
(i) does. In addition, the last one of these clauses in a sentence
containing a number of them, may be characterized by a rise
higher than any of the rises characterizing the preceding varieties:

(iii). /\ law -kunti min'tibih/ kunti f'himt /\ (If you had been

listening, you would have understood:)
S. /law -kutti kal'lifti xofrok/ wi ha't-teeti l-balitu ǧala , kitfak/

(If you had the trouble, and put on your overcoat,)

/ wi xax'bat'il,baab wi daxalt / kutti ha'tib?a mir'taah/

(and pushed the door -knocked-, and entered , you would have been at ease.)

3. MR (i) and (ii) occur finally in general questions, requests, exclamations, and non-finally in statements, and listing patterns.

A. Nucleus: / 'naam /  (Did he sleep?)

/ 'naanu /  (Did they " )

/ hay' naanu /  (Will " " )

/wil'kataba/  (And the clerks, etc.,)

- The starting point lies somewhere below mid.
- For approximately half the duration of the tone, the pitch remains level, marking the first peak of prominence.
- It then rises smoothly, at this stage marking a secondary peak of prominence.
- The rise reaches a point above mid.
- It is of medium duration, longer than HR and shorter than L-HR.
- In NS+o: the level and the rise are concentrated within NS.
- In NS+s: NS remains level; "s" rises and has secondary prominence. In NS+s+s: Rising and prominence are associated with the final syllable only. This applies whatever the number of
syllables in the tail is. Intervening syllables occupy an inter-
mediate position between the level and the rise.
- NS+o gives the impression of two tonetic segments on account of its divided pitch pattern.

B. Head:

A second criterion next to the shape of the tune itself and serving to distinguish the MR nucleus is the fact that the beginning of the nucleus is higher in pitch than any immediately preceding syllable unless it happens to be the H peak.

Examples:

1. //bit-?uul il-laban‘saaxin ///// (You say the milk is hot?)

2. //gib-tilik ‘lahma w / 'fakha w / xu'daar ///// (I brought you meat, fruits, and vegetables.)

3. //?is-saafa -kaan wal’lachi ///// (What is the time, please?)

- If there is a head peak, it is normally level with or slightly higher than the onset of the nucleus. (1) and (3)
- If the head has only one stressed but non-prominent syllable, it has mid to low pitch. (2)
- Unstressed syllables are lower in pitch than stressed ones.

(c) LR

1. LR patterns occur finally practically in all types of sentences
and convey a marked degree of intensity whether of wishing for something, or of reproach, or of irritation, etc. They are used also in non-final groups such as listing patterns.

2. L-HR patterns occur frequently in conditional sentences whose main clauses are normally left unexpressed: We may compare the following:

a. */law šara.biyya twas'qalna*/(If only there was a car to take us!)

b. */law šara.biyya/tiwas'qalna/*(If only there was a car, it would take us.)

In (a), the result of the condition is not expressed; in (b), it is.

- The starting point lies somewhere in the low region.
- At the outset and for approximately less than half the duration of the tone, the pitch remains level and then curves upwards.
- Two end-points on the pitch scale may be distinguished: (i) a mid ending giving a Low-Mid rising span, and (ii) a high ending giving a Low-High rising span (marked as in */ḥay'naamu* above).
- L-MR tones are of medium duration; L-HR tones are extremely prolonged.
- The rising part marks a second peak of prominence much more noticeable in the case of L-HR tones.
- The distribution of the level and the rise within the syllables of the nucleus follows the same pattern described in connection with MR tones.
- NS+o gives the impression of being two tonetic segments.
- In the last example under "nucleus", high level pitch occurs on NS and a low rise occurs on the tail syllable, in contrast to 'miji
- L-HR patterns are termed "exceptional" on account of the fact that they are grammatically and contextually ear-marked, and are capable of being heavily reinforced on the durational and tonal dimensions. Durationally, they may be immensely prolonged, chant-like, and said with syllable-timed rhythm. Tonally, they may go up the scale from beginning to end with unusual breathiness marking their beginning. They often extend over long stretches of syllables.

B. Head:

Examples:
1. /\ ?inta "gaarif waz-naha kam ;keelu /\
    (Do you know how many kilos it weighs?)
2. /\ "lissa ,badriy/\
   (There is plenty of time.)
- The H peak is higher than the onset of the nucleus whether it comes early in the head or immediately precedes the nucleus (1 and 2 respectively).
- The onset of the nucleus is normally lower than the preceding syllable.
- The intonation of the first example may be altered so as to give an MR (ii) tone and a different meaning in the following way:

\[ \text{3. } /\int\text{inta } ^\circ \text{baarif / waz }^\circ \text{naha kaam "keelu / }\]

(You know how many kilos it weighs?—Shall I tell you?)

III. **Falling-Rising Tones:**

(i) **Contextual:**

The following is a sequence of declarative sentences, the last being a sentence-fragment:

\[ /\text{sayyid } ^\circ \text{hay-Suut ik}^\circ \text{kora// - sayyid } ^\circ \text{Sat // "goon / }\]

(Sayyid is going to kick the ball. S.kicked it. It's a goal.)

These sentences may, quite naturally, form part of an announcer's commentary on a televised football match, a marked feature of the week-ends not to be missed by football fans. Being no exception, Nabiil, a supporter of one of the contesting teams, may react to this item of news in several ways, as can be detected from his possible comments to Gaad, a supporter of the opposing team.

(a)

Nabiil may have "promised" Gaad a spectacular defeat. If the announced goal marks the end of the match, he will be extremely disappointed by the fact that his team scored only one goal. His
disappointment may not take a violent form, but only find expression in the subdued tone of resignation with which he mutters his final comment:

/⟩ nəˈtiːɡa miʃ ˈbatwaːlə // ˈgʊn /⟩

(It is not a bad result. One goal. -It could have been worse!-)  

(b) If the match has just started and Gaad's team is in the lead for the moment, Nabiil, in anticipation of any fuss Gaad may be inclined to make, may simply shrug his shoulders and say challengingly:

/⟩ ˈtəwːɪl ˈbaːlək // dəˈhɪtɪt ˈɡʊn /⟩

(Be patient. It is only a goal. -The game hasn't finished yet!)

(c) Nabiil may have expected the kick to be counted as a foul, and not as a goal. He will then be astonished by the referee's decision. His astonishment and exasperation will get the better of him and his immediate reaction will be:

/⟩ ˈɡʊn // maː ˈwʊlə ˈdiː /⟩

(Is this a goal! Is that possible!)

(ii) **Tonal:**

(a) **HFR**

HFR tones are used finally in expressions of sympathy or consolation, and non-finally in phrases introducing hesitant or doubtful answers or comments in which some reservation is implied.

A. **Nucleus:**  

/ˈnəːm/  

/ˈnəːmɪ/  

**Tonal:**  

(a) **HFR**
The fall starts from a point below the upper line.
- It ends within the mid pitch region.
- The rise begins where the fall ends. It reaches a point below the top line.
- It is of a short duration evenly distributed over the falling and rising parts. N syllables bearing this tone show less than their normal duration.
- The rising part is marked by some degree of prominence.
- The distribution of the fall and the rise within the syllables of the nucleus is similar to the distribution of the level and the rise within the MR and LR nuclei except that non-final unstressed syllables tend to drift slightly downwards after the fall, and then join the rise if long tails are involved.
- In the last example above, an HFR tone is spread over a phrase giving the configuration shown.

B. Head:

Examples:

1. /\ ba-gatti gawa* been ma ** raddij /\\
   \ (I sent two letters; but he didn't answer.)

2. /\ wala* hatta -sa?al 6a* layya/\\ (He didn't even bother about me.)
The nucleus stands out as the pattern peak.

- The stressed syllables of the head occupy the upper and lower mid regions.

- In 1, unstressed syllables move slightly downwards away from the low-pitched stressed syllable, then up towards H peak and N. In 2, they move up towards H peak, start again lower than the low-pitched stressed syllable and then move towards N.

(b) MFR

1. Two kinds of MFR patterns occur in the material: one with (i) a contracted type of tone (\(^-\)), and the other with (ii) a full type (\(\checkmark\)). The contracted type is more frequently used, and is the one described below. The full type differs in that in it, the drop in pitch comes very near to the bottom pitch and is followed by a rise to a point lower than the initial point of the tone:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \text{mag}^\checkmark \text{nuuna} /\downarrow
\end{array}
\]

(\(\text{Is she really mad?}\))

2. Type (i) is common in certain exclamatory proverbs and phrases, but never with interrogative force:

Proverbs: \(\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \text{is}^-\text{Sabri} \downarrow\text{tayyib} /\downarrow
\end{array}\)

(\(\text{It is better to be patient.- It is no use grumbling.}\))

Set-phrases generally initiated by negative particles:

\(\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \text{wala} \text{y}^-\text{himmak} /\downarrow\text{(Never mind.-Don't worry-)}
\end{array}\)

\(\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \text{bala}^-\text{daw}Ja /\downarrow\text{(Stop fussing.)}
\end{array}\)

Reduplicated phrases:

\(\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \text{siibak}^-\text{siibak} /\downarrow\text{(Take it easy.)}
\end{array}\)
Type (ii) is common in non-final position, and in final position with interrogative force.

A. **Nucleus:**

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{naam} / & \quad \text{\L} \\
/\text{naamu} / & \quad \text{\L} \\
/\text{ma } \text{naamu} / & \quad \text{\L} \\
/\text{ma } \text{katabu} / & \quad \text{\L} \\
\end{align*}
\]

- The fall starts from a point above mid. An appreciable rise from a noticeably lower pitch is characteristic of this tone.
- The fall, or rather drop, of pitch, reaches a point half way between lines 1 and 2.
- From that point, the pitch becomes level for some time. Beyond this, a choice seems to exist depending on the grammatical structure of the substrate. In the above statement types, a slight drop of pitch may follow the level part. In commands and requests, this drop can be replaced by a rise:

\[
/\text{iskut} / \quad \text{\L} (\text{be quiet, -urging-})
\]

- This tone is a lively one, remarkably quick, and of a moderate duration. Nuclear syllables bearing it are vigorously articulated.
- The final drop has some prominence, though not quite so noticeable as the final rise in /?iskut / above, or the full type (v).
- **NS+o** gives the impression of being three tonetic segments.
B. Head:

Examples:

1. /\ ma-huw wa ka-naan biy~zaakir /\

(Talking about him - he studies hard.)

2. /\ -?a?li sayyid -yani /\

(Sayyid is rich. -He can afford to-)

- The H peak is level with or slightly higher than the onset of N.
- It occurs initially in (1) and finally in (2).
- A noticeable feature of this pattern is the juxtaposition between the pitch of the nucleus and that of the syllable that comes immediately before it. The pitch of the latter is very low.

(c) IFR

IFR tones occur in contexts similar to those in which IR tones do.

A. Nucleus:  

/\naan /  
/\naamu /  
/hay\naamu /  
/hay\naamu /  
/katabu /  

- The fall starts from a point slightly below mid. The pitch moves down rapidly reaching a point at the bottom pitch line before it reverses its direction. In some cases, the fall reaches a point below the bottom pitch line wherein it becomes breathy.
- The pitch then rises evenly at first, but its rate speeds up towards the end. The rise ends within the mid or high pitch regions.
- This tone exhibits a very long duration comparable with that of the IR.
- The rising movement is marked by a degree of prominence which may be equal to that of the falling part.
- N syllables bearing this tone are strongly articulated and have long durations.
- The distribution of the fall and the rise within the syllables of the nucleus is similar to that stated in connection with other FR tones.

B. Head:

Examples:

1. \[ /\ huwwa saami lissa ma \* namj'iyy /\ 
   (Hasn't Saami slept yet?)

2. \[ /\ huw-wanta bass ili l bifham /\ 
   (Is it only you that understands?)

- In these examples, the stressed syllables of the head are both higher in pitch than the onset of the nucleus.
- In 1, the first syllable is slightly higher in pitch than the second stressed syllable. The reverse occurs in 2.
- Unstressed syllables are pitched a shade lower than stressed ones.
IV. Rising-Falling Tones:

(i) Contextual:

/ʃ/-wərəyɑk fil bɑd.laadɑ ya nɑ.biɪl // gɑ'' nɪɪl // mɪʃ'' kɪdɑ /ʃ/ (What do you think of this suit, Nabiil? Smart! Isn't it?)

The sequence above contains a particle interrogative incorporating a vocative piece, then a sentence fragment, and ends with a non-particle interrogative. Judging by the addressive piece it contains, the listener is Nabiil. To round off the picture, we may add that it has been spoken by Gaad while the two are idling about looking at shop windows on a hot summer day. The following contextual possibilities have been selected to show some typical reactions that might be "triggered off" by the quoted utterance:

(a)

Gaad may have spotted a suit that comes up to his ideal of what a smart suit should look like. If the suit makes the same impression on Nabiil, he will express his admiration in a similar way, but perhaps a little more emphatically:

/ʃ/-diɪ nɪʃ gaɪ.nɪɪl ɑ.bɑːs // _di g''' nɑɑ /ʃ/ (Not only is it smart, it is "smashing" !)

(b)

Nabiil’s eyes might not have landed on the suit pointed out by Gaad. He may take Gaad’s comment to refer to another one which is poorly designed. As a result, he will look critically at Gaad, wave his hand impatiently, and remark:
Gaad will soon put Nabiil right. The latter will realize that he has made a mistake. Pointing at the correct suit this time, he will slowly utter the words:

// I ~ τα // ιιι _ βα_dla ~ dii // _ dι _ ι_αaaga ~ tanya //

(I see. You mean this one. This is different.)

(ii) **Tonal:**  
(a) **HRF**

1. HRF tones occur in almost all types of sentences for which "HF and MF would be regarded as suitable. They are specially common in negative commands and exclamations expressing various degrees of intensity. Although they also appear in a great many contexts in which L-HR patterns occur, they are not possible in unfinished conditional sentences in which LR tones would be common.

We may compare the following:

**HF**  // \law ɔara, biyya twa^s" olna //
(If only there was a car, it would take us.)

**HRF**  // \law ɔara-biyya twa^s" olna //
(If only there was a car, it would take us.)

**L-HR+IF**  // \law ɔara*biyya/ *twa^s, olna //
(If only there was a car, it would take us.)

**L-HR**  // \law ɔara, biyya twa^s, olna //
(If only there was a car to take us!)
Again, it is possible to have:

L-HR // ¿i¿ijaay 'saaxin // (The tea is too hot! - You
should have warned me before I started to drink it-),
and: HRF // ¿i¿ijaay 'saaxin // (The tea is too hot. -Don't
drink it yet.).

It is not, however, possible to have an HRF tone in place of the
following L-HR tone:

L-HR // ¿i¿ijaay 'saaxin bi¿akl //
(The tea is hot + adv. piece. - adv. piece incomplete,
normally /bi¿akl fa¿giig // (terribly(hot))

2. HRF tones occur mainly finally.

A. Nucleus:

```
naam......
naamu...
mat¿naamu...
katabu..
```

Exceptional:

1. mumtaaza (Excellent, -taa-)
2. 'kuul;xaha (All of it, -la-)
3. ¿xoaalis... (Extremely, entirely, -xoa-)
4. ¿badyix... (Unlikeable, -baa-)

- The rise starts mid and then shoots up to a sharp high-pitched
  peak before the pitch drops to low.
- This tone is rather long in duration. The rise tends to take
  up a greater interval and to be more prominent than the fall.
N syllables bearing it are long in duration and are strongly articu-
lated.
"Exceptional cases" above show as their marked characteristics durational, and distributional features which depart from those occurring normally. Normally stressed syllables are enclosed in brackets. Dashes on the scale represent prolongation.

B. Head:

Examples:

1. //riwga tit-?axxor hi‘ naak //
   (Don’t overstay there.)

2. //il-keffal-mad-huuna buuya //
   (sah)
   (The wall is wet with paint.)

Exceptional:

3. //kaga sah‘la giddan // (sah)
   (It is very easy.)

- In 1. and 2., the N peak is the pattern peak.
- Unstressed syllables are pitched low.
- Pattern 3. is similar to the pattern referred to on page 68 (example 1.) in that the most prominent syllable is the normally unstressed syllable immediately preceding the normally nuclear one (marked in both as in _m). It differs from it in that whereas in the preceding pattern the most prominent syllable and the _m syllable belong to the same word, in this pattern, they do not.

Both patterns differ from the following: (Relevant example under N.)
H. /\tab lamma ' nirgagḥ masr /\eh ʔawwil -haaga 'nawya tīgmi liiha /\ (Well, when we go to Egypt, what is the first thing you intend to do?)

N. /\ʔa ruuk a'saaf maama /\ (I shall go and see mother.)

Normally in that in the latter, the most prominent syllable is stressed.

(b) MRF

1. MRF are common in statements or echoes of statements and in comments implying a mocking refusal to accept or to sympathize with a view or an assumption put forward by another. They are rather severe and sarcastic, unlike MFR tones which are care-free and light-hearted, though both are challenging.

2. They occur mainly finally and rarely non-finally.

A. Nucleus: /\″ naam / 

/\″ naamu /

hay ʔnaamu /

/\″ katabu /

- A slight rising movement ranging from mid to above mid initiates this tone. The rise soon levels out into a flat "peak".

- This plateau is followed by a fall not reaching further down than lower mid.

- The tone terminates with an unstressed low level prolongation characterized by a creaky quality.

- In duration, it is comparable with MFR. The duration is evenly distributed over the parts of the tone.

- The last stage has some prominence.
Part of the fall is always realized on the N syllable.

B. Head:

Example:
\[ / \text{bit}^\text{-} ?\text{uul ilmu-diir hayra?}^\text{~} ?\text{iina} / \]

(You say the manager is going to promote us! - You are too optimistic.)

In an MRF pattern, the relations are normally as follows:
- The H peak is pitched higher than the N peak.
- The first stressed syllable is high-pitched; the second is a step lower; the third is a step lower still, etc.
- Unstressed syllables are low.

(c) LRF

LRF patterns are of rare occurrence. They are common in utterances or parts of utterances echoed with or without modifications to convey understanding or realization. Sometimes, they are mingled with a touch of irony that may in some contexts be interpreted as "I see! So that is what you are really after."

A. Nucleus:  
\[ / \text{naam} / \]
\[ / \text{naamit} / \]
- The pitch starts very low and curves slowly upwards to a little below mid before it descends.
- It is of a long duration.
- N syllables carry the major part of the tone.
B. Head:

Examples:

1. /\Fulli *kida /\ (So that is it.)

2. H./\ hatit lagi filga laali // (You pitch your claims rather high! -You are after what is expensive.-)

3. H./\ fi s say yi da //

(-You live- in El-Sayyida.-I see-)

The head and the Nucleus have approximately the same pitch.

V. Level Tones:

(i) Contextual:

Level tones are about the most difficult tones to contextualize. For the purpose, however, we may revert to the earlier scene of the Egyptian cafe. Nabiil and Gaad are playing a game of backgammons, when Gaad gets up suddenly declaring that he has to go, saying:

/\ *ana has taizin b a ya na biil // - laazin a naan ' badri l leela /\ (I hope you will excuse me, Nabiil. I must go to bed early to-night.)

The following possibilities are open to Nabiil:

(a)

Nabiil may wish Gaad to stay a bit longer. He would protest in a friendly way, and ask Gaad:

/\ mis hat karmil id door /\ (Are you not going to finish the
(b) If Nabiil suspects that the reason why Gaad is leaving is that he has no chance of winning the game, he will say sarcastically:

// miʃ hat" kamm il id ]oor // (Are you not going to ....-
I know why you want to leave.-)

(ii) Grammatical:

Level tones are common in final position in general questions, particularly negative ones, e.g., those introduced by the particle /miʃ/( n't in didn't? etc.). They are much more common, however, in non-final position in statements. In addition, they occur in listing patterns that may be described as "example" listing, where the items enumerated are given by way of examples and do not constitute a closed list.

Examples:

General Questions:

1. H. // waʃ laahi ma tigra-fiiʃ ʃ, nimrit tilifoon is sitti know zeenab - knam // (Please, don't you what -title- Zeenab's telephone number is?)

2. H. // ma tigra-fiiʃ -as' al -miin waʃ laahi ʃala nim - ritha // (Don't you know who can I ask about her number?)

3. L. // miʃ -kanu =c-αal u hayzawwi, dulna lmu , rattab // (Didn't they say they were going to raise our salaries?)

4. N. // miʃ ra=gaa?i haʃa, litlu - kadsa // (Don't you know that Ragaa?i has met with an accident?)
Non-final groups in statements:
   t'' hallit/wi-gaayiz a?ag''/ gilha/ -bil?as''/ biig/
   -widda''/yi?ni / (Very likely, I may read it, actually,
   and the problem would be solved, or I may postpone it, for
   weeks, and it annoys me.)

    wi_ salah irri-koordar bi_taa?u b_isab?a g_neeh/ (Title-
    Faruuk did the same before he left, and had his recorder
    repaired for seven pounds.)

Listing Patterns:
7. A. // "fiih _beed / "fiih _gibna / "fii _m_rabba /
   (There are eggs, there is cheese, there is jam, etc...)

- A very low variety of these prolonged level tones occurs sometimes
  in tails to express various shades of meaning:
8. // "ul-tilak '' u?gud _ saakit /
   (I said be quiet.-impatient-)

9. // ma '' futti? /a_leehum _ leeh /
   (Why didn't you visit them?-insistent)

In some types of sentence structure, the presence of a high or low level

---

1. In long utterances of certain grammatical structures, e.g,
   those constructed round such pairs as: /'gaayiz... wi'gaayiz.../
   (probably this...and probably that...), /ya'?imma...ya'?imma.../
   (either this...or that...), and /'laa wa'laa/(neither...nor...),
   a pause (underlined in the example) intermediate in duration
ending shows the substrate to be a grammatically incomplete sentence. In such cases, the replacement of this ending by a falling or a rising one, with or without the introduction of pause, is sufficient to bring about a change in the structure of the substrate which makes it a grammatically complete sentence. The following sentence occurs in the material:

10. S. /\ lamma "tiigi tsax xanha / ?il mayya -gayza tiiir/\ 

(When you come to heat it, the water wants to escape.)

As can be seen from the example, the sentence is divided by pause into a non-final part having a level ending, and a final part ending with a fall. The underlying substrate, however, is of such a grammatical structure that, no matter how the sentence is intoned, or whether it is interrupted by a pause or not, it is immediately recognizable as a complete sentence.

It is not always possible to tell whether an E.C.A. sentence is grammatically complete or not without the guidance of intonation. A case in point is the following grammatical structure:

11. /\ lamma 'tiigi tsax'xanha /\ (When you come to heat it, or-

When you come, heat it.)

It is not possible, with the utterance thus torn out of context, and in the absence of intonation marks, to tell whether the structure at hand is a complete sentence or not. Nothing inherent in it

Footnote continued:

between / and // is often heard immediately before the occurrence of the utterance-final parts initiated by the second member-items of the above pairs.
tips the scales in favour of one interpretation rather than the other. As it stands below, it cannot be a complete sentence:

12. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered lamma `tiigi tsax`xanha}}\) (When you come to heat it,\ldots). An intonational change will make it complete. Either:

13. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered lamma `tiigi tsax`xanha}}\) (When you come back, heat it.), or:

14. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered lamma `tiigi tsax`xanha}}\) (When you come back, will you heat it?)

A pause will leave no room for doubt in rapid speech:

15. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered lamma `tiigi / tisax`xanha}}\)

(iii) Tonal:

Examples:

1. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered mij hat`saalih}}\) (Are you not going to make up with s.?)

2. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered mij hat`saalih`saalih}}\) (Are you\ldots?)

3. \(\text{\textipa{\textasteriskcentered lamma `tiigi tsaxx xanha}}\) (When you come to heat it\ldots);

- The above patterns are treated as unitary.
- In 1., a stressed low level is followed by a stressed high level; in 2., a stressed high level is followed by a low level reduced in stress. In both examples, stress is distributed evenly throughout the last two syllables.
- In the first, the first stressed syllable is a little shorter
than the second. In the second, the difference in duration marked between the two stressed syllables is less but is still proportionate to the height of pitch reached. With their sounds controlled, the two utterances give the impression of being both a little prolonged, though the second sounds more deliberate and slowed down.

- In both, the third unstressed syllable continues the falling movement in 2. but not the rising movement in 1. This is clearer in the case of example 3., where the third and fourth unstressed syllables behave similarly by continuing the falling movement.

So far, decision as to the nuclear status of level tones has been suspended. To start with, a distinction will be made between tone-groups having level pitch throughout, and those having a mixture of kinetic and level tones. The first type will be dealt with first. The following examples may be examined:

1. "hi-naak/ biyuz-buţu s-suut/ winnaʔaawa/ wilha-gaat illi
   (There, they adjust sounds, their purity, and things of
zayyî 'diy/ ŋan taaa-rii? ňag-hîzt ilʔir-saal
   (this sort, by means of transmitting apparatus.)
   // ŋilʔag-hîza 'diy/ bitâlaqţ-luhum munhâna-yaat//
   (These apparatus provide them with curves.)
   // ŋa-hunma dil-waʔti b-yigru waɾa = haaga //
   (Their -the engineers'- job is to trace something;)
   //*feen ilʔhitta lʔgalya / wi,feen ilʔhitta l-waʔya //
   (-which is- where the voice goes high, and where it goes low.)
2. Where I am free, I sit among them.

3. I let them do anything they want.

3. If one wants to sit - the three of them on my lap - I let them sit.

3. If one wants to pull my ears - I let him pull.

3. If one wants to ride on my shoulders, I let him ride.

3. What is the relation between phonetics and intonation?

4. Are you comfortable in your stay over here?
The parts underlined in the first three examples show a type of tonal opposition, very common in E.C. Arabic, between groups having semi-level high pitch and groups having falling pitch. In 1., the opposition is between the groups:

/"feen.../(where...), and /"feen.../ (where...)  

In 2., there is opposition between:

/"kulli 0kaaga/(everything), and /humma 6ay_zinha/(which they want.)  

/"itta-0 laata../(the three of them), and /?a?a6,6aahum/(I let them sit.)  

/yi"jiid../(to pull), and /?a?siibu../(I let him.)  

/"yirkab../(to ride), and /?a?axal,liih../(I let him.)  

In 3., the opposition is between the groups:

/"fil../(in the), and /"fil../(in the)  

The point to stress about these patterns, is that just as /hum/, /sii/, /liih/, and /fil/ are the most prominent syllables in their groups, so are their counterparts bearing high level tones. Since the former are nuclear, it is feasible to treat as the latter similarly nuclear.

Example 4. is a general question with high semi-level pitch throughout. In it the most prominent syllable is the first stressed one:/tan-/.  

In connection with patterns having low-high or high-low tones (examples 1. and 2. on page 114), it seems appropriate to treat each combination as unitary. One argument in favour of this is the
fact that whereas cases of monosyllabic tone-groups with tonal patterns other than level are abundant in the conversational language described, monosyllabic tone-groups having level intonation rarely turn up. Another is that in some types of structures, the combination low-high may be substituted, and occasionally mistaken, for the mid or high rising tone. In other types, the combination high-low conveys some of the contextual shades of the mid rising-falling tone. It should be noted that the mid or high rising and mid rising-falling tones are in essence a juxtaposition between low-mid and high pitch in one case, and mid-high and low pitch in the other.

With respect to level tones occurring in conjunction with kinetic tones, it seems that groups having such combinations stand halfway between simple and compound tone-groups. One way in which they resemble the former is when they help build up configurations similar to those of the falling-rising or rising-falling tones and seen then to have contextual functions in common with them.

Examples:

1. H.// ¿inta _Saarif is=saaga 'kaan dil'wa?ti/\ (Do you know what the time now is?)
   S.//   -'kaan .yagiñi// (What do you think?- good-humoured challenge-)

2. H.// ¿inta _naawi 'ti8mil ri'giim ya na'biil/\ (Do you intend to stick to a diet?-to slim- Nabiil?)
   S.// _a-\waamir id'\duktoor ya *siidi/\ (These are the doctor's instructions-title- I didn't choose to do that- tone of resignation-)


S's two replies illustrate the point raised above. The first has a tonal pattern that shows close resemblance to the MFR pattern, in addition to being contextually similar to it. The pattern of the second also resembles the HFR patterns. In both, the last syllables are practically inaudible.

One way in which such groups resemble compound tone-groups is when their final level tones are prolonged. In these cases, the prolonged level tones, generally of a low variety, may be replaced by low rises with only slight modifications in the contextual functions of the groups.

**Examples:**

1. //?ul-tilak "u?gud , saakit // (I said be quiet.-impatient-) versus:
2. ///?ul-tilak "u?gud , saakit // ( " -annoyed-")

On the other hand, the replacement of a fall+level combination, or a rise-fall+level one by a fall or a rise-fall may bring about a grammatical change in the function of the substrate.

**Examples:**

1. //mij na"biil illi ,xad ilfu,luus //
   (Isn't Nabiil that took the money?) versus:
2. //mij na"biil illi ,xad ilfu,luus //
   (It is not Nabiil that took the money.)

In the above, 1. is a general question, and 2. is a declarative.
Tone-groups have been classified into simple and compound types, each capable of occurring either singly, or in combination.

A simple tone-group has only one nuclear point. A compound tone-group has more than one. In a compound tone-group, the pitch movements may be in a similar or in a reversed direction.

The fact that a stretch of speech is a simple or a compound tone-group, or that it is one or more than one, may be one of the factors responsible for a meaningful difference of function whether grammatical or situational.

Examples:

Simple: \( \text{?inta s-mi?ti 'sayyid biy-'uul 'eeh} / \)  
(What did you hear Sayyid say?—normal question—)

Compound: \( \text{?inta s-mi?ti 'sayyid biy 'uul 'eeh} / \)  
(Have you heard what Sayyid has said?—Don’t blame me if I lose my temper because of his words!—rhetorical ques.—)

Combined: \( \text{?inta s-mi?ti 'sayyid biy 'uul 'eeh} / \)  
(You heard Sayyid.—Statement—)

In contrast to tone-groups occurring singly, combinations function at a higher level of abstraction. A comparison in which only single tone-groups are involved consists in pointing out the tonal contrasts observed within their frame. A comparison in which sequences of tone-groups are involved has to extend beyond the scope of such contrasts to the much more complicated relations which hold between member tone-groups such as their number, the boundaries.
between them, and the order in which they occur relative to one another in these sequences, together with the functions of these relations. The same may be said to apply, on a smaller scale, to compound and simple tone-groups. Accordingly, the treatment of tone-groups above the level of the simple type seems to require that they should be dealt with at a similarly higher level of abstraction.

In the following discussion, the attempt will be made to differentiate between these three types in terms of their tonal, grammatical, and contextual characteristics. Next, a variety of tone-group combinations will be examined.

i. Tonal features:

In the preceding chapters, the simple type of tone-group has been described. In this type, the recurring pattern is that of a configuration of pitches and other features conforming in shape to one of the tones established. The configuration takes shape within the span of one prominent syllable or a combination of syllables beginning with one such syllable. To this basic pattern may be prefixed a sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables, the latter variously interspersed between the stresses. Prominence is either confined to the nucleus or shared between the nucleus and one or more of the syllables of the head. The unity of the pattern is signalled by the pattern peak and the absence of pause. Any syllable coming after the nuclear syllable whose pitch behaviour does not fit in with the behaviour of tail syllables of any particular variety of tone would mean either the introduction of a
basic change in the structure of the tone-group or the beginning of a new one in the same utterance.

Examples:

1. /\_Juuf ~ miin biy xabbat /\ (See who is knocking.)

2. /\_ka~maan ?usbu ~ geen ta~laata /\ (Another two or three weeks.)

3. /\_?is~sukkar masalan /\ (Sugar for example.)

4. /\_at~lublak burtu~aan walla la~muun /\ (Shall I order a glass of orange or lemonade for you?)

From the tonal point of view, the above examples display patterns which are non-complex in shape. Each has a simple pattern with one nuclear point, one peak, and no break of any sort interrupting it.

Reference has also been made to the fact that the tail is not always completely devoid of prominence. Practically no prominence attaches to any of the tail syllables above. The main cases where tails acquire some measure of prominence are (a) in low-rises(page 96), fall-rises(page 103), and (b) in combinations of kinetic
and level tones. (page 119)

Examples:

5. /\hiyya lma-hiyya bit\ kaffiy /\n
(Is the salary enough? -to someone suggesting saving up-)

6. /\ma n^sakanit /\(It's been rented already,)

7. /\bah\lan wa...sahlan /\n
(Welcome.)

The above patterns are associated with tones of complex shapes. They contain tails characterized by degrees of prominence which vary to the extent that they possess components of prominence, i.e., a rise or a drop in pitch (5, 6), or added length (?). Of very frequent occurrence in E.C. Arabic conversational language are cases in which an element before the normally nuclear syllable is given additional prominence (gliding pitch movement, extra-strong stress (pages 20-21) and is then as weighty as the nucleus or weightier depending on the final pattern which emerges. In such cases this involves the modification of the class or subclass of tone characterizing the nucleus and accordingly the behaviour of the tail syllables.

A glance at what happens or can happen to the above patterns when their single peaks and nuclear points are replaced by double
ones will explain this.

- Substrate 1 occurs in the material as follows:
  
  a. H. /\ suf ` miin biy, xabbat /\ (Reproachful)
  
  - This can easily develop into either:
  
  b. /\ suf ` miin biy` xabbat /\ (Appealing to logic-but with lurking asperity-

  - or:

  c. /\ suf` miin biy` xabbat /\ (Brushing off the whole business
  
  - There is no need to go into all the details of the modified shapes of the patterns above. It is enough to say that among the noticeable changes introduced are the curtailed form of /\ suf /, the reduced stress on /` xab- / in the first example, and the lowered variety of /` / in the last.

- Substrate 2 occurs in the material as follows:

  d. N. /\ ka,maan/?usbu,seen ta` laatq /\

  (In answer to "Shall we go to visit them?" - no particular time limit is intended- it simply means "Why the hurry"-)

- This is perhaps one of the most frequent patterns in the material. A noticeable phenomenon to be mentioned about it with regard to the final /`/ is that the longer the distance that separates it from the first nuclear point, the shorter its
duration becomes. Sometimes it becomes no more than a bright spot at the end of the pattern, and it is then extremely difficult to decide whether it has any prominence other than that of a very brief high level tone terminating a rising tail or not.

One of the points which militate against adopting such an interpretation for similar "HF cases is the fact that devoicing does not occur in other patterns with rising tails. Substrate 3 occurs actually in a pattern which will illustrate this point:

e.N. //\( In answer to H's question about what things went up in price. \\

- Double-peaked patterns may combine two rising, instead of two falling, nuclear movements. Pattern (b) above represents the latter. The following pattern represents the former:

f. //\( Gently and persuasively to a child \\

- In this pattern, the tendency is for the second rise to end on a higher note than the first. Here again, it is not possible to treat the sequence after the first movement as a rising tail on account of the low pitch of the /walla/ syllables which interrupt the two rises. This is clearly different from the following:

H. //\( Have you felt anything just now? -by a dentist to his patient after having pulled out the patient's tooth. \\

- Examples (a-f) have each been classified as one tonal unit.
One of the features which they have in common (as against patterns 1-7) is the occurrence in each of two nuclear points instead of one. One feature that distinguishes them from combinations of tone-groups is the impression of internal cohesion which they give to the native hearer. They also differ from the latter in a number of other features such as the shortening of some of their syllables (Ex. (a)), the reduction of some of their stresses (Ex. (b)), the lowering of the variety of tone involved (Ex. (c)), and finally, the existence in them of sequences of unstressed and reduced stressed syllables which bridge the gap between the two nuclear points. These may be of the level low-pitched type, or of the gradually ascending one.

- Some of these double-peaked patterns, particularly the ones with falling and then rising pitch movements (all except (d) and (f)), are seldom interrupted by pauses. It should be stated that attempts to bring in pausal features as a criterion for the simple/comp/comb distinction have not been rewarding. For one thing, the unity postulated for the compound type is more than just a unity brought about by the absence of pause. It is based on a multiplicity of considerations including the features mentioned above. For another, in addition to a great many of them being fortuitous and non-systemic, pauses, placed where they are sometimes heard (or, often thought to be heard), present a rather paradoxical problem. If the presence of pause is postulated as the only criterion for setting off the compound type from the simple one, there will hardly be any basis for dealing with the former separately from the combined type. In other
words, the distinction compound/combined will be redundant. Conversely, if the absence of pause is postulated to set off the compound type from the combined one, the same criticism will apply to the simple/compound distinction in so far as the compound/reversed type (Falling Rising) is concerned. The only typo that will be truly compound, by pausal criteria, i.e. the absence of pause, will be the compound/similar since no simple complex-shaped tones have been set up which combine two rising or two falling movements. Paradoxically enough, it is in this very type that it is most difficult not to hear a pause.

- At the risk of labouring the obvious, it may be repeated that pausal boundaries are most defining and definitive only when they coincide with grammatical boundaries. Example 5, occurring in the material as it is shown above, can easily be rendered in the following manner:

\[ \text{S* ZZ 1 ma`hiyya / bit`} \text{ kaffiy /}(\text{Is the salary})\text{? Enough?)} \]

- The only way of showing the presence of a pause in the above pattern is by inserting a pause-mark in the middle. The only way of conveying a sense of what it means in the English text by means of a punctuation-mark is by placing an exclamation mark where it stands. The second step goes against the rules of punctuation; but pausing in the middle of a simple clause like the above does not seem to go against the habits of spoken E.C. Arabic. Besides, it has a meaning in this particular case.
As to the choice of (/) to represent the pause in hand, it may be noted that (...) has been set up for hesitation and similar phenomena, (//) for final pauses in both statements and questions with the implicit understanding that any other information could be got at by examining the intonation indicated, and (/), with the same understanding, for non-final position. Only (/) gives the impression of the sentence being still in process. Accordingly, the choice of (/) seems to be justified. The same mark, however, sets off the member tone-groups forming combinations (as on page 59). It may be worth-while to point to a basic difference between the above case and that of (1) and (2) on page 59. As these two examples show, in (1), (/) stood between two independent sentences, and in (2), it stood between the two clauses of a compound sentence. In (g) above, pause stands between the subject and predicate of a one-clause sentence.

There is something else beside the fact that the sentence is still in process which the above pause conveys but (/) does not. It conveys a mental aside which can only be interpreted by such words as: "rubbish! save up indeed!".

Cases in which a high prehead receives additional prominence in such a way as to give rise to a double-peaked pattern are also abundant in the material. Example (6) may be intoned in the following way:

```
\h.// \"maa n \^-sakanit \)// (It is no longer vacant. You needn't make enquiries about it.)
```
Example 7 is a common everyday expression of welcome. It is often said with the following intonation:

\[ /{\text{'ahlan, sahlan} / \]

It is also possible with an HRF, L-HR, or MF, in place of the (\(\text{'}\) marking the first syllable of the word /'ahlan/(welcome). This points to the extent of leeway permissible in some cases of the compound type.

- To sum up the tonal features of compound tone-groups, it may be said that they are groups whose pitch patterns are more likely to be perceived as being in one piece irrespective of the fact that they contain two nuclear points instead of one. These points tend to occupy initial and final position in their respective patterns. At these points, the movement of pitch may be in the same or in the reverse direction. In both cases, these points tend to be linked by chains of weakly stressed syllables which may remain at a rather low pitch level or may be arranged in a slightly rising scale. Other features combine to produce the total impression of close internal linkage which the compound patterns give.

- The tonal picture which a combination of tone-groups conveys differs in many respects from the one discussed above. The following is an illustration:

\[ /\text{fiih, beeq, wi d 'iiwi'laban, talat ha-gaat mu'fiida} / \]

(\(\text{It contains eggs, flour, and milk. Three useful things.}\))
(What else do you want?)

The above came as a reply to a remark doubting the advisability of keeping a baby on the same kind of canned food. It contains a listing pattern, a plain statement, and an emphatic or "rhetorical" question. The first is a combination of falling, then rising, then falling tone-groups; the second is a simple falling tone-group; and the third is a compound/reversed tone-group. In case there is need to raise any question of priority among the constituent tone-groups of the first combination, /ˈlaban/ (milk) may be singled out as "major". The utterance starts slowly with the deliberateness of the listing pattern, gathers speed and momentum as it proceeds with the statement, and then speeds up considerably in the question.

There is no need to expatiate on the tonal patterns shown by combinations. They are no more than a succession of configurations of pitches which chance to occur together in the same utterance, which in turn, may be one, or less than one, or more than one grammatical sentence. The configurations may be similar, different, or a mixture. They may be simple or complex in shape; single-peaked or double-peaked.

ii. Grammatical and contextual features:

There are two contexts in which simple and compound tone-groups can occur: (a) singly, and (b) in combination. In terms
of frequency, it may be said that combinations of tone-groups make up the bulk of the texts studied.

- When simple tone-groups occur independently of combinations, they tend to comprise short stretches as substrates. In grammatical terms, these substrates are often so closely linked that they are rarely interrupted by pauses, unless by the non-systemic type(...). In addition, they tend to be simple clauses or phrases. The following is a random selection representing the various sentence-types:

1. L. /\ "idduktor, faqdil wa?t /\ (Statement)
   (The doctor is free to see you now.)

2. A. /\ "eeh =huwwa l.hadaf min tali lil?us=waaf =masalan /\ (Special question)
   (What is the purpose of analysing sounds, for example?)

3. L. /\ "it=faqal ya =us=taaz/\ (Command)
   (Come in -title-) .

4. H. /\ "beet il?us=taaz hi'=aam /\ (General question)
   (Is this the house of -title-Hishaam?)

5. A. /\ "ya sa`` laam =ala ga=maal in=niil /\ (Exclamation)
   (How beatiful the Nile is!)

- When compound tone-groups stand alone, they show the same tendency to select for their substrates stretches of moderate size. These are often of such grammatical structure that pauses, though not stringently required, are likely to appear occasionally within them. In general terms, they may be said to be grammatically linked,
a fact mirrored in their tonal patterns being compressed into a smaller space by means of, or rather at the expense of, the presence of monotone or rising sequences of weakly stressed syllables representing the nearest hint at pause. The following are illustrations:

Statements:

1. N. / hinya kul-laha ,xamas su’huur / ‘sitti su’huur bikki’tiir /
   (It is only for a period of five months, six months at most.)

2. H. / wina-taani h-naak ,carbaa ya’sa’bii /
   (We stayed there for four weeks.)

Questions:

3. H. / ‘eeh ‘taani suf’tiih /
   (What else did you see? -cross examination-)

4. H. / yilwi laad mabiydayu’ kiij .wala ‘a’ haaga /
   (Don't the children annoy you or something of the sort?)

5. H. / a gii laaga ta’ laata / mbbat 6a , leek /
   (Shall I come and knock at your door at three o'clock? - at such a late hour past midnight-)

Commands:

6. H. / tab , xudi ta’laata /
   (Do take three, -not two- by a street seller to a lady customer-)

7. A. / tab , fadkar -marra tiigi tazurna -kida walla -haaga /
   (Do think of paying us a visit sometimes.)

Exclamations:

8. A. / wana- fii ‘gend ,azzii ‘minnak /
   (Is there anyone -customer- dearer to me than you are!)
9. H. \( ^* \) kull id\( . \) dinya b\( ^* \)-tikbar \( ^* \) /gayza twa?\( ^* \) ?afi n\( ^* \) naas/
ma tik\( ^* \) barf \( ^* \) / (The whole world grows. Do you want to
stop people from growing? -Stop worrying. Everybody grows
old, not only you!)

In addition, simple and compound tone-groups serve as the basic
building blocks for combinations. They appear in similar contexts,
with the only difference that the latter predominate where more
emphasis is to be conveyed, or where two elements, in the same group,
are to be highlighted, instead of one. The following examples, quoted
for comparison, comprise a mixture of these two types:

1. A\( ^* \) \( ^* \) -?ee \( ^* \) ?a\( ^* \)-harmi \( ^* \) -haaga \( ^* \) bitik hina \( ^* \)
(What thing did you like best here? -the question invites
comparison-.)

2. N. \( ^* \) \( ^* \) hina nni\( ^* \)-qaam \( ^* \) /kwayyis \( ^* \) / \( ^* \) ki\( ^* \)-fa muna\( ^* \)-qaam \( ^* \) hina \( ^* \) /-sahlah \( ^* \)
(Here, there is more discipline; life runs more smoothly here.-
said deliberately and with emphasis.)

3. H. \( ^* \) bitla?\( ^* \)-ii f\( ^* \)-?anhi \( ^* \) ?a\( ^* \)-maakin biz\( ^* \)-zaat inni\( ^* \)-qaam illi maw\( ^* \)-guud
hina dah \( ^* \)
(Where exactly do you find this discipline which exists here?)

4. N. \( ^* \) tila?\( ^* \)-ii f\( ^* \)-kulli \( ^* \)-hitta ta?\( ^* \)-?riiban \( ^* \) / tila?\( ^* \)-ii fil\( ^* \)-beet /
(you find it almost everywhere.
You find it in the house,
tila?\( ^* \)-ii fi\( ^* \)'-saari\( ^* \) / tila?\( ^* \)-ii filna\( ^* \)-hall/ mithay-ya?\( ^* \)-li f\( ^* \)-kulli
(you find it in the street, you find it in the shop, you find it
\( ^* \) hitta/tila?i?ih \( ^* \) (wherever you go, it seems.)
(And the difference between shopping here and shopping in Egypt.)

What do you think of it?)

Therefore here, one has the opportunity to go about,

(to look around, and to know more things than one can in Egypt.)

(Not this regular shopping done daily.)

(there are shops, there are people who buy, and people who sell.)

Occurring in approximately comparable contexts in both A. and B. above are the last listing patterns underlined, though the one in A. (4) is closed, whereas the one in B. (9) is open. Leaving aside this difference, it can be said that they are similar in that each gives a number of examples without the intention of being exhaustive.

1. The use of English words could not be helped in view of the circumstances in which the texts were recorded. When available, Arabic equivalents were substituted for them, provided no violence was done to the texts.
They differ, however, in the amount of emphasis which they display; so that while the former is a purely factual listing ending with a stronger assertion than the one with which it opens, both assertions practically summing up the main information, the latter reflects a stronger degree of involvement. It is, in fact, nothing more than a statement of the obvious for the purpose of supporting a certain line of argument. This may possibly account for the "selection" of a different tonal pattern in each case.

The term "emphasis" is used here in its broadest sense to refer to anything beyond the "give" and "take" of factual information. This is partly the reason why it is necessary to bring in contextual evidence. As can be seen from contexts A. and B., an implicit contrast runs throughout. In the light of this pervading contrast, it is obvious why there are more than one point of nuclear prominence in each of the underlined tone-groups of A(2). This is followed by simple unemphatic groups till the last group in (4) where the need is again felt for a strong assertion.

In B(6), the underlined group begins with the main clause which contains a major element introducing the following groups. B(7) is a reminder contradicting the opening statement in (6). It provokes the double-peaked negation in (8) which, in turn, is owned only to be dismissed as a side-issue, not affecting the main point.

The questions are all normal, unemphatic, and fact-finding.
The following example will illustrate approximately what is meant here by emphasis:

/na?'ii la 'gqayyar 'awii wala k'biir 'awii /'laakin muta'wassit/

(Choose it so as not to be too little, or too big, but middle-sized.)

If, in a given context, the above "imperative" substrate is uttered simply as a command to be obeyed, and if its words and grammatical structure are felt to be adequate for the purpose, only a minimum of pausal elements will be inserted, and it is likely then to have the following intonation:

/\ na?'ii la 'gqayyar 'awii wala k'biir 'awii /'laakin muta'wassit/\n
Alternatively, if in another context, its words and grammatical structure are felt to be inadequate, and there is need for other features of meaning to be added, the same substrate may well be intoned as follows:

/\ na?'ii la 'gqayyar 'awii wala k'biir 'awii /'laakin / muta'wassit/\n
The range of grammatical constructions in which "compound tones" have been observed to occur is quite extensive. These constructions tend to occur in sentences which are grammatically marked by some features of emphasis. Examples of sentence types, including general questions, which consist of, or contain, compound tone-groups have been given earlier, (P.132). Constructions having similar patterns include: (a) non-final clauses, (b) parenthetical insertions and modifiers occurring initially or medially in the sentence or tacked finally onto it, (c) co-ordinate structures, and (d) parts of simple sentences. A few examples will be given to illustrate this point:
1.5.\(\text{Once I make up my mind to study, I settle down to it.}\)

2.5.\(\text{When, at that time, we said let's go, it meant let's go.}\)

3.5.\(\text{The more exact you are when telling them what happened,}\)

4.5.\(\text{If you said that M. was coming, and not H.,}\)

5.5.\(\text{If I had not beaten you twice yesterday,}\)
(b);

fil ma-kat6 lli bikk6-limu,fiiha yaqni //
(In the place where talks are broadcast,)
hi'naak/ biyug-betu q & 'suut/ winna?qawa/wil ma-gaat illi zayyi
(There, they adjust the purity of sounds,etc.)
jan ta-rri? ?ag'hizt il?ir,saal/ //
(by means of the broadcasting apparatus.)

7. H. // -fiilh kayawa naat -nadra 'hina //
(Are there rare animals here?)
N. // ?iid dubb is" siini "baayin //
(The Chinese Bear, I think?)

8. S. // wi min yoon /wit neen/wi ta,laata gaayiz gala l'aktar/
(And in a day, or two, or may be three at most;)
?il?aw laad ka-maan kayitawwidu gala haaza //
(The children will get used to this.)

9. N. // kul-laha xamas Ju'huur / 'sitti Ju'huur bikki tiir/ //
(It is only for a period of five months, six at most.)

10. S. // ?a6 lal' masal ba'giij; /in-naas illi biyda?a?u
(I shall give you as a simple example those people who)
'fizziya' raat //
(are very particular about -exchanging-visits.)
11. እ/ሶስትኳትእል ከታህል ያለኝ ልወDefaults ከሚራእ ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(I have now used -the word- book. But I gave a meaning,)

ተወለን ያኃላትእል ይገሄዝ ያንህን ከአሆም ያለኝ ልወDefaults ከሚራእ ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(-which is- completely different;-it-may be more important

ለውንእል

(than-its- original meaning.)

(c):

12. እ/ሶስትኳትእል ይገሄዝ ያንህን ከአሆም ያለኝ ልወDefaults ከሚራእ ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(If you could get it without straining your financial means,)

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(by all means get it; If not, don't feel badly about it.)

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(Otherwise if you will -feel badly-)

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(there are cars,

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(lands,

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(there are people who are promoted every day,

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(Will you go on complaining for ever?)

13. እ/ሶስትኳትእል ይገሄዝ ያንህን ከአሆም ያለኝ ልወDefaults ከሚራእ ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(They don't come-to visit us, so, we don't go -to visit them.)

14. እ/ሶስትኳትእል ይገሄዝ ያንህን ከአሆም ያለኝ ልወDefaults ከሚራእ ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(Sometimes you don't just say "I want a book");

ወውንእል ቤታህኡእል ከወDefaults ያለኝ ሑማኡእል

(Sometimes you give other meanings.)
When two High Rising tones follow one another in the same tone-group, as happens in the case of a compound tone-group containing two such tones, the tonal pattern shown by the first HR is not quite the same as the one shown by the second, unless a break is inserted between the two. The difference, however, is negligible as long as the range of pitch used and the rate at which the group is delivered are normal.

Under different conditions of range and rate, the first tone may behave so differently from a High Rise, that doubts arise as to whether it can still be marked as one or not.

Attention is to be drawn to the fact that what has been said about HR tones applies when they occur in single tone-groups, and under normal conditions of speed and within the pitch range taken here as a norm. Reference is also to be made to the fact that cases in which a rise ending a tone-group is followed immediately by a High Fall initiating another have been discussed earlier (p. 49, e). Here again, in compound tone-groups having High Rising tones, a similar phenomenon seems to take place.

To illustrate this point, we may now examine the following examples:
The above may be said as a reproachful remark to a person smoking in the hours of fasting when smoking is also forbidden. It may have either of the following patterns:

a. \[/bi\,tijrab\, sa'\,gaa\,yir\, fi\, rama'\,qaan /\]

b. \[/bi\,tijrab\, sa'\,gaa\,yir\, fi\, rama'\,qaan /\]

As can be seen, the pitch of unstressed syllables following \,-gaa,-/ is lower in the two patterns. In addition, a noticeable downward glide of pitch occurs on the unstressed syllable \,-yir,/ in (a). The pitch pattern of \,-gaa,/ is in this case very similar to that of one of the exceptional varieties of HRF, (Nucleus, exceptional, 3 and 4, p. 106). The syllable \,-gaa,-/ is prolonged far beyond the normal duration of an HR N syllable, and \,-yir,/ receives a degree of prominence which is more than an HR tail syllable receives. For this reason, it is sometimes extremely difficult to class the first tone in (a), since it can be interpreted as an HR, an HRF, and occasionally, an MRF. It should be also added that the situation is likely to be more complicated if the possibility is open for its being marked as an HF, a tone frequently preceded by a slight rise.

The last thing to mention in this attempt at differentiating between the tonal, grammatical, and contextual features of single,
compound, and combined tone-groups, is that in compound- as in combined- groups, repetition or reversal of the pitch movement characterising the first tone may go hand in hand with features of grammatical relevance like coordination and subordination.

The following are a few examples to illustrate this point:

A. As recording is in process, a temporary breakdown brings it to a stop. When the conversation is resumed, H. asks:

/\ kunna bin kuul fi xeeh (What were we talking about?)

N. replies:

(a) /\ mithay ya?li galmahal''laat//fi_masri w hin (About shops in Egypt and here, I think?)

H. comments:

/\ ,a (Oh, yes!)

N. goes on:

(b) /\ nik_kallim ba?a qan il gawwi f masr//ma_noaqir ma?r (Let's talk about the weather in Egypt, the sights of Egypt.)

(a) is a combination of simple groups whereas (b) is a combination of compound groups. In both there is tonal and partial grammatical equivalence between the individual tone-groups of each: the prepositional phrases /gal mahal''laat/(about the shops) and /fi masri w hin/(in Egypt and here) in (a), and the two nouns /gaww/(weather) and /ma_noaqir/(sights), both functioning as heads in their respective constructions and as indirect objects of the verb/nik_kallim/(talk) in (b). Subordination within each group in (b) is marked by reversal of tonal movement. Coordination within the combinations is marked by movements of similar
B. S. gets to know that H. has to work at three o'clock in the morning when the noise of traffic subsides. He invites H. to make use of his flat for purposes of study saying:

\[
\text{yoom-zayyi im-barikh masalan / badal ma-kutti tib'a,}
\]

(A day like yesterday for instance. Instead of your being

\[
\text{mid daayi? li’wak’dak / law’kutti kal’lifti, xat’rak,}
\]

(lonely, all alone, if you had taken the trouble,

\[
\text{wi hat t’see il-balgu 𝚊a’la, kitfak / wi xa’bat il’baab}
\]

(and put the coat on your shoulders, and knocked at the door)

\[
\text{wi da’xalt/’kutti ka’lib’a mir’taak /}
\]

(and come in, you would have been at home.)

H. answers:

\[
\text{?ana-kutti sah-ran’figlan li3’subk/ la’cot il-gawwi’xili / ?ulti}
\]

(I stayed up actually till morning. I found it was quiet. I said)

\[
\text{fikra / gaayiz-diyyat faaqdi قابل mujikilt il muruur /}
\]

(it might be an idea. I might get over the problem of noise.)

\[
\text{kunti n’haddar j wayyt ka-gaat littas, giil/’gal’a ma.}
\]

(I had some things ready for recording. By the time)

\[
\text{kammil tuhun wi saggil’tuhun / ba?it is saaga ta laata/}
\]

(I completed and recorded them, it was exactly three o’clock.)

\[
\text{?a giilak ?enta / ?a giilak is saaga ta laata xabbar’ fil’eek /}
\]

(What time could I have come? Was I to come at three o’clock

and knock at your door -disturb you-?)

The underlined group was said, as it were, "in the same breath" and "in the same spirit" to convey a reasoned out, but apologetic,
reply declining the invitation. Had it been said in bitter sarcasm, it would have shown the same type of coordination but different types of tone:

(b) /\ ʔa_ giilak issaga ta` laata_xabbata ʕa_ leek /\ Preposterous!
Tonal subordination would conveyed a slightly different "tone":

(c) /\ ʔa_ giilak issaga ta` laata_xabbata ʕa_ leek /\ (What do you think I am?)

C. N. is of the opinion that marriages in which differences of nationality are involved are a mixed blessing. It is true that:

/\ huwwa ya-guuz fil`awwil bib`a mir `_taah /\ (he may be happy at the beginning.)

It is also true that:

/\ ba`di `kida/ ha_yaatu ha-tib`a mufak_kaka_xaalis /\ (After that, his life will fall to pieces.)

H. asks:

/\ `iz`zaay /\ (How?)

The answer is:

/\ `aw`laadu/ bit_logu_mussi`muss/ ni _gaam ha`yaatu/bit_yayyar
(His children, grow up in conflicting conditions; his way)

\xaalos / `hiyya_liiha ngacom ha_yaa w_huwwa_luh ni _gaam
(of life, will change entirely; she will have one way of life)

ha`yaah // fa_bib`a n _gaam mu`fakkak /\ (and he will have another. Theirs will not be a closely-knit life.)

The same type of opposition within, and apposition between, the groups is noticeable in the underlined sequence.
iii. **Combinations:**

It may be repeated that the need for setting up a separate category for combined tone-groups, as distinct from single tone-groups (P. 54), stems from the fact that regularities of pitch patterning can be seen to operate on a level higher than that of single tone-groups, and to correlate with aspects of meaning on that level as well:

(a) */_fiih 'beed / wi 'gibna / wi 'laban /*
   (There are eggs, cheese, and milk.)

(b) */^fiih,beed / ^fiih,gibna / ^fiih,laban/*
   (There are eggs, there is cheese, there is milk! ...)

(c) */^fiih,beed / ^fiih,gibna / ^fiih,laban /*
   (There are eggs, there is cheese, there is milk, ...)

The above are examples of the "listing pattern", a pattern which is of high frequency in the material. In the first, the items enumerated are exhausted; in the second and third, they are not.

In dealing with these correlations, a step almost inescapable in a study that deals with both form and function of intonation, it is frequently necessary to take into consideration non-intonational features such as the type and structure of the sentences within the framework of which some of these correlations may be observed.

**Examples:**

(d) */_callu 'geeb / _mij 'kida /* -Declar. + Non-particle interrogative sentence -
   (He told him he shouldn't do it. Didn't he?)

(e) */_callu 'geeb / _mij 'kida /* -Two declarative types-
   (He told him off. -He told him-he shouldn't.)
Examples (d) and (e) differ in that in (d) the second group is associated with a rising tone whereas in (e) it is associated with a falling tone. This difference correlates regularly with a difference of sentence-function. Examples (f) and (g) differ in that in (f) the sentence is not completed with the appearance of the item /'asri/(progressive) in it whereas the appearance of the same item in (g) completes it. In other words, the "major" tone-group in (f) occurs finally in relation to the combination, whereas in (g) it occurs non-finally. Again, the group closing the combination in (f) is in sentence-final position; but the corresponding group in (g) is not. It may, however, be considered final in the sense that it is, tonally and grammatically, the equivalent of one that has already closed the sentence.

The distinction "major/minor" (cf. p. 60 ff.) is introduced into the analysis of combinations with a view to facilitating the discussion of certain combinations which are well-established in the language and are therefore of tonal and grammatical relevance to the present subject.

Although the place of the verb in any E.C. Arabic sentence which does not contain a verb may be easily discovered by colligating it with the appropriate form of /kaan/(was), yet because of the fact
that there are favourite sentences in which the presence of a verb form is not an indispensable condition for them to be structurally correct, the boundary between simple, compound, and complex sentences and, similarly, clauses and phrases, is often blurred. It is, therefore, much simpler to take the sentence as a starting-point.

The above distinction takes as a point of departure the adequately represented possibility of equivalence between a two-part sentence and an utterance. Utterances made up wholly of such sentences are abundant in the material.

By a two-part sentence is meant a sentence or similar structures normally said with a pause in the middle, a different placement of which may sometimes be contrastive.

The above distinction also proceeds from the assumption that normally: (a) the sentence function of a simple declarative like, /I_} ana ^taaxud diy /I (I shall take this one.), or a simple particle interrogative like, /I_}inta ha ^taaxud in_hiih /I (Which one are you going to take?), or a simple imperative like, /I_} ^xud ^diy /I (Take this one.) is intonationally fulfilled when any of them is said with falling intonation, a fact that justifies terms any similar group as "major" when associated with falling intonation and "minor" when associated with any other; and (b) the sentence function of a simple non-particle interrogative like, /I_}inta ha -taaxud ^diy/I (Are you going to take this one?) is fulfilled intonationally when it is said with level or rising intonation, a fact which justifies terms any similar group as "major" when associated with level/rising intonation and "minor" when associated with any other.
It is now possible to reduce the tonal features characterizing two-part utterances to four basic orders:
(a) **Minor+Major**:

1. /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (I shall take this one, and that)
2. /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (Are you going to take...?)

(b) **Major+Minor**:

1. /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (I'll take this. And this.)
2. /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (Are you going to take...?)

(c) **Major+Minor**:

1. /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (You will take this one. Not that one!)

(d) **Minor+Major**:

1. /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (Take this one, or that one!)

This order represents the commonest type of arrangement for two-part sentences in which the two parts are, contextually, of equal weight, or in which the informationally, and very frequently, grammatically, dependent part precedes the independent one. In this order, the function of the first part seems to be to anticipate the second and to qualify it in addition. It agrees with it in content and purpose or at least does not contradict it. The first part is often followed by such comments as: /\ unauthorized characters for clarity\ (You see?)

**Examples:**

1. / unauthorized characters for clarity\ (What frightened them, was the dog.)

2. / unauthorized characters for clarity\ (On my way out, I shall give him the money.)

3. / unauthorized characters for clarity\ (The offender —lit. He that breaks the rule—will pay a fine.)
4. //winta 'xaarig / rin-dahli maknuud // (Imperative, Complex.)
   (On your way out, call M.)

   (I called on S.; I found he was not in.)

ii.l. // gaayiz il'alb / hujwa lli xaw-wifhum // (Non-particle Inter.)
   (Could it be that the dog might have frightened them?)

2. //lamma -tiigi 'tuxrug / hatid diilu Ifu-luus/
   (On your way out, will you give him the money?)

3. //illi y'xaalif / yidfa2 ya'raana /
   (Will the offender - be fined?)

4. // lamma -futti 6a-leeh / na la2e-tuuJ fi 12-beet/
   (When you called on him, didn't you find him in.)

5. //winta 'xaarig / tindah liis maknuud // (Half-way between Inter-
   rog. and Imperat.-Req-
   uest-)
   (On your way out, won't you call M.?)

/walla/(or) interrogative sentences are exceptional in that
they follow the same pattern as (i) above. We may compare:

(i) // mi- gaayiz la 2 diy / wala 2 diy /
   (I don't want either this one or that one.), and:
   'walla/ taaxud 2 diy / walla 2 diy /
   (Would you like to take this one or that one?)

No particle interrogative sentences figure in the examples
because the order in which normally occur is (major-major):

// lamma sib- tuku n baarir/ ruktu xeen /
   (When I left you yesterday, where did you go?)

In case the elements of one part are given, the whole may be
reduced to the order /major/:

1. \[/
\_hiyya f litt\_i\_saa\_a\_yaguuz =hina =\_okbar/
\]
(The one here -in London- may be larger in size.) —In answer to:
\[/
\_ni\_f =\_akbar nin gi\_nenit =\_ma\_a\_r/
\](Isn't it larger -as to the variety of animals there- than the zoo in Cairo?)

or:

2. \[/
\_imna =\_kutt\_i\_ti\_g\_i =\_bukra\: mi\_f had\_diilak ilfu\_luus /
\]
(If you don't come tomorrow I shall not give you the money.)

(b) **Major-Major:**

This order occurs mainly in response sentences in which one part is uttered on the spot to serve the immediate requirements of the situation (e.g., answering), and then another part, a fuller answer may be, is added. It prevails in sentences in which the two parts are grammatically equivalent, or in which the independent occurs first. In this order, the function of the second group is to modify the first. This may take different forms; for instance, it may take the form of a strong contradiction; but generally, it often involves the addition of something new.

**Examples:**

1. \[/
\_a\_ad\_dinlak na\_biil =\_ibni\_ganni /
\]
(Let me introduce Nabiil, my cousin.)

2. \[/
\_a\_huwwa da\_huh =\_illi \_xadha /
\]
(It's him. The one that took it.)

3. \[/
\_ma\_ulti\_s =\_sayyid =\_nimrit tili\_foonak =kaam /
\]
(You haven't told me yet, Sayyid. What is your teleph.number?)
4. //πίν-νυρ wί1, mąyya // ʧala miin //
   (Electricity and water, Who is to pay for them?) - lit. On whom? -)
5. //ną wilni ḫkį-tna biki, bıir // ʧıt-naissance ʤooda //
   (Hand me the big book. The second with the black cover.)
ii.l. //mą tıgıruf // ʧin _ nana ną̄gakt //
   (Don't you know? That I passed?)
2. //ı'l-xminsa ʧn neeq-dool // ʧgor' buun //
   (This five pounds? - A deposit? - echo interrogative.)
3. //kıt-fiidha kuł̄-laa // ʧin _ awwil wig'dıid //
   (Are you going to repeat it all? From beginning to end?)
   The following examples represent a large number of utterances occurring in the material:
1.S. // ʧa-hibbi$a fahim'nafsiy/ ʧin _ nana zaği, laan // ʧin _ nana
   waa?ıg fi mu$ jila // (I don't like to persuade myself, (that I am unhappy. Or in trouble. - In answer to why he
doesn't like to watch tragic films.)
2.N. // ʧuyli kida // ʧwayyit ʧuyli fil'beet / ma$v dıirti$ aruuk //
   (Some work. Some work in the house; I couldn't go. "- in
   answer to why she didn't go to the doctor the day she had
   (the cold.)
The two combinations above are considered examples of type (b).
   Example (ii) 2 contrasts with:
//ı'l-xminsa ʧn neeq-dool // ʧgor' buun //
   (And this five pounds-is it a deposit? - Am I right in under-
standing that?)
(c) Major+Minor:

In this order are lumped together all kinds of two-part sentences in which the purely communicative function is coloured by some interplay of feelings, or in which there is discordance between form and function and which fall therefore halfway between the sentence types covered by the divisions (i) and (ii). It is often the case that in dealing with them, recourse has to be had to such terms as "contradictory", "reproachful", etc.

Example:

/\ ?ilmaf-rooq innak bitiʃʃ-tayal // "miʃʃ-naayim /\ (You should be working. Not asleep!)

(d) Minor+Minor:

The order (major+minor) is not the only order in which these sentences appear. They may appear as under (a) above:

/\ ːlaw ,tismaʃ ka'laami / ma _kuttʃʃ tisʔal_ʃannuh /\ (If only you listened to me, you wouldn't pay attention to him.)

In that case they will be considered as examples of (a). They may also occur as under (b) in which case they will be considered as examples of (d).

Examples:

1. /\ tisʕ-taahil / ːgajan tiʕ-harram /\ (It serves you right. Next time you won't do it.)

2. /\ tisʕ-taahil / ːgajan tiʔ-harram /\ (It serves you ....... ....... ....... ....... )

Exceptions to the above classification are numerous. No attempt is made to deal with them in detail.
Two-part combinations occur in which the constituent groups belong to different sentence types:

1. \[ \langle ?eeh // ma\dagger gabi\dagger tak\dagger \rangle (Part. Inter. + N. Part. Inter. a.ii. ) \]
   (What is the matter? Didn't you like it?)

2. \[ \langle hati\ddagger m\ddagger il ?eeh fi Igi\dagger yaal // ti\dagger sibhum \rangle \]
   (What will you do about the children? Are you going to leave them?)

3. \[ \langle ?inta xa\dagger t\dagger rog\dagger ti \dagger badri m\dagger ba\dagger r\dagger i\dagger a // mij\dagger m\dagger k\dagger id\dagger a \rangle (Decl. + N. Part. Inter. a.ii. ) \]
   (You left early yesterday. Didn't you?)

4. \[ \langle ?ana ?a\dagger say\dagger iz\dagger as\dagger ?al\dagger hu\dagger wwa ka\dagger s\dagger a\dagger x\dagger si\dagger yya // la\dagger ?i\dagger f\dagger ifa \rangle \]
   (What I am asking about is: he as a personality, is he nice?)

5. \[ \langle ?ulli ya ?a\dagger say\dagger y\dagger id \dagger feen innah\dagger ha\dagger r\dagger da a // mi\dagger k\dagger id\dagger a \rangle (Imp. + Part. Inter. b. i.) \]
   (Tell me, Sayyid. Where will you have your lunch to-day?)

6. \[ \langle ?igri wa\dagger r\dagger a\dagger ch bi\dagger sur\dagger a \rangle \]
   (Go after him quickly. You may catch him.)

The above pitch patterns are similar to those shown by groups belonging to the same sentence-types. These, however, are treated on a different basis.

Cases occur where it is difficult to decide whether the constituents of a combination belong to (1) the same, or (2) different sentences. The decision as to whether they should be marked as either (1) or (2) is sometimes arbitrary.

1. \[ \langle nidfag \dagger i\dagger hna \dagger 1 ba\dagger n\dagger zi\dagger in \rangle \]
   (Shall we pay for the petrol, and you take us with you?)

2. \[ \langle ?ana gayib\dagger ha\dagger lik m\dagger ax\dagger gu\dagger u\dagger s \rangle \]
   (I chose it specially for you. And doesn't it suit you after all?)
Modifications of these orders:

Just as the above "orders" are nothing more than a way of describing some well-established pitch patterns occurring in two-part sentences, the following "modifications" are simply a means of talking about larger combinations which are similarly of recurrent occurrence.

A. Order (a) i.:

(a) More than one level/rising group may precede the "major" group:

1. /\ "?aa拮id-ana ɡak_ kursi / fi "?iiidi k_ taab / fi "?idi
   (I am sitting on a chair, with a book in my hand, or
   "haaga baɡ _ milha / wi w-laadi laya, layya bil" ";abu /  
   -busy-doing something, and my children are busy playing.)

2. /\ ?a_bilti -saami / wi "sayyid / wi sli_maan /
   (I met Saami, Sayyid, and Silimaan.)

3. /\ bi_yiïraf 'yi?ra / wi 'yiktib / wi 'yimsik ilhis²a baat /
   (He knows how to read, write, and keep accounts.)

(b) A fall falls may occur before or between the level/rising groups either separately or to form /a compound group/group.

1. /\ t̪aïgu_muum hanger_rabu / win lâ_e-naa "kîlîw / ka"nîb#a
   (Anyhow we shall try it, and if we find it good, we shall
   za"baynak /\ be your customers.)

2. /\ lamma y̲-kuun -fiilh ʃiiid mil’laad / walla ʃayyi muna²ba/ba"gib
   (When there is a birth-day, or any occasion, I ask them in.)

- These "modifications" are marked, though not necessarily, by a closer type of pitch linkage than"modifications"under (c) below.

(c) The final falling group may be succeeded by a number of falling groups:
(I say to them, You know this project, and

this project, and this project, and so on; they have not

succeeded. They have yielded no profit. They have failed completely.)

B. **Order (a) ii.**

More than one fall may precede the "major" tone-group.

(Can't I pay the price at the beginning of the month?)

C. **Order (b) i.**

Either of the falling groups, or both, may be split up into level/ rise + fall:

1. /*i^lha_diid^a^kaz'na^ruul_hi_min_i^lha_diid//bi^t-ruul_hi_diid^qahr/

   (There are so many kinds of iron. You say cast iron,

   wi ha_diid^gulb / wi ha_gaat_min^diy / huwwa fi^ih hi_diid //
   steel, and things of this sort, there is iron,

   fii 'gunsurf i^lha_diid //
   there is the element of iron.)

2. /*inta_bit^wuul_hi_waahid_bit^wuul_hi_leeh_hi_ruami//

   (You may say, on seeing some person, that he is a thief.)

   bit-ruul_hi_rii^a / _b^tiddi^kum mu_gayyan //
   You say in such a way as to give a certain judgment.

   ?aw itti^gaah mu_gayyan //_nakw_i^s_xor^i_illi btik^kallim^sannu//
   Or a certain attitude. Towards the person you are talking
   about.)
CHAPTER V

Types of Tonal Contrasts

The view adopted here as a basis for classifying the types of tonal contrasts in operation in E.C. Arabic, and for discussing their grammatical implications is that which conceives of language activity involved in conversation as an unbroken succession of "moves" or "units", with "tonality" marking one such unit, and roughly where it begins and ends, "tonicity" marking its focal point, and "tone" marking the kind of activity involved.\(^1\)

Based on such a view, an approach to the diverse functions of intonation has the advantage of making it possible to break down the complex systems of intonation into a limited number of "systemic variables", and to treat each at a time.

The appropriateness of applying such a three-fold classification to the intonation of E.C. Arabic may perhaps be demonstrated by a few examples.

A. Although the following utterances have almost identical substrates, and are all associated with falling intonation patterns, they will be classified differently in terms of the types of sentence to which they or their parts belong:

1. // na-biil -haasib ikkum,saari //
   (Nabiil has paid the fare to the conductor.)

2. // na-biil // "haasib ikkum,saari //
   (Nabiil. -You- pay the fare.)

---

3. "Na'biil! Beware!" The conductor! -Nabiil probably enjoying a free bus ride-

Utterance 1. would be classified as a declarative sentence, 2. as a vocative piece + an imperative sentence, and 3. as exclamatory.

They contrast in (a) the number of tone-groups contains, and (b) in the placement of boundaries in those having more than one tone-group.

It should be noted that these contrasts are possible only because of the presence of a verb form in the substrate which belongs to more than one category from the point of view of tense and mood. It should also be noted that it is in no way exceptional, and that the ambiguity in question is common to a class of similar verb forms.

On the other hand, however, in the case of the following example, which differs from the preceding ones only in the verb it contains, the above contrastive possibilities do not exist since no internal boundaries are permissible which would give rise to a similar range of contrasts:

\[ /\text{Na'biil q-a-haan ikkum saari} / \]

(Nabiil insulted the conductor.)

B. The substrate: "\text{in'baarih is'safa 'sitta (yesterday, at six o'clock.)}" may carry two messages, and hint at two different questions, depending on where the nuclear syllable is, i.e., where the fall occurs. The two possible messages are:

Message 1. \[ /\text{wi -gilna m'-baarih is'saafa 'sitta} / \]

(We arrived yesterday at six o'clock.)
Message 2: // wi*silna m*baarik issaağa sitta //
(We arrived yesterday at six o'clock.)

Supposing the place of arrival to be "Elgiiza", the two questions most likely to be hinted at would be:

Question 1: // wi*siltu g-giiza m*baarik issaağa kaam //
(At what time did you arrive at Elgiiza yesterday? - speaker in possession of the fact that arrival took place the day before)

Question 2: // wi*siltu g-giiza ?emta //
(When did you arrive at Elgiiza? - speaker not in possession of such information)

Here again, it is possible to show that intonational changes run parallel to grammatical devices. The substitution of the intransitive verb /fi*gilna/ (we stayed) for /wi*gilna/ (we arrived), and similarly /fi*giltu/ (you stayed) for /wi*giltu/ (you arrived), would introduce the following changes in the above sentences:

Message 3: // fi*giltu m*baarik lissaağa sitta //
(Lit.-We stayed yesterday until six o'clock.)

Message 4: // fi*giltu lim*baarik lissaağa sitta //
(We stayed until yesterday, six o'clock.)

Question 3: // fi*giltu fig-giiza m*baarik lissaağa kaam //
(Until what time did you stay in Elgiiza yesterday?)

Question 4: // fi*giltu fig-giiza l ?emta //
(For how long did you stay in Elgiiza?)
In A. (3) a preposition placed before /is'saaga sitta/ (six o'clock) would suggest Q. (3), whereas a preposition placed before im'baarik/(yesterday) as in M. (4) would suggest the corresponding question (4).

If the test of word-order change is applied, a similar result obtains. No change of word-order is possible in the case of M. (2) or M. (4). It is possible only in the case of (1) and (3). By way of illustration, the following is a possible alternative of M. (1):

\[
\text{im'baarik/ wi} \text{sil} \text{n} \text{a s} \text{a} \text{a} \text{a} \text{g} \text{s} \text{i} \text{t} \text{a} / \text{f} \\
\text{(Yesterday, we arrived at six o'clock.)}
\]

This would suggest the question form:

\[
\text{im'baarik/ wi} \text{gil} \text{a} \text{z} \text{a} \text{s} \text{a} \text{a} \text{a} \text{g} \text{a} \text{h} \text{a} / \text{f} \\
\text{(Yesterday, when did you arrive at Elgiza?)}
\]

C. A substrate transcribed with all marks of stress, pause, and intonation suppressed as /la?la?/ would be capable of various interpretations. As it stands, we shall have no clue either to its grammatical structure, or to its meaning, and we shall be at a loss to say anything meaningful about it. Pausally, and intonationally punctuated, however, we shall be able to identify one of the following possibilities:

1. \(\text{la?la?/} \) (He stammered.-simple one-word utterance-)
2. \(\text{la?/} \text{la?/} \) (No! No! -compound structure-)
3. \(\text{la?/} \text{la?/} \) (It is up to you: If you say so.-compl.str.-)
4. \(\text{la?/} \text{la?/} \) (Not the way you said.- compl.str.-)

Again, this is not a particular case. In E.C. Arabic, any
utterance may, in the appropriate context, be reduplicated, and can then have the full range of international possibilities.

As can be seen from the above examples, these three systems have different roles to play in the grammar of the language; yet they operate in close interaction with one another. In the following sections, the discussion of the tonal contrasts exhibited by E.C. Arabic will accordingly be carried out with reference to the following systems:

(a) **Tonality**: the number and distribution of tone-groups within utterances in contrast;

(b) **Tonicity**: the position of nuclear points within tone-groups in contrast, and,

(c) **Tone**: the type of tone characterizing each tone-group together with whether it is performing a primary or a secondary function in relation to the grammatical structure or sentence in which it stands.

(a) **Tonality**

The fact that two utterances contrast only in tonality means that they consist of a different number of tone-groups or else that they consist of the same number but have their boundaries placed differently.

Utterances are distributed into tone-groups for a variety of reasons. These reasons may be: (1) grammatical, (2) contextual, or (3) pausal.
1. **Grammatical:**

Of the three systems outlined above, it is probably correct to say that tonality plays the most outstanding role in so far as it is the system most intimately linked with the grammatical system. In the majority of cases, the splitting up of sentences occurs in line with their grammatical structure and in strict conformity to the requirements of grammar.

**Examples:**

1. (a) /ʊ-kulli ʿsana / yiʾmurri y-zuur baʾnaatuh/  
   (Every year, he goes round visiting his daughters.)

(b) /ʊ-kulli ʿseef / tiʾmurri t-zuur baʾnatha/  
   (Every summer, she goes round visiting her daughters.)

There is no question of either of the above examples being misunderstood; their meanings are perfectly straightforward. The absence of ambiguity cannot be attributed solely to the presence of a pause in each splitting it into two tone-groups. Nevertheless, the features of pause and intonation marked in the examples are normally observed; they represent how they are normally spoken. In other words, their grammatical structure is such that a boundary is normally to be expected between the first element, i.e., the sentence adjunct with which each example begins, and the main sentence that follows. The internal relations within each example are signalled mainly means of the various grammatical devices like markers and inflections. For instance, the fact that /ʿsana/(year) and /yiʾmurr/(goes round) do not match since the former is feminine
and the latter is masculine, and that the same applies to /seef/
(summer-masc.) and /ti'murr/ (she goes around), is in itself a
sufficient clue to the fact that in each example, the first
element is a sentence-adjunct and that the sequence of verbs
separated from it by pause should not be split. This clue is re-
inforced by the presence of pause, and to this extent it can be
said that intonation, or more accurately, tonality, is grammati-
cally relevant as far as these examples go.

When grammar justifies the splitting of a given sentence into
a number of tone-groups, tonality, together with the other systems,
steps in to reinforce the grammatical devices signalling relations
within the sentence. Tonality is needed most, however, when these
devices fall down on the job. Under such circumstances, the burden
of signalling these relations falls entirely on intonation. Here,
tonality has to step in to resolve ambiguity and to signal the
message to be communicated. Any ambiguity likely to arise is
prevented by means of a break at the appropriate place within the
sentence, accompanied by the necessary intonational changes. In
this way meaning is kept clear.

To illustrate this point, we may go back to the two examples
given above. A slight alteration will be made in their substrates
so that they exchange their main clauses. This will leave us with
four possibilities, two of which we have already encountered:

2(a)i. /kulli sana t'murr / ti'zuur ba'natha /
(At the end of every year-lit. when every year goes round-
, she visits her daughters.)
(b)i ː-kulli ʃeef yi'murr / yi'zuur ba,naatuḥ ː/

(At the end of every summer, he visits his daughters.)

(a)ii ː-kulli ʃana / t-imurr t-zuur ba,natha ː/

(Every year, she goes round visiting...)

(b)ii ː-kulli ʃeef / yi'murr y-zuur ba,naatuḥ ː/

(Every summer, he goes round visiting...)

Here, the case is altogether different from the case in 1. As a result of the alteration introduced, /ʃana/ (year-fem.) and /t-imurr/ (she goes round), and /ʃeef/ (summer-masc.) and /yi'murr/ (he goes round) show complete correspondence in terms of gender and number and are thus grammatically qualified to colligate with one another. In consequence, two alternative possibilities exist for each of the examples, both equally eligible. Such is the structure of the substrates now that a boundary may be placed at either of two points within each as can be seen in (i) and (ii). Each placement would yield a different arrangement of the elements within the substrate, and subsequently, different internal relations between them, and in each case the result would be a different piece of communication.

So far, the two verbs /yi'murr/ and /yi'zuur/ have been left unaltered. In all the preceding cases, they agree with one another in every respect. If this ceases to be so, the substrates will no longer be subject to ambiguity, and as in (1) the role of tonality will be in some sense secondary to that of grammar:

3. ː-kulli ʃana t-imurr / yi'zuuru ba,nathum ː/

(At the end of every year, they go round visiting...)


On the other hand, there are cases in which the sentence is structurally ambiguous, not on account of some incidental details, but because ambiguity is inherent in the structure. Tonality is then indispensable:

4.i. /\ law a'sibha / _tirgag ti'tuuh /\  
   (If I leave her, she will lose her way again.)

   ii. /\ law a_sibha 'tirgag / ti'tuuh /\  
      (If I let her return, she will lose her way.)

The underlying structure is a conditional sentence. Any changes in the first part (the condition), will necessitate changes in the second (the result). Tonality is here a necessary prerequisite to the correct rendering of either of the above examples.

In the following discussion, a few cases will be examined. These cases represent a number of grammatical structures in which there is room for ambiguity to arise and there is therefore need for tonality to step in. In such cases, tonality will be referred to as marked. In cases where the ambiguity in question is due to incidental factors, corresponding examples will be given in which these factors have been eliminated, and tonality is therefore reduced to its normal delimitative function. In such examples, tonality will be referred to as unmarked. In other words, if a substrate is susceptible of two renderings, i.e., two interpretations: (i) and (ii), a choice has to be made between them. If, on the other hand, a substrate has only one interpretation: (iii), no such choice exists.
1. (i) /\ma^taahif/ /\ma^sr iggi^diida \/
   (The museums of Heleopolis—lit. of New Egypt—)
   (ii) /\ma^taahif /\ma^sr iggi^diida \/
   (The new museums of Egypt.)

   Here, /\iggi^diida/ (new-fem.) may colligate with /\ma^sr/ (Egypt-fem.) or /\ma^taahif/ (museums-fem.).

   (iii) /\mathaf /\ma^sr iggi^diida \/
   (The museum of Heleopolis.)

   In (iii), /\iggi^diida/ does not colligate with /\mathaf/ (museum—masc.). This difference in gender makes only one
   meaning possible.

2. (i) /\_\_\_\_\_ana mab^3uut min wa^faa? ilxad^daama \/
   (I am pleased with the honesty of the servant—or (ii))

   (ii) /\_\_\_\_\_ana mab^3uut min wa^faa?/ \_\_\_\_\_ilxad^daama \/
   (I am pleased with Wafaa?, the girl-servant.)

   Here, /wa^faa?/ can either be (i) an abstract noun (honesty) or a proper noun (girl's name) as in (ii). The fact that it is
   followed by /\ilxad^daama/ (the servant—fem.) in both contexts gives rise to the two possibilities above. In (i) /wa^faa?
   ilxad^daama/ (the honesty of the servant) are two nouns functioning as members of a construct. In (ii) /wa^faa? ilxad^daama/
   (the servant Wafaa?) functions as two nouns in apposition.

   (iii) /\_\_\_\_\_ana mab^3uut min wa^faa? ilxad^daam \/
   (I am pleased with the honesty of the servant.)
In (ii) /vilxad'daam/(the servant) is masculine. Only one interpretation is possible.

3. (i) /\nx_bii{l -maat mas\'kiin /\n(Nabiil died poor.)
(ii)/\nx_bii{l maat // mas\'kiin /\n(Nabiil died. Poor man!)

(i) is a simple sentence; (ii) are two sentences in apposition: the first is a sentence; the second is a sentence-fragment.

4. (i) /\x_nabi{l mi{l ga\'mi\l a zayy ux\'taha /\n(Nabiila is not so beatiful as her sister.)
(ii)/\x_nabi{l mi{l \x_ga\'mi\l a // zayy ux\'taha /\n(Nabiila is not beatiful. -Just- like her sister.)

(i) is derived from:
/\x_nabi{l mi{l ga\'mi\l a /\(Nabiila is not beautiful.), and
/\x_nu\'taha ga\'mi\l a /\(Her sister is beatiful.)

(ii) is derived from:
/\x_nabi{l mi{l ga\'mi\l a /\(Nabiila is not beautiful.), and
/\x_nu\'taha mi{l ga\'mi\l a /\(Her sister is not beatiful.).

5. (i) /\x_gay\-ziin ba\_naa\at ga\'maal /\x\'aktar mi\n\_kida /\n(We want more of these beatiful girls.)
(ii)/\x_gay\_ziin ba\_naa\at /gu\_maal\_aktar mi\n\_kida /\n(We want girls who are more beatiful than these.)

In (i) /\x\'aktar/(more) qualifies the noun-phrase /ba\_naa\at ga\'maal/(beautiful girls); in (ii) it qualifies the noun /ba\_naa\at/.
6. (i) /lamma 'fahmi g.gawwiz / ?issikir‘teera han'nitu /L
(When Fahmi got married, the secretary congratulated him.)

(ii) /lamma 'fahmi g.gawwiz issikir,teera / han’nitu /L
(When Fahmi married the secretary, she made him happy.)

In (i) /?issikir‘teora/(the secretary) belongs to the second clause (subject); in (ii) it belongs to the first (object). In E. C. Arabic, a single verb form /han’nitu/(she made him happy, or she congratulated him) can stand alone as a complete clause and is syntactically similar to one consisting of noun or pronoun followed by a verb /?issikir‘teera han’nitu/(the secretary...).

(iii) /L lamma 'fahmi g.gawwiz / “uxtu han’nitu /L
(When Fahmi got married, his sister congratulated him.)

On semantic grounds, only one rendering is possible in (iii).

7. (i) /L vi laysi sa’ gidna/ na’biil /L (nag'gaana)
(It was Nabiil that helped us.)

(ii) /L vi laysi sa’ gidna na’biil /L (sa’gid’naah-nag’geena)
(We were the ones that helped Nabiil.)

/sa’gidna/ may either mean "he helped us (i)", or "we helped him (ii)". The substitution of /nag'gaana/(he saved us) for /sa’gidna/ in (i), and of either /nag’geena/(we saved) or /sa’gid’naah/ (we helped him) in (ii) will reduce the need for such a complicated tonal picture, though the above patterns will still be possible.
8. (i) /\ ili-bal' tu_tili6 ma?' aasu(h)/biz zabti zayyi ma 'aylt /\n(The coat fitted him.  \(\text{Exactly as I said.}\))

(ii) /\ ili-bal' tu_tili6 ma?' aasu biz 'gabt '/\zayyi ma 'aylt /\n(The coat fitted exactly. \(\text{Just as I said.}\))

In (i), the pronominal /u(h)/(his,its) suffixed to /ma?'aas/(size), has a referent other than /ili-bal' tu/(the coat). It marks the end of the sentence. /biz 'gabt/(exactly) modifies the second sentence.

In (ii), it may also refer to /ili-bal' tu/, in which case it cannot end the sentence. /biz 'gabt/ will mark the end of the first sentence and will act as a compliment: \(\text{e.g., /ma?'buut/ (exact).}\)

9. (i) /\ xud ta-laata ?ahsan// ?it_neen ma ykaf'fuuj /\n(It is better to take three. Two will not suffice.)

(ii)/\ xud ta-laata / _?afesan it-neen nayykaf'fuuj /\n(Take three, because two will not suffice.)

In (i), the two substrates are grammatically independent. /?'ahsan/ is an adverbial.

In (ii), they are not quite so independent. /?'aksan/ is "semi-conjunctive".

10. (i) /\ ?inta'saakin,feen //_fizza'maalik /\n(Where do you live? In El-ZamAalik?)
(ii)/^ ^ inta saakin feen fizza maalik /\n
(Where exactly do you live in El-Zamaalik?)

In (i), there are two questions belonging to two sentence-subtypes.

In (ii), there is one question.

11. (i) /\ nis yizha / ba laas / (I don't want it. Don't bother to fetch it.)

(ii) /\ nis yizha / ba laas / (If you don't want it, don't take it.)

Similarly: (i) contains two sentences, whereas (ii) contains one.

12. (i) /\ ilk hakam salim gal bint / ilk kisbit is saba? / (The referee shook hands with the girl. She won the race.)

(ii) /\ ilk hakam salim gal bint / ilk kisbit is saba? / (The referee shook hands with the girl who won the race.)

(i) singles out /ilk' bint/ (the girl) as previously identified, i.e., by the context, probably the only girl taking part in the contest.

(ii) does not single out /ilk' bint/ as previously identified, possibly, all the contestants are girls.

It is obvious that /ilk/ (who) has two roles to play in (i) and (ii), depending on the pitch pattern involved.
13. (a) /ʔinta ma tig-raʃibnu na-biila / (Don't you know his son, N.,?) (b) /ʔla? in-naʃm-araf /ibnu (//)؟) sayyid/ (No, but I know his son(.) Sayyid.)

(a) is a question. (b), as marked normally, would be a correct answer in terms of its intonation. Intoned as shown between brackets, it would not be acceptable. It would, however, be proper if it were in answer to the question: /ʔinta ma tig-raʃibintu na-biila / (Don't you know his daughter, Nabiila?)

14. (a) /mə l-bistis ?a (‘) miʃ(/)badla / zay-yida / (I have never worn a -suit's- shirt like this one.)
(b) /mə l-bistis ?a (‘) miʃ(/)ha-reer / zay-yida / (I have never worn a silk shirt like this one.)
(c) /mə l-bistis ?a (‘) miʃ(/)ma-tiin / zay-yida / (I have never worn a durable shirt like this one.)

The above examples show how tonality does not violate grammatical restrictions. Marks placed outside the brackets represent one rendering which would be acceptable for all the examples. Marks placed between the brackets represent another which would be irregular for (a), objectionable for (b), and acceptable for (c). The reason is that in (a) it would split ⁄?a miʃ 'badla/(a -suit's- shirt), two nouns forming a construct; in (b) it would split ⁄?a miʃ ha-reer/ (a silk shirt ), a noun and its modifying noun of material; whereas in (c), quite normally, it would split ⁄?a miʃ ma'tiin/ (a hard-wearing shirt), a noun and its adjective.

2. Contextual:

A sentence is often the carrier of more than one piece of communication. Each may be important enough to occupy a separate tone-group. In addition to the contribution they make, in terms of
communication, to the sentence, tone-groups modify one another in a variety of ways. Tone-groups belonging to one utterance reflect various qualifications about the previous utterance as well. In the following, some of these functions will be discussed.

Order (a):

Fall rise(s): Fall:

1. H./\_Jaagra b'na=q filma_daaris ḡan=dina min nakya=di /=
   (You feel there is a gap in our schools with regard to this?)

   N./\_huwwa ya=guuz fiih ḥa=gaat zay.yidi lyomen_dool /=
   (Something like this may have been introduced nowadays.)

   (But because we are far away from them, we cannot judge now.)

   N./\_?illi bnis'?=aṭu'ya^gni?/?illi biy_ru=.ku 'mɑṣri w'yiigu/
   (What we hear, I mean, those who go to Egypt and return, say that our schools have become excellent.)

   The last two utterances are the relevant ones. The second to last conveys mild contradiction; the last conveys reservation.

Fall rises interrupted by a falling group:

2. S./\_hi`naak fabu ţza=bal./aarih=ī tilwi ʔa^guns/filmahatta lli
   (There in Abu Z., in Abu Z.\_gilwi street I think, in the place where talks are broadcast, there they adjust the purity winna?awaa / wilka-giatan ḡan diyi / ḡan ṭa-rii? of sounds etc.-and things of this sort- by means of \_ag^hizt il=irˌsaal /=
   the broadcasting apparatus.)

   The underlined group defines the preceding groups. The repetition of hi`naak/(there) explains why it is described as 'interrupting' the combination. To pick up the thread, S. repeats it. This would not be necessary if the falling group did not occur.
Order (b):

Falls:

3. S.// miʃ il-ma giàna -ba?a yib?a l,yarac//yaʃni _yarac listîf haam//
   (Not the meaning then but the purpose; i.e., that of asking;
   ?aw _yarac listîn'kaar// da _yarac //
   or of protesting; This is purpose.

These groups support and illustrate one another. The utterance, as a whole, contradicts the previous one.

Rises:

4. H.// ti sibha m-ʃaaya wana k_jiflak fa'leha//waʃallak haalak//
   (Would you leave it with me to have a look at? And repair?
   _zayyi mana ʃaayif //
   As I think fit ?)

The above is an offer, backed by a condition, all intoned alike.

Orders (b) and (c) overlapping:

H.// miʃ _roki lʃaʃa =diyyat yaʃni =eesh //
   (Explain what you mean by this word - roaming about -.)

5. N.// yaʃni _ʃadam listîq-raar fi; alta//yaʃni min-balad/li-balad//
   (It means 'not settling down in one place. It means from one
   li-balad //miʃ fi-balad, waka ʃala, ūul //
   country, to another, not settling in one country for good!)

Here, the 'objective' message is delivered first; then 'subjective'
reminiscences prevail.

Order (d):

L.// miʃ -kaanu=?alu hay zawwi,dulna lmu rattab//
   (Didn't they say they were going to increase our salary?)

6. N.// yaaʃ / kil-lini / ya-ʃuuz yizawwi, duu wi yaʃuuz
   (You can't be sure; We have a long time to wait; If ever
   ma y zawwidu=huu // (they do increase it!}
Here, there is hardly any objective message. It is a mixture of scepticism, disbelief, and sarcasm.

3. Pausal:

The more deliberate the speaker is, the more slowly does his sentence develop, and the more likely he is to insert pauses. This occurs normally when he is called upon to remember, to think of, or to mention a number of items. "Listing patterns" are the best illustration of this.

In E.C. Arabic, listing patterns may be closed or open-ended. They may be factual, example-giving, merely rhetorical, or a mixture of these. Tonally, however, they come under the following headings:

Order (a):
1. N. \(\text{?il-mar\textasciitilde a lingili\textasciitilde ziyya nc\textasciitilde jilt\textasciitilde wi\textasciitilde ma\textasciitilde liyya/wi\textasciitilde t\textasciitilde sa\textasciitilde diyya/}\)
   (The English woman is active, practical, and economical.)
   -closed and factual-

   H. \(\text{bassi fiih \textasciitilde \textasciitilde k\textasciitilde aaga nta na\textasciitilde siiha/\textasciitilde ilwi\textasciitilde laad \textasciitilde \textasciitilde gandi}\)
   (There is something you forget in my case. My children are no longer young.-They are not like yours.-)

2. S. \(\text{wi biy\textasciitilde xuffu / wibiyis\textasciitilde a\textasciitilde luuk / wibiy\textasciitilde ca\textasciitilde guuk / wi \textasciitilde kulli}\)
   (They go into your room, ask you, interrupt you, etc.-haaga /
   -example-giving, verges on the rhetorical, closed by a formula.)

3. N. \(\text{fiih \textasciitilde bee\textasciitilde / wi d \textasciitilde aii? / wi\textasciitilde laban/}\)
   (It contains eggs, flour, and milk.-a common variant of the above, closed, factual.)

Order (b):

4. S. \(\text{min il\textasciitilde qoxx / lil\textasciitilde uxt / liz\textasciitilde zooga / lizzi\textasciitilde miil/}\)
   (From the brother, the sister, the wife, and the friend. In reply to "Have you suffered much?". Open-ended, example-giving, and rhetorical.)
Order (d):
5. // _ beed / _ gibna / _ laban // (There are eggs, cheese, milk, ...)
6. // _ fiih _ beed / _ fiih _ gibna / _ fiih m _ rabba //
   - (6), a variant of (5), is marked by the repetition of /fiih/ (there
   is/are) both occur frequently without the particle /wa/ (and);
   both are open-ended and example-giving; the latter is more
   emphatic.)
   - (Apart from hesitating as whether to read this, or read this,
     or read this, -and apart from- reading a bit here, a bit here,
     and a bit here.... -open-ended, rhetorical)

Compound:
8. // _ ?ana law ma _ ?aaya xam _ siin gi _ neeh / wi _ gayiz _ rifhum /
   - (If I possessed fifty pounds, and wanted to spend it,
     I would buy something for the "house", ...for the children,
     open-ended, example-giving, S., rejecting the idea of a holi-
     day by the sea for a week or two, resorts to rhetoric.)

   ma _ ? rifhum _i f _ riha _ / _ ?afti _ riili _ haaga _ stiri _ haaga _ lil _ beet
   (I would not spend it on a trip. I would buy myself something,
     for the "house"; ...for the children, open-ended, example-giving, S., rejecting the idea of a holi-
     day by the sea for a week or two, resorts to rhetoric.)

   as _ tiri _ haaga _ lil _ ?aw _ laad //
   I would buy something for the "house", ...for the children,
   open-ended, example-giving, S., rejecting the idea of a holi-
   day by the sea for a week or two, resorts to rhetoric.)

The last thing to mention in this connection, is that in listing-
patterns as well, the presence or absence of a pause may make a
difference in the message:
1. // _ ?aw _ laadu sin _ nuhum _ ta _ laata _ w _ xamsa _ w _ sitta _ w _ fii _ riin /
   (His children's ages are three, five, six, and twenty.)
2. // _ ?aw _ laadu sin _ nuhum _ ta _ laats _ w _ xamsa _ w _ sitta _ w _ fii _ riin /
   (His children's ages are three, five, and twenty-six.)

In (1), four children are involved; in (2), there are only three.)
(b) **Tonicity**

A. Two substrates contrast in tonicity when the difference between them lies in **that** within them, the nuclear tone does not fall on the same syllable.

For the present purpose, a tone-group will be said to be unmarked as to tonicity if the nuclear tone falls on the normally stressed syllable of the last element of grammatical structure:

Unmarked: //^-?ana ka-xudha waddi,haaluh // (I shall take it so as to give it to him.)

Marked: //^-?ana ka-xudha waddi,diha.luh// (... give it to him.)

B. To the extent that tonicity functions in conjunction with tonality or in a way similar to the way tonality functions, i.e., by distinguishing different meanings, it may be said to have a structural function. There are, however, a number of grammatical devices which help relieve tonicity of part of its burden. Of these the most important are: (a) word-order changes, (b) independent personal pronouns, (c) demonstratives and deictics, (d) a set of constructions for throwing certain elements of the sentence into relief as well as denoting emphasis and similar attitudes. When these devices are in operation, usually inseparably, tonicity, i.e., the placement of the nuclear syllable, is largely determined by them. This is one of the factors which interfere very frequently with neutral tonicity.

(a) // ga-miil-?awi lka-lamda // (So far so good.)

// Hilwi-barra mi,sa?ga// (It is **fine** outside, not cold.)

// bukr, yixlas// vs. // ha-yixlas, bukra // (Soon it will be over.) (It will end to-morrow.)

(b) // ?ulluh // vs. // ?ullu`huwwa // (Tell him.) (Tell him.)
(c) // _a hu 'dallana ġayzu // (This is what I want.)

// da nta lli ?ul tili // miš 'ana // (It was you that said it; not
// ma nta lli ?ul tili // ana 'gibti haaga min 'andi //

(But it was you that told me. I added nothing of my own.)

/da/ is contrastive; /ma/ is explanatory; both are sentence-
initiators in the last two examples.)

(d) // _da na'bii illi bi zağa? // (It is N. that is shouting.)

vs. // _da lli biy-zağa? na'bii// (Nabiil is the one shouting.)

/ _id-dinya tahl barrca// (It is as cold as snow outside.)

vs. // _id-dinya barca tahl// (Outside, it is _cold.)

vs. // _talq id-dinya barrca// (So cold is the weather outside.)

- The same happens with words like: /wilga/(hot), /zakma/(over-
crowded), /luyz/(difficult) etc.).

C. There are other factors, closely connected with tonicity, which
prevail in the material described. These factors seem to deserve brief
mention:

(a) There are frequent cases where the nucleus, and sometimes the
head as well, are followed by particles:

S. // _a' gaaza _ba?a / win'naas-ba?a t,hayyaرغ- _ba?a //

( It is a holiday, you know; and people rejoice.)

L. // _a ya yizha-ba?a mniddunya wiyya _ba?a //

( What I have in mind is a "secular" magazine, not a religious
one like the one suggested.)

(b) There are cases in which the nucleus is followed by "redundant"
words; or words appended to the main grammatical structure in hand:

H. // _mil magna waahid ma tyayyar // (The meaning is the same,
without change.)

// miš ki 'tiir yağni // (Not much, I mean.)

// _jafti ġee mnillbi laad yer landon hina //

(What towns have you seen other than London, here?)
There are also cases of what may be described as stylistic and tonal oppositions:

S. /\la yumkin 'azgal : min \(\text{ayyi} = \text{fax}\) //
( I never bear a grudge against any person.

wala-yumkin azgal min=ayyi'mu la lab : yiddi huuli = fax //
( And I never take offence on account of any bad turn he does me )

= mahma kaan : haaza I = fax // wi= mahma 'kaanit : ma 'kaanit haaza
( No matter who he is. ) ( And no matter what his ) I I ( fax ) //

position is. )

H. /\reeh rov yak/filmwosla=taat / wis huit ilmuwosla=taat //
( What do you think of transport, and the ease of transport? )

The frequency of the above cases sometimes gives the impression of a "penultimate" type of tonicity - analogous to penultimate stress - as neutral tonicity in E.C.A. This, however, has not been found to be the general rule outside the above cases. It should be noted that though the tonal oppositions referred to above appear in emphatic sentences, they cannot be ignored since emphasis looms large in the colloquial studied.

D. It seems that the major role of tonicity is a contextual one. The position of the nucleus within a tone-group is to a great extent determined by constraints imposed by the context. This is where marked tonicity steps in. Marked tonicity occurs when an item, other than the one occurring in final position, is (a) new and contrastive, (b) new and non-contrastive, or (c) given but contrastive.

Examples:

(a) H./\hiyya mis nawya tiggy baayin // (She doesn't intend to come, it seems.)

N./\mish tiggy baayin // (She won't be able to come.)

H. /\bit hibb itta faa?ul // (You like to be optimistic, ?-)

S. /\ana 'gaayiz itta faa?ul // (I need to be optimistic.)
She is very happy. But the one thing she misses is her husband who is not with her, I mean.

Isn't it going to hurt?

It is not going to make the surface uneven; it will make holes in the surface.

(Not the meaning of a given thing. But your attitude, towards that thing.)

What have you seen in London -here-?

What towns have you seen other than London?

We do have fog.

The following are examples of how tonicity serves to distinguish between different meanings:

1. (a) as well, heard him. -You can ask her. She will support my story.-

(b) as well, heard him. -probably hard of hearing- such was the noise he was making that even she heard him.

2. (a) There isn't one piece of bread in the house,-We are short of bread.

(b) There isn't even a piece of bread in the house.-We are short of all kinds of food, down to the essentials-)
3. (a) /Giin ilfu luus illi fa'd lahum / 
(Keep their share of the money.)

(b) /Giin ilfu luus illi fa'dla 'luhum /
(Keep the rest of the money for them.)

4. (a) /-albis il badla lxa'fiifa'diy / (Consulting: Shall I ?)
(Shall I wear this light suit? Choice between a number of light suits.)

(b) /-albis il badla lxa'fiifa'diy / (Astonished: What!)
(Shall I wear this light suit? Choice between suits of different kinds.)

5. (a) /da r'rqagil illi-zawwar ifji-kaat /
(This is the man that forged the cheques.- You've just seen the one that shot the policeman.)

(b) /da r'rqagil illi-zawwar ifji-kaat /
(It was the man that forged the cheques.- not the woman.)

(c) /da r'rqagil illi-zawwar ifji-kaat /
(This is him all right.)

6. (a) /xud ya Jay'yaal /
(Call. Come here, porter.)

(b) /xud ya Jay'yaal /
(Your fare. handing money-)  

7. (a) /?intu-juftu'kaam_balad /
(You've seen so many countries!)

(b) /?intu-juftu'kaam_balad /
(How many countries have you seen?)

8. (a) /na-biiil-i b-yigraf yit-gallim /
(Nabil will never learn. he keeps on making the same mistake.)

(b) /na-biiil-i b-yigraf yit-gallim /
(He, too, does not want to go on with his studies.)

9. (a) /gaad ba'a b-yigraf yik-kallim inglizi /
(G. knows now how to speak English.)

(b) /gaad ba'a b-yigraf yik-kallim inglizi /
(You say you can read English.- G. knows how to speak it.)

10. (a) /ana mi:j a-samku lamma ya5 tazir /
(I shall not forgive him until he apologizes.)

(b) /ana mi:j a-samku lamma ya5 tazir /
(I shall not forgive him when he apologizes.)
11. (a) ⟨ tik’sarha’kida ⟩ (Look what you’ve done? You’ve broken it.)
   (b) ⟨ tik-sarha’kida ⟩ (Is that the way to break it?)

12. (a) ⟨ tik’sarha’kida ⟩ (This way you will break it.)
   (b) ⟨ tik-sarha’kida ⟩ (This is the way to break it.)

13. (a) ⟨ ?ik’sarha’kida ⟩ (Break it then; if you dare—excited threat.)
   (b) ⟨ ?ik-sarha’kida ⟩ (Come on; break it; let’s have a look.)

14. (a) ⟨ ?ik-sarha’kida ⟩ (Break it this way; not the way you’re doing.)
   (b) ⟨ ?ik-sarha’kida ⟩ (Break it; and I’ll get even with you. Cool threat.)

(c) Tone

A. Tone-groups having identical substrates may differ in meaning if they happen to be associated with different tones. A tone-pattern may be more common in association with a particular grammatical construction or function. It will then be assumed to be its unmarked tone-pattern. It may be associated, but less commonly, with others. It will then be assumed to be marked.

B. The basic function of the tone-system in E.C.A. is that it serves to distinguish between sentence-types. Of these, the two sentence-types are regularly set off from each other by their tonal patterns are the declarative type and the non-particle interrogative type.

In the language described, word-order changes are not among the devices of forming interrogative constructions. The word-order of declaratives and non-particle interrogatives is usually the same. Intonation alone signals the difference:

⟨ il-?akli’gahiz ⟩ (The food is ready.)
vs. ⟨ il-?akli’gahis ⟩ (Is the food ready?)

Certain words and particles appear very commonly in interrogative constructions. A very common device is to prefix an independent
pronoun of the third person to the sentence. So is the prefixation of a sentence with the interrogative particle /miʃ/(isn't -he-...?). Other similar devices are the annexation of the interrogative phrase /miʃ 'kida /(lit. not so?) and the insertion of /wa'lla/(or) to introduce an alternative. These devices must be supported by intonation:

2. (a)// huwwa lmudir illi -'amor bi 'kida //
   (It is the director that gave these instructions.)
   (b)// huwwa lmudir illi -'amor bi 'kida // _Rise_ (Are these the director's instructions?)

3. (a)// miʃ ibn ilmu'dir // (He is not the director's son.)
   (b)// miʃ ibn ilmu'dir // (Isn't he the director's son?)

4. (a)// tit taakil biJooka//miʃ 'kida //
   (You eat it with the fork. Not this way.)
   (b)// tit taakil biJooka//miʃ 'kida //
   (You eat it with the fork. Don't you?)

5. (a)// miʃ -gaarif ha-yuxrug walla la?//
   (I don't know whether he is going out or not.)
   (b)// miʃ -gaarif ha-yuxrug walla la?//
   (Don't you know whether he is going out or not?)

There are three distinct roles for /miʃ/(not) to play in the grammar. It is used as:

(a) one of three devices for turning affirmative sentences into negative ones;

(b) a negative/interrogative particle introducing sentences with interrogative force; and

(c) a negative/interrogative particle introducing sentences which are interrogative in form but declarative in force.

In performing these different functions, /miʃ/ constructions may sometimes border on ambiguity, particularly when the purely negative
function, (a), is mixed with some strong feeling such as "protesting" or "contradiction".

6. (a) "mij$\alpha$ya waa$\alpha$hid fil, balad/(He is not the richest in the town!)
   (b) "mij$\alpha$ya waa$\alpha$hid fil/(Is he not the " " " ?)
   (c) "mij$\alpha$ya waa$\alpha$hid fil/(What do you expect? Isn't he ...)

(c) would be a sarcastic comment on a sentence like:"mij$\alpha$ya
waahid fil, balad//(He is not tho richest in the town J)
(b) "mij$\alpha$ya waa$\alpha$hid fil"balad//(Is he not the " " " ?)
(c) "mij$\alpha$ya waa$\alpha$hid fil//balad/( What do you expect? Isn't he ...

As can be seen from the examples, the absence of a grammatically
distinct form to mark off declarative and non-particle interrogative
sentences makes it sometimes extremely difficult to decide where to
place certain sentences which are said with rising intonation, and yet
are neither plain declaratives, i.e, giving facts, nor plain inter-
rogatives, i.e, seeking for facts.

C. In addition to its function stated under (B), intonation also
helps to resolve cases of near-ambiguity occurring in other types.
Particle interrogative sentences, i.e, sentences with the specifically
interrogative particles, may be structurally identical with non-
particle interrogative ones.

7. (a) "ul$\alpha$tilhum ilhi-kaa$\alpha$ya na tam$\alpha$'it$\alpha$f$\alpha$leoh //
   ( Why did you tell them that the matter was not settled?)
   (b) "ul$\alpha$tilhum ilhi-kaa$\alpha$ya na tam$\alpha$mit$\alpha$f$\alpha$leeh //
   ( Did you tell them why the matter was not settled?)

8. (a) "tigraf$\alpha$miin yi$\alpha$'dillak // (Who do you know will advise you?)
   (b) "tigraf$\alpha$miin yi$\alpha$'dillak // (Do you know -shall I tell you- who
      is the one to advise you?)
D. The difference between particle interrogative sentences and "echo" interrogatives is also marked intonationally.

9. (a) //sa*?altu`leeh// (Why did you ask him? -blaming-)
   (b) //sa?altu`leeh// (Did you ask him why?)
   (c) //sa?altu^leeh// (What did you say the reason you asked him was? -echo-)

E. Sentences introduced by imperative verb-forms are often said with rising intonation. Of very frequent occurrence are those introduced by the following verbs: //juuf/(look), //ta^sawwar/(imagine), //far`ragni/(show me). As plain imperatives, these sentences are more normally said with falling intonation. As a result, differences of meaning may be involved.

   10. (a) //ta^sawwar innana w xatti jan^titak//
       (Imagine that I actually took your briefcase. -and that you had not reminded me in time-)

   (b) //ta^sawwar innana xatti jan^titak//
       (Imagine what happened: I took your briefcase instead of mine!)

11. (a) //juuf a-xuuk misti xabbi^feen//
    (Go look where your brother is hiding.)

   (b) //juuf a-xuux misti xabbi^feen//
    (Look! There is your brother, hiding.)

F. The following examples show the various ways in which tone, alongside of tonality and tonicity, contribute to the meaning of a piece of information. (A) provides a verbal context; (B) provides the response and possible extensions.

   A. //?ana xakir `giddan// (I am very thankful.)

   B. //gala x^eeh// (That's what I am here for. It's nothing.)
2. A. // Jufha gal bi taaga lli ?ud daamak dii j //
   (Look for it on that thing in front of you.)

B. // gal // reeh // mi? la?iiha // (On what? I can't find it.)

   (What is the matter? You don't seem to be happy.)

   (What can I do? S. is the reason. He is always bossing
   people around. What for? I am no savant of his!)

   for it out of his own wages?)

B. // gal // reeh // " ga?mil " eeh // bas / " sayyid //
   (-Oh, no. - There's no need
   for that. He is a poor man.)

5. A. // mi? kan Ya?gib ti?kuruh // (You could have thanked him.)

B. // " ga?mil " eeh // " ga?mil " eeh //
   (What for? What has he done?)

   (I see noise and crowds in the street. What is the matter exactly?)

   (So you don't know. Isn't to-day, the athletic
   irri-yu?qii / (festival?)

   (Why do you congratulate me? Won't you explain to me?)

   (As if you don't know! Don't you know you've been promoted?)
There is someone living here who gets up at five o'clock, to play on the piano.

You mean Sayyid; who lives second floor to us. He is the one that gets up early and disturbs others.

Anything wrong, Nabil? What can I do for you?

What's the meaning of this, Sayyid? Must he that gets up early, disturb others?

I am very sorry, I didn't mean to break it.

I have just paid the price; and now you've broken it.

What do you think? Did you like the cake? Take another piece.

I don't eat too much of it because it is sweet.
13. A. // Paginator baayin ga leek // murrayam bis sukcar // di 'xaamis
(You seem to be fond of sweet things. This is the fifth)
keeka tifti riiha dil wa?ti //
cake you've bought now.)

B. // ?ana mi? baakul -minnu k'tiir / 3ajanih sukcar //
(I don't eat much of it because it is sweet!)

(And when the thief had entered the flat, the policeman gave)
1?i _saara //
the signal.)

B. // wi ba? deen // (And what next?)

(I am not stopping, unless he says sorry.- by a child-)

B. // wi ba? "deen //
(If you two don't stop it, I shall have to stop it.-by someone
in authority-)
This chapter deals with the intonation of the sentence as the unit that does the language work in situations. The object is to review a limited range of intonation patterns which may occur in association with each sentence type, and to state which pattern, or patterns, sound more typical of that type. Part of the answer has already been given in the preceding chapters. The attempt here is to bring together into shape the main and salient points in this respect.

In E.C. Arabic, a variety of well-defined sentence patterns and types are available. There are stateable criteria, grammatical and situational, on the basis of which they could be classified. However, they will be assumed for the present purpose.

E.C. Arabic sentence types may be listed as follows:

I. **Declarative:**

/ل السليمان يعيش في المكتبة لً

(Silimaan studies in the library.)

II. **Interrogative:**

(a) Particle interrogative:

/ل السليمان يعيش في المكتبة ؟

(Where does Silimaan study?)

(b) Non-particle interrogative:

/ل السليمان يعيش في المكتبة ؟

(Does Silimaan study in the library?)
(c) Various subtypes:

- Echoes:
  \( /\text{filmak} \text{taba} / \) (In the library?)

- Alternative questions:
  \( /\text{sili-maan biy zaakir filmak} \text{taba / walla fil\text{\textsc{beet}}} / \)
  (Does Silimaan study in the library or at home?)

- Tags:
  \( /\text{filmak} \text{taba / mi\text{\textcircled{j}}} \text{kida / (In the library, Doesn't he?)} \)

III. Imperative:

(a) Commands:
  \( /\text{ruh} - \text{zaakir filmak} \text{taba /} \) (Go and study in the library.)

(b) Requests:
  \( /\text{tismafe ti zaakir filmak} \text{taba /} \) (Please study in the library.)

(c) Various subtypes:

- Suggestions:
  \( /\text{ma tiigu n-zaakir filmak} \text{taba /} \)
  (Let's go study in the library.)

  \( /\text{?ee ra?-yuku n-zaakir filmak} \text{taba /} \)
  (What do you think of studying in the library?)

- Invitations:
  \( /\text{it-fadqal nit-yadda ,sawa /} \)
  (Come and have lunch with us.)

IV. Exclamatory:

(a) Exclamations:
  \( /\text{ya ka}\text{'riim /} \) (How generous!)
In the following, a statement will be made of what the normal contextual function of each of the above sentence-types is thought to be. Similarly, the intonation pattern used in association with that function will be indicated. This will be assumed to be the unmarked pattern of the type in question.

Very frequently, a sentence belonging to one particular type may assume a variety of other functions normally performed by sentences belonging to other types. Under these circumstances, it may or may not have its normal intonation pattern. Whatever the case may be, the pattern actually used will be assumed to be marked. The following is an illustration:

H.1. // in-nama -huwwa ka'ajax 'siyya //

(But he as a personality...)

S.2. // -huwwa ka'ajax 'siyya ma iza duun iza-suru'la woldax //

(As a personality, he hasn't got a clear idea.)

H.3. // ?ana -gaayiz =as'al -huwwa ka'ajax 'siyya / la' tiifa //

(I want to ask: Is he, as a personality, a nice man?)

S.4. // 'a // (Yes)
Utterance (2) interrupted utterance (1) before the latter was completed by the addition of the tone-group final in (3) to it. S. mistook (1), which is grammatically incomplete, for a complete non-particle interrogative and did not give the correct answer to H.'s real question till he had heard the complete grammatical form said with its normal intonation-pattern. It may be added that:

5. /?inNama huwwa ...laqiifa/ (But he, as a personality, is he a nice man?) would also give the same answer as the one elicited by (3). However, the patterns shown in (2) and (3) will be looked upon as unmarked for their types; whereas the one shown in (5) will be looked upon as marked.

I. **Declaratives**

The normal contextual function of declaratives is the statement of facts and opinions. Their unmarked tone-pattern is the falling one.

**Examples:**

/\tab ana ?aayim ba?a// (Well, I am going, then.)

bidd alha? il?utu biis// (I want to catch the bus.)

wa fuut ?adduk toor // (and call on the doctor.)

?aaxud minnu rru?jita // (to get the prescription from him.)

wi ?yinkin finea? bil_marra// (and I may have a hair-cut as well.)

ya?ni ?hargag mit?axxar // (This means I shall be coming back late. I may be late for dinner.)

Phrases and clauses having separate tone-patterns and occurring initially or medially in declarative sentences are normally said with
level/rising intonation.

Examples:

/\ naˈbiːl yibʔa lmʊˈdiːr / wi -saami yibʔa ssikirˌtɪːɾ /\ (Nabiil is the manager; and Saami is the secretary.)

/\ fiˈdɪlːi mistanˈniːh/ wa ?aˈxiːɾan / zuˈhuːt /\ (I waited and waited; but at last, I got fed up.)

/\ ˈfɑːdˌdiːmi ɡalaˈbiʃːa / xatˈtaha / wi ?aʃatt aʃˌtayal fiˈlɑndoːn/\ (I applied for a scholarship; I won it, and here I am studying in London.)

Beyond these remarks, it is difficult to generalize about the intonation patterns of declaratives since they are capable of assuming a wide variety of contextual functions in addition to the one stated above. In consequence, their tonal patterns vary a great deal.

Given the appropriate context of situation, a declarative sentence may assume any of the following contextual functions:

(a) a general question:

1. /\ huwwaˈkaːn nutaˈdayyin/\ (He was a religious man? - the person to whom this was addressed is the son of the person about whom it was said. Propriety required that it should be "stated" with a falling rather than rising intonation to imply that the answer anticipated is "yes, of course he was." -)

2. /\ yaˈʃni ma ʃuˈtɪːʃi ʔw huwwa bˈyisraʔ ilfuˈluus/\ (Then you didn't see him when he was stealing the money?)

3. /\ bɐʔaˈsayyid katab kiˈtɑːb /ʔɪm ˈmɑːl idˈdʊxluˈʔɛmpa /\ (So Sayyid has gone through the "official" wedding ceremony? When will the "actual" marriage take place?)
(b) a special question:

\[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“tab wil\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl} mar\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a l na\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}f\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}riyya\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ba\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\)}}\textit{}}
\]

(And what about the Egyptian woman? -cases like this one can always be traced back to an antecedent special question.-)

(c) an exclamation:

1. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“il\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}bard inna\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ha\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ra\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}f\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}za\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\)}}\textit{}}
\]

(The cold is horrid to-day!)

2. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“ir ra\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}gil da\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}dawmu\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}t\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}wil\)}}\textit{}}
\]

(This man is unlikeable at all!)

3. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“law yi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}m\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}luuni wa\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ziir\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}yo\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}neen\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}bass\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}kunt a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}milli\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}?azmit\)}}\textit{}}
\]

(If -they- appointed me minister for only two days, I would solve the housing-problem.)

(d) an appeal:

\[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“il\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}na" \text{\textdaggerdbl}lissa \text{\textdaggerdbl}badriy\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}is\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}sa\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}t\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}i\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}s\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\)}}\textit{}}
\]

(It's still early! It's not nine o'clock yet! -to guests-)

(e) a protest:

\[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“ana ma suftu\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}hum\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}i\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}y\)}}\textit{}}
\]

(I haven't seen them!)

(f) a reproach, an apology, a correcting comment, etc.:

1. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“ana ma sa\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}al \text{\textdaggerdbl}tak\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}int\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(I didn't ask you! -reproach-)

2. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“inta mi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}f\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ahsan\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}min\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}veerak\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(You are no better than anyone else! -All are equal-)

3. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“ana mi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}f\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}q\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}sid\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}in\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}n\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}t\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}i\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}z\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}gal\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(I didn't mean to offend you! -apology-)

4. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“law \text{\textdaggerdbl}bassi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}tiff\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}hamniy\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(If only you understood me!)

5. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“ilmi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}sa\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}mi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ka\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}ri\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}m\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(To forgive is to be generous!)

6. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“mad\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}r\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}id\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}mi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}gag\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}m\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}il\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}b\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}urt\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}u\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}yah\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(Madrid is not the capital of Portugal! -correction-)

7. \[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“bi\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}n\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}tiff\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}c\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}al\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}r\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}b\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}\text{\textdaggerdbl}ta\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}f\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}a\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}h\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}naak\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(And we stayed there for four weeks.)

N.\[
\text{\textit{\(\text{\“talat\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}asa\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}b\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}i\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}l\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}}}\textit{}}
\]

(-Only- three weeks; they were splendid.)
II. Interrogative
Sentences

(a) Particle-Interrogatives

Although "particles" appear in all types of interrogative sentences, the term is used here to denote certain particles /miin/ (who, whom), /?eeh/ (what), /feen/ (where), /kaam/ (how many, how much), /?enta/ (when), etc. which are the main grammatical feature characterizing the sentence-type under discussion.

The normal contextual function of particle-interrogatives is to ask for specific facts and opinions. Their unmarked tone-pattern is the one associated with either the mid or the low falling tone. A few reservations about this statement will be made below.

Examples:

/\?-isn/-ritak ?eeh // (What is your -title-name?)

?innak kaan, sana // (How old are you?)

min ?ani, balad // (Where do you come from?)

biiti?-tayal, feen // (Where do you work?)

?eeh il ?aaga lli t-kibbi tfu fiiha filma, daaris ?andina // (What improvement would you like to see in our schools?)

?ec-nuug il ?xidma lli hat?addi ?iha l_waranik lamma tir_gaii// (What sort of service are you going to give to your nation when you return?)

Phrases and clauses having separate tone-patterns and occurring initially in particle-interrogative sentences are often said with falling intonation.

Examples:

/\ ?in-muur wil, mayya // jalal, miin //

(Electricity and water supply, who is to pay for them?)

/\ ?il?-aqr il?-raayik, banha // biy?-uun is-saa?a, kaam min fu?lak/ //

(The train going to Banha. When does it leave, if you please?)
We may now examine the following examples:

1. \[/\text{wismi} \text{ s-yadtak, } \text{ee wal laahi} /\] (What is your title-name-oath-?)
   (The inclusion of the suitable title is the first step towards meeting the requirements of politeness. Oaths, informationally redundant words, come next.)

2. \[/\text{wismi s-yadtak, } \text{ee gala kida} /\] (And what's your name by the way?)
   (Redundant phrases, like oaths, are common tags. (1) may start a conversation going; (2) occurs in the course of one.)

3. \[/\text{wismi s-yadtak, } \text{ee law sa makt,} /\] (And what's your name if you please?)
   (Polite phrases may occur finally.)

4. \[/\text{wismi ilka riim, } \text{ee gala kida} /\] (And what is the gentleman's-name-by-the-gentlemen)
   (Limited in use to illiterate people: a farm labourer to one of the gentry.)

5. \[/\text{wismak, } \text{ee gala kida} /\] (And what's your name, by the way?)
   (Now that we have broken the ice, there is no need to stand up on ceremony. Let's drop titles. (2) and (3) occur in the
early stages of "phatic communion")

6. \( \text{ni} \text{~kibbi nit-\text{farraf bin\text{~rifi}t} \text{\~vismi s\text{\~yadtak}} /\!
\)
   (We would like to have the honour of knowing your name.
   -
   Declarative-form-)

7. \( \text{\text{\~wulli w\text{\~xal} la\text{\~nahi}}} \text{\/-\text{\~visni s\text{\~yadtak} \text{\~seeh}} /\!
\)
   (Tell me, please. What is your name?)

8. \( \text{\text{\~tismak ti-\text{\~wulli \text{\~visni s\text{\~yadtak} \text{\~seeh}}} /\!
\)
   (Please tell me what your name is?)

In spite of the frequency of the above intonation patterns in daily conversation, those relevant to the type in hand are considered marked in view of the fact that they seldom appear in association with "non-personal" interrogatives. When they do occur in association with them, they convey a variety of contextual shades of meaning in addition to the original message.

The following examples illustrate the last statement and also introduce a number of other marked tonal patterns and contextual functions:

1. \( \text{\text{\~ta\text{\~b wi} lam\text{\~mantu ni\text{\~fav\text{\~miih}}} \text{\~ma \text{\~kaddij}}} \text{\text{\~walli \text{\~c\text{\~rook}} taani \text{\~leeh}} /\!
\)
   (Well, seeing that you obviously don't understand;  
   -
   tell me - why then didn't anyone ask me to repeat my
   explanation once more? - Inpatient reproach-)

2. \( \text{\text{\~inta b\text{\~tidris} \text{\~leeh il\text{\~luya}}} \text{\text{\~bitidrisha gajan \text{\~ti\text{\~wsal} l\text{\~ilnagna}}} /\!
\)
   (What's the aim of studying language? The aim is to arrive at
   its meaning. - Deliberate and slow explanation-)

3. \( \text{\text{\~wi lamma had\text{\~didak bilnu\text{\~saddas}}} \text{\text{\~ga\text{\~nalti}} \text{\text{\~seeh}}} /\!
\)
   (And when he threatened you with his pistol, what did you
   do? - Intense interest and suspense-)
4. /\ ?eex.taani juf'tiih // (What else did you see? -cross-examining-)
5. /\ bitif nhla z.zaay // (How do you manage to do it? - perplexed-)
6. /\ wintaNamaalak // (And what business is it of yours? - Challenge-)

(b) Non-Particle Interrogatives

In contextual terms, non-particle interrogatives are questions which can simply be answered by /\?a, 'aywa / (yes), or / la?, 'la??a/ (no). Their unmarked tone-pattern is the one ending with a level or a rising tone.

Examples:

/\ ?inta-xaarig ya mus'tafa // (Are you going out, Mustafa?)

hat fuut b-taa? s'gaa?yir // (Will you be passing by a cigarette shop? -tobacconist-)

tigib liif silba taani k biira m. baak //

Will you buy me twenty bustani -s ?)

?aa mus'akfi' falka // (Haven't you got any change?)

?aab'taa?xud gi?aa?ti'fukkuh // (Would got me change for a pound?)

Combinations like the following are very common:

1. /\ ka?ritak-gaay, ?abli // mi?'kida // (You were here before me, -Declarative- weren't you?)

2. /\ ?it'fa?dal si?gaara // mi?' bid'daxan // (Have a cigarette. You -Imperative- do smoke, don't you?)

3. /\ ?iidak-malha // mitigaw'wara // (What's wrong with your hand? -Interrogative- Is it wounded?)

4. /\ -laa sa'lantak // -a?dar-a?raf, ?ismi s'yadtak // (I wish you a quick recovery. Can I know your name?) -Exclamation-
The parallelism between the above and combinations like the following is noticeable:

\[ \text{\~nana kuttiga gaayza stafiid bi\~kaaga} \quad \text{\~miga\~arga\~kida/} \]

(My wish was to learn something; not to go back—just as I came!)

Titles, oaths, particles, and polite words and phrases appear as much regularly in this type as in the preceding. Besides, there are certain grammatical features which, when they occur in a sentence, mark it as interrogative, irrespective of the intonation pattern with which it may be said.

1. \[ \text{\~im\~maal has\~kutluh/} \quad \text{(Do you think I am not going to stop him?—of course I am—)} \]
2. \[ \text{\~ba\~a\~huwva nim mig\~gawwiz/} \quad \text{(Isn't he married then?—I can't believe it!—or,—He is married—you are obviously misinformed—)} \]
3. \[ \text{\~ya\~tara laban\~gih/} \quad \text{(I wonder whether the milk has been delivered!)} \]
4. \[ \text{\~haddi\~zaayi\~zi\~rab/} \quad \text{(Anyone—else—wants a drink?)} \]
5. \[ \text{\~huwva katta sa\~al/} \quad \text{(Has he even cared?—He can't be bothered—)} \]

Stated in the order in which they occur, the grammatical features characterizing the above sentences as interrogative are: the presence of \~im\~maal/(then?), the prefixation of \~ba\~a/(so?), the presence of \~ya\~tara/(I wonder?), the occurrence of the incomplete negative form \~haddi/(Isn't there anyone?) as opposed to the complete form /ma..., \~haddi/(nobody), and the order /\~huwva katta sa\~al/as opposed to /katta huwva sa\~al/(even he cared.). On the intonational side, the reservation above applies only to the second sentence, which may have a falling pattern instead of the falling-rising one characterizing it.

It is possible also to add that of the above sentences, only (3) and (4) require to be answered. The remaining sentences contain
their own answers and in this sense may be said to provide rather than seek information. In this sense also they may be set apart from plain interrogatives as a separate marked category, tonally as well as contextually.

The marked contextual functions which may be performed by an interrogative sentence are almost unlimited. Some will be touched on in the following section. Only one example will be given here to illustrate the possibilities of this particular type in this direction:

1. /?inta gaay ma ?aana (Are you coming with us?-Plain inquiry-)
2. /?inta gaay ma" ?aana " -Surprise-
3. /?inta gaay ma", ?aana " -Disapproval-
4. /?inta gaay ma? ?aana " -Flat antipathy-

(c) Interrogative Subtypes

(a) The interrogative tag /mi?kida / (isn't it?):

Examples:
1. /?inta roayih il,beet / mi?kida / (You are going home. Aren't you?)
2. /?sayyid mi? mig, gawwiz / mi?kida / (Sayyid isn't married. Is he?)
3. /?had ritak mi? gaayiz iggur naan / mi?kida / (You don't want the newspaper. Do you? I see you are not reading it; I presume I can read it myself-)

The function of this subtype is to seek confirmation. The listener is expected to agree with the information put forward by the speaker in the first part.
The alternative interrogative particle /'walla/ (or) /'walla/ appears in interrogative forms in which the listener is offered a choice between a number of alternatives. /'walla/ constructions vary in form as well as in the contextual purposes they serve. The following examples are given in illustration:

1. // hatix-[taar ilbadla n.'hiih / ?irra'maadiy / walla l.'bunni //
   (Which suit will you choose: the grey, or the brown? - Choice limited to two alternatives)

2. // 'kida / walla ,la?// (Is that this exactly what happened? -or: Do you agree with the argument I have put forward or not?)

3. // ka tu?ud 'saakit/ walla _la? // (Threat.)
   (Are you going to be quiet or not?)

4. // hiyya l.yarda l?atwal / walla l?mitr // (Correction.)
   (Which is longer: the yard or the meter?)

5. // sükran ya?ni '6aayiz / walla ri's 6aayiz // (Request for a clearer answer.)
   (Does "thank you" -which you've just said- mean you want this or not? /'sükran (thank you) is said when a person refuses or accepts an offer- a"lonely"/la?/(no) would be rude-)

6. // ti_hibbi t_garrab 'diy / walla 'diy // (Open choice - The (Would you like to try this one? Or answer is a yes/no one-)
   this one-?)

7. // ba?anta ma tkaf-fikji, wakda fil?us'buu6/ walla t'neen/
   (Is one a week not enough for you? Or two?
   walla ta'laata bikkii'tiir //
   (Or three at most? - Insistent and rhetorical-)

8. // hal illi bik-kallin, ?aslan /_illi bid diik ilma6lu,maat /
   (Does the person speaking, the one that gives you information,
Two-item alternatives in which the last is as predictable as /la?/ and similar negative phrases may not have a pause in the middle. The two alternatives are then united under a high rise-fall or a high rise-fall and a prolonged low level tone.

9. /'jukrcxn yagni gaayiz walla mi' gaayiz/ (Are you a student or the wife of a student?)

Owing to the predictability of the second alternative, /walla/ constructions are often turned into yes/no interrogatives by leaving it out while retaining /walla/. Omission of the second item is even desirable when a "disagreeable" alternative follows an "agreeable" one, and is, no matter whether expressed or not, quite redundant.

10. /'hiih // sik^kitak" 'ahsan _walla / (Tell me- Are you feeling better or...? - to a sick man -)

For prominence to be given to /walla/ itself is not infrequent. This is often the way to express a whole-hearted invitation, threat, conviction, etc.

11. /'a^giblak'badla /walla 'agala / (Shall I get you a suit or a bicycle? -You choose.- to a boy-)
Interrogative echoes: Primarily a demand for clarification, or a sign of incredulity, an interrogative echo is normally a repetition, (a) partial, or (b) complete, (c) verbally identical, or (d) slightly modified, of a previous utterance. The original and the repetition may be by the same person (A), or by different persons (A) and (B). There is also the possibility that it may not be a repetition, but an inference echoed by the speaker prior to giving his answer to the question or whatever the source of inference may be.

1. A.// رُاُلْتِلْحُمْ، ظَهِّرَ // (What did you tell them?)
   B.// رُاُلْتِلْحُمْ يِبْطَا-طُوُأْحَا-بُكْرَةَ، ظَهِّرَ // (I told them to send it tomorrow morning.)
   A.// رُاُلْتِلْحُمْ ظَهِّرَ // (What did you tell them?!) -(b)+(c)-
   بُكْرَةَ، ظَهِّرَ // (Tomorrow morning?! -(a)-)

2. A.// رِأْيْ-الْحَمْذَةِ، دَلْحَبَ // (What is your opinion of this book?)
   B.// رِأْيِ- أَمْرَةَ، دَلْحَبَ // (My opinion? It is wonderful.
   -(a)+(d)-)

3. // غَلِبِيِّةَّ، حَمْذَةِ، بِلْأَذَرْ؟ أَيُّي؟، دَلْحَبَ // "What is your opinion this book?"
   B.// غَلِبِيِّةَّ، حَمْذَةِ، بِلْأَذَرْ؟ أَيُّي؟، دَلْحَبَ // In Egypt you mean? I am talking about here.
   -(a)+(d)-

   (Show me a magazine about fashions or beauty preparations?)

4. // غَلِبِيِّةَّ، حَمْذَةِ، بِلْأَذَرْ؟ أَيُّي؟، دَلْحَبَ // (Do you want this? Tomorrow, I shall buy it for you.)

5. // غَلِبِيِّةَّ، حَمْذَةِ، بِلْأَذَرْ؟ أَيُّي؟، دَلْحَبَ // (How much is the kilo? Whatever you say.)
Echoes resorted to by the speaker as a means of gaining time to think of the next answer are usually said on a mid-to-high monotone. They are often interrupted by hesitation-fillers and pauses.

6. /\-?ana-\-

(What else do I want...?)

(d) /nij/ interrogatives:

The fact that /nij/ interrogative constructions contain an interrogative particle but are not particle-interrogatives in the sense used here, added to the fact they may not be interrogative at all in function, made it seem legitimate to treat them as a subtype. It should be stated, however, that they are of extremely common occurrence and provide a very flexible medium for the expression of subtle shades of meaning.

It may be worthwhile to state the correspondence, or lack of it, between the function of some common interrogative constructions. This may be carried out in the light of the specific information which the use of each reveals about the speaker's state of mind with regard to a given piece of communication.

1. /\ huwwa nig'gawwiz /\( Is he married? - You are his friend, tell me.\)
2. /\ huwwa nig'gawwiz / ni\'kida /\( So I take it, but is it true?\)
3. /\ huwwa nig'gawwiz walla \- ?eeh /\( Is he married or what? - He is only a boy! - Or: Why then does he pretend otherwise?\)

4. /\, mi' huwwa nig'gawwiz /\( He is married, isn't he?\)
5. /\, mi' nig' / huwwa xaqib bass /\ (He is not married; he is only engaged. - Correction-)

The last sentence is not interrogative; it is only a step removed from:
6. \[ /mijn'sayyidrig'gawwiz / \]
   (You know what! Sayyid is married! -We were all curious to know-
   exciting news—isn’t it?)

   As can be seen from example (4), the unmarked contextual function
   of /mijn/ constructions is to serve as requests for confirmation.
   Example (6) represents one of their marked functions, namely, their role
   as messages providing information. The following examples illustrate a
   few more of their marked functions.

7. \[ /mijn'kutti t'ulli 6asan aqmil hi'saabi / \]
   (You ought to have told me so that I could be ready!-direct
   reproach-)

8. \[ /mijn'illiyigraf ma'kanha yik'kallim / \]
   (The person who knows its whereabouts ought to have talked!)
   -indirect reproach-)

9. \[ /mijn'bit'aul kutti 'sandi 'sayyid / \]
   (Didn’t you say you were with Sayyid?) -request for clarifi-
   cation-)

10. \[ /mijn'dudt il'?utn / da 'laqna/Li \]
    (Don’t you mean the cotton-warm? It is a curse! -echo-)

11. \[ /mijn'inta / 'aaddi'yeerak yig'milha / \]
    (Isn’t it you!-you always do that- Would anyone else do what
     you did! -Of course not. - irony- between intimates-)

III. Imperatives

   Of all the sentence-types existing in E.C.A., imperative sentences
   are unequivocally marked on the grammatical side. The essential
   characteristic of an imperative sentence is that it must contain a
   verb-form. Only two types of verb-forms can occur in this type of
   sentence. The first is the imperative form as in (a) /?is'makluh/
   (Let him,); the second is a neutral type as in (b)/ma tismak'luuj/
(don’t let him.), and (c)/tismakuh/(Do—Would you—let him.).

Example (c) comes nearer to suggestions and requests though this is not necessarily the case. Examples (a) and (b) will be treated as commands; example (c) will be treated as a wish, request, etc.

The basic contextual function of imperatives and requests is their use to co-ordinate activities. With regard to their unmarked tone-patterns, a similar distinction will be maintained between commands and requests: the unmarked tone-pattern of commands is the falling pattern, the unmarked tone-pattern of requests is the rising or level one.

Examples:

/*The range of contextual functions performed by imperatives is extensive and varied. They range from supplication and hope, through warning, to challenge and threat. The following examples are given in illustration.

1. //haat ilman~diil min~geeb il~badla //
   (Fetch me my handkerchief from my suit—command—unmarked—)

2. //tismak tina~wil:ri g g a ^ naan //
   (Would you hand me the newspaper, please?—request—unmarked—)

3. //ti?uum tikal~limhum fittili~foon//
   (Would it help—if you phoned them?—suggestion—unmarked—)
The fact that a given imperative sentence is accepted by the listener as "polite" whereas another may be criticized as "impolite" need not relate primarily to their respective tonal patterns. It is generally a matter of context and choice of words. There are certain phrases which the listener would be hard put to it to accept or to obey without some resentment. The following is one such phrase:

4. a. \( \text{"Get out." -command-} \)
   
   b. \( \text{"Move away." -command-request-} \)

(a) has a tone of "authority"; (b) suggests "impatience"; both would be resented. The listener's resentment, however, need not be embarrassing in all contexts. A teacher or a father may use either (a) or (b) to get rid of a noisy child. On the other hand, a housewife tidying up the place, and having to ask her guest to move somewhere else, is not likely to use even the politer phrase:

5. \( \text{"Would you move to the sitting-room?" -request-} \)

With a "polite" verb initiating it, and a rising tone terminating its pattern, the above sentence still sounds brusque. An "oath" appended to it will make it quite intimate and sympathetic; even when the first verb is omitted. No embarrassment would be caused by the following:

6. \( \text{"Would you move to the sitting-room? -May I suggest: "," -request-suggestion-} \)

Circumlocutions may be a welcome antidote to embarrassment:

7. \( \text{"Only one minute outside until I clean this room." -indirect} \)
Again, a suggestion will be more readily accepted than a command in the following context:

8.a. /\ tiwar'riini /\ (Show me.-Request+suggestion)
   b. /\ war'riini /\ (Show me.-Command-)

Said to a boy, (a) will be received with enthusiasm, whereas (b), if at all heeded, will be obeyed with reluctance. A rising tone (b) on /war'riini/ would make just as acceptable as (a) and is in fact just as common. Intonation here seems decisive. Oaths and circumlocutions would hardly be suitable in addressing children. On the other hand, both:

9.a. /\ ?i?fil il'baab /\ (Shut the door. -Command-), and
   b. /\ ?i?fil il'baab /\ (Shut the door. -Command+Request-)

would hardly be considered "polite" enough to address to grown-ups on the same grounds mentioned in connection with (4).

The following are two possible ways of asking a visitor to stay for dinner:

10.a. /\ ti?udji tit'yadda n jaaana /\ (-Suggestion+Request-)
    (Won't you -stay- and have dinner with us?)
   b. /\ ?u?ud it'yadda n jaaana /\ (-Command-)
    (-Stay-and have dinner with us.)

(a) is casual and informal. It is also elusive; it opens a door to an excuse like "No, thanks. Another day.". (b) is brusque and authoritative. It is also pressing; it closes the door upon any such excuse.

It may be safe to say that in business, falling intonation is both common and acceptable, in so far as imperative verb-forms are concerned. The same applies to rising intonation and "request"
verb-forms. The following are typical examples:

11. a. // ?id-diini tazkara daraga -talta l -banha law sa'makt //
    ( Give me - a third-class ticket to Banha - if you - please .)

b. // tawas salhum liyayt il'beet law sa'makt //
    ( Would you deliver them to my house - if you - please ?)

Polite phrases may occur initially:

12. a. // law sa'nakt / id-diini tazkara daraga - talta l -banha /
    b. // law sa'nakt / tawas salhum liyayt il'beet //

Imperatives occurring in series usually follow a pattern similar to that shown by some types of closed listing or enumerations:

13. // ?iwwa - tiksar il?i.zaaz // ( Mind you don't break the glass! - warning -)

14. // 'hawwib / -bass is' -tanna // ( Just you wait! I'll get even with you. - threat -)

15. // 'hayyib / -bass is'tanna // ( All right. Just wait a little. - impatient -)

16. // batla - dawja // ( Stop shouting! - protesting -)

17. // ma tie?i - ?al?i - gannuh // ( Don't pay attention to him. - challenging -)

    ( Show me a magazine about fashions or make-up? - challenging -)

19. // tab - middi j'wayya // ( Do hurry up a little! - plea-)

20. // tab ig' - gadaan wib? a - zayyuh // ( Just try to become as - e.g. - rich as he is."
    Nobody asks you to be better -)
IV. Exclamatory sentences

Exclamatory sentences may be marked grammatically in the following three ways: (a) by their incomplete form, (b) by the presence in them of certain markers like /'amma/(how+adj.or adv.), /bi/'jakl/(to such an extent...), /nifs/(I wish...), and (c) by their containing certain words and phrases of emphatic nature which can only be exclamatory like /moot/(extremely-hot-), /luyz/(extremely-difficult-), /bu?s/(extremely-miserable-) etc.

The contextual function of exclamatory sentences is the expression of opinions, tastes, and facts with varying degrees of intensity. Compared with declaratives, with which they have much in common, they are usually more emphatic. Very frequently, the only difference between a declarative and an exclamation may lie in the tonal differences between their patterns. Thus whereas the former may be associated with a simple falling pattern, the latter may have a rising falling pattern or any other markedly emphatic tonal pattern.

Examples:

/I saw some lovely dresses in the shops down there!/

/They are splendid! and how much is the dress -do you think?/

/As cheap as -earth-! Now listen./
Give me the price of only two dresses;
and I shall not buy any more all the year round.

The following examples show two tonal patterns with which various exclamatory types including vocatives, and greetings may also be associated:

1. //law ma.qaaya f*luus /?aajar* tiri 7arabiyya /\(-One wish-)
   (If I had -enough- money, I would buy a car.) (-to buy-)
2. //?il;yadda ,Ja! yajak/yi^Yallib /\(-One complaint-)
   (This boy is so naughty, that no one can bear him.)
   (-to an unbearable degree-) .
3. //nifsi f kub.baayit la*moon / ti~kuun nital*liga /\(-wish-)
   (How I wish for a glass of lemon, which would be -ice-cold-)
   (-an ice-cold glass of lemon-) .
4. //?ama* fikra / nud*hi*sa/\ (One exclamation of admiration-)
   (Such an idea! How bright!) (-Such a bright idea!-)

- (1) is a complex sentence introduced by the subordinate clause /law/(if); (2), (3) and (4) are simple sentences, complex only in the sense that the main sentence comes first to be followed by a modifying phrase.

- In each, there are the following two possibilities:
   (a) replacing the final rising falling pattern by a rising one repeating the one in the first group,
   (b) omitting the pause and continuing the rising pattern of the first group (with the changes of meaning indicated) or extending the falling pattern of the second part over the whole utterance.

- In the case of (b) each would convey only one wish, protest, etc.
- In the case of (a), the meaning of each would be as indicated in brackets, and each would convey two wishes, protests, etc.
The following texts have been selected from recordings of natural conversation in which a number of Egyptians participated on different occasions.

The participants represent a homogeneous group: all about the same age (roughly around thirty-five), all educated in Cairo, and (with the exception of N. who is a house-wife) all in England taking Ph.D Courses in: Economics (L. and A.), Metallurgy (S.), and Linguistics (H.).

It is generally agreed that words are cumbersome tools when used to render the meaning of an intonation-pattern. Reliance on them for this purpose often incurs the risk of failing to render the exact meaning as is directly abstracted by the native listener. Besides, some meanings are so elusive that no words are readily available to give expression to them. As rough but indispensable guides, however, words are reliable provided that they and the meanings they are called upon to indicate spring from the same cultural background. But when reliance has to be placed on translation into a totally different climate of culture, the risk of blurring the meaning is unavoidably greater. When it comes to intonational meanings, unification of cultures is not always easy to attain.

No pains have been spared to minimize this risk.
Invitation to Supper

Time: 1 p.m. ... Place: S's flat. ... Cause of delay:

H's recordings. ... Dominating theme: food. ... S, as was known to all, was not in a position to act as host (i.e. prepare something for supper). Still, he makes the suggestion. H., the cause of delay, on whom the responsibility should have devolved, is preoccupied with the recording, and fails to see the point (i.e. act as host) until too late.

S. /\ -?a'mil " luku ?afa /\ (Shall I prepare supper for you?)
H. /\ ya sa" laam /\ -fikra ga"miila =?awi /\
     (I say! What a splendid idea!)
L. /\ wal"laah ana -waakil ?u,rcyyib /\ ?in-nama ma?an"diis ,maanif/\
     (Really, I had something to eat a short while ago, but I have no objection.)
S. /\ winta ya ?us-taaz ,haalni /\ -ra?yak ,eeh /\
     (And you, title, H. What is your opinion?)
H. /\ ?a"ax-giyan ?a"" ra?hab bil"fikra/\
     (Personally, I welcome the idea.)
S. /\ tab ti"hibbi -taakul ,eeh /\(Well, what would you like to eat?)
H. /\ =?ayyi ,haaga /\ (Anything.)
S. /\ ?a"giblak 'beeq ya m"hammad/\(Shall I get you some egg, M.?)
L. /\ nis ti"ul"lina galla;gandak /\(Shouldn't you tell us what you have? -and let us choose?)
S. /\ " fiih .beeq /\ " fiih .gibna /\ " fii m. .rabba /\
     (There are eggs, there is cheese, there is jam...)
( But I do not believe you, by the way.)
S. // llaa sa?abhiik a 'giib 7a?atal // (I really mean it.)
A. // nis ma6'?uul =fucabjan // da = wa?ti 7a?ala //
( Impossible, of course. Is this time for supper
- it is almost breakfast time! )
S. // tab a_giib fi""terar // ba"" laaj 7a?atal //
( Let me prepare breakfast, then. Never mind supper.)
L. // huwwa lli 7aayiz yi_giib=7a?ala yi?uul a 'giib 7a?atal //
(If you really want to, you don't say "shall I "-you go and get it.)
A. // 7a?aluu nuum ir-racgil -waaxid ilmas_ala ta?biihi 7a?atal //
(On the whole, the gentleman takes the matter very naturally.)
bi?ees law -ihna 7ay_ziin / ni?uul, 7a?ay_ziin //
(If you don't want to, we say no we don't.)
" =nis 7ay_ziin / ni?uul ba"" laaj //
(If we don't, we say no we don't.)
S. // bi7"" 7aay /" (Exactly.)
L. // bitfak=karni b 7u_zuunital dum=yaat //
(This reminds me of the invitations of the people of Damietta!
reported to ask their guest: // ti?i?7a?ala / walla t?baat
xa?fiif_a?hasan // (Would you like supper, or do you prefer to
sleep with a "light" stomach?)
S. // tab_a7mil 7aay // ( Shall I make tea, then?)
A. // ?ahu ' dallana nis? 7aayu b_gadd // (This is what I really don't
want.)
S. // nis 7aayiz 7aay // (You don't want tea! -Strange-)
(Do you know what the time now is? We have been here for too long.)

Is-saağa 'kaam dil'wa?ti /\ (What time is it, do you think?)

H.// ?is-saağa nafitla^-haa^f it'neen dil'wa?ti/\ (Isn't it about two o'clock now?)

A.// ^ laah // ?is-saağa til^la^-laha 'wahda 'yinkin /\ (No. It is probably one.)

H.// ?ifriq .wahda /\ (Suppose it is one. It is late, though.)

S.// wahda ^-wahda ya 'axi/\ (What if it is one o'clock! Do stay - it is still early.)

L.// ?is-saağa ^-wahda w^til /\ (It is -exactly- 1:20.)

H.// hay^ullak ^-wahdaw ^tilti ^wahaw ^-tilt /\ (He -S- will now say what if it is twenty past one!)

S.// ^ wala y ^-himmak /\ (Don't worry!)

L.// g[u]l6u=-ruum ahi ?a-gaaza /\ (Anyhow it is a holiday.)

H.// ^ tab ,xud si'gaara // si'gaara ya ?us=taz'leesiy /\ (Well, have a cigarette. A cigarette -title Leesy.)

?i^foddacl ya ?us=taz' hi^seen si'gaara/\ (A cigarette -title- H. -S-, please.)

-wadi l^gilba 'xul6it/\ (And there goes my empty box.)

A.// 'wi s., gaara ka^ maan /\ (A cigarette as well! -sarcastic-)

S.// wala6 ^- wala6 /\ (Come on, do light it. -A-didn't smoke regularly.)

L.// ?inta ta='foot walla 'lissa /\ (Have you put out the match or not yet?)

S.// gaayiz wilga // ?iffoddacl /\ (You want a light? Here it is.)
Zukran // 'ra?eeh ya 6aizi // (Thank you. What do you think? Shall I go and make it?)
'ra?yak ya 6ali //
What do you say, Ali?)
L.// 'Sukran // (Thanks.)
S.// ruht in-naadi m'baarih// (Did you go to the Bureau yesterday?)
L.// laa ma ruhtis // (No, I didn't.)
S.// leeh // 'inta mi 6a'ragti min hina // wi ?ult innak 6ayik.
(Why? Didn't you say yesterday, when you were leaving, that you
were going there?)
S.// 6a'bilt igga maaga// (Where did you meet them?)
L.// 6and il'us-taaz 6ali // (In A.'s flat.)
S.// wi 6alla ?abil'tuhum // maru6 tuus in'naadi //
(And when you met them, didn't you go to the Bureau?)
A.// ma ba'laa ilka lamda ba'a // 'tiigu tit safile 6andi //
(Do drop this subject. Will you come and have supper with
me?)
S.// 6u zuumit marak'biyya // (Is this "sailors' invitation": an invitation impossible to accept like that of a sailor in
the middle of the sea to a man on the shore.)
H.// ga' miil ?awi kida // ' ?ulhum ba'a b6a rii'a 6anya //
(So far so good. Say these things in a different way.)
L.// ,beeq // (Eggs... -interrupted-)

Scene at a cafe

H./L tilgab tawlα L (Would you like a game of backgammons?)
S./L tiγrafi tilgab L (Do you know how to play it?-challenge-)
H./L siid miin γilgab L (I am second to none.)
S./L tilgab zaada / walla maα buusa L (-choice between two ways of playing backgammons- Would you like to play this or that?)
H./L zaada / maα buusa / zayyi =manta =gaayiz L
(This, that, whatever you like.)
S./L viγni maα ayis L (You are not afraid to take the risk.)
H./L mi=ayis wi γ nuss L (Not in the least.)
S./L tilgab γalmaγ ruub L (Loser pays for the drinks?)

(A/-beed / wi / giba / wi maγra / wi maka / roo / wi 'gasal/
(Eggs, cheese, jam, macaroni, and honey.)
L./L bassi *dool L (Is that all? -teasingly-)
A./L *-taklu-beed taklu giba / ^-taklu baα / Ταατις /
(You can have eggs, cheese...potatoes...)
'mulu-xiyya / ,?illi ɡala / kefku /
(-a popular food-, whatever you like.)
S./L tiγrafi =tiγmil ilmulu xiyya ya ?us taaz Σgali /
(Do you know how to make -above food- title-A.?)
A./L ?ilmulu xiyya / γα ( Μ...? yes.)
S./L bi tiγla / 'minmak maγ / buuα L (Does it turn out well-cooked?)
A./L tiγla / mulu-xiyya / Σgaa1 /
(It turns out excellent!)
S./L nifγsina n, duγha / (I shall be glad to taste it.)
H./\°`aljab .dumps _ruub // _it`een _ahwa _hina ya gur soon //
(I agree.
Two coffees here, waiter.)
S./\°hilwi _awi // _bassi mafi-naan _min _`ars // _ahsan _ana
(That's it. But no tricks with the dice! Because I)
\°`arfak // bu`rus //
know you. You do play tricks!)
H./\°itt'a _ana na // (Agreed.)
S./\°ya gur soon // _haat `tawla //
(Waiter, bring a set of backgammons.)

---------------------------------

Late to the office
A./\°`ee ya _fandi lli _marak liyayit dil.wa?t //
(Why -title-have you been so late?)
S./\°`ana _geet inna _harda _fitu`biis /
(To-day, I came by bus;)
\°`utu-biis fis _sikka t`_a`tal //
(On the way, the bus broke down.)
A./\°huwwa _kulli _yoom // laazim _titl _laglak _`uzu //
(Are you always coming with an excuse?)
S./\°wa _na`mil `eek // fi _iidi `eek //
(I couldn't help it. There was nothing I could do.)
A./\°`aa`dir ya _fandim // `a`haawil aagi _`adri //
(But you can't carry on like that.)
S./\°_haawil _aagi _`adri //
(All right, title. I shall try to come early.)
A.// "kulli 'yoom ti-?ulli t ُhaawil ti,haawil //
(Every day you say you will try - you will try?)
=kulli 'yoom ti,?alla6 'guzr //
(Every day you come with an excuse?)
=it"fodqal ya ,fandi // "ruuÀ mak,tabak //
(You may go now. Back to your office.)

H.// ša баахi il'xeer // (Good morning.)
L.// ?ahlan 'ahlan // ُriz zayy is 'sikha //
(Welcome. How are you?)
H.// ?ilikandu lil'laah // ma 'tiigi //
(Thank God. Do join us.)
L.// miʃ 'baayin yaгиni // (I don't see much of you now.)
H.// waʃ lachil zayyi .ma nta" ُsaarif // maʃ 'yuul. ُsayya //
(As you know, I am somewhat busy.)
L.// ُriz juyl "maasi k' wayyis _ walla //
(Are you getting on with your work or...?)
H.// ُahu- saaja ُkida w saaja ُkida // (Sometimes I do; sometimes
-saja l-waakid rab_bina ُyiftah ُsa ُleeh //
I don't.)

L.// wi saaja t bussi tla ُiih it- ُ 가 투 //
(And sometimes I am delayed.)
Winta nja?al-lach hat,xaqas 'emta //
(And when will you finish, God be willing?)
L.// kul" laha ُsana sana,tteen // (It is only a question of one
or two years.)
In Search of a flat.

A. // "ahlan il?us taaz hi?siin // (Welcome, title, Hussein.)
S. // "ahlan " biik // _inta " feen // (Welcome to you. I haven't seen you for ages!)
A. // g?a m?alti "ee f muf-kilt is sakan//

(What have you done about the question of the flat?)
S. // g?an?a m?al a "cawwar // (I am still looking.)
A. // "a? "a? a lli fil ma?saadi / _illi _ultu nnuku k?ruku fiiha
(The flat in El-ma?saadi, the one you said you were going to)
_m ba?rikh / g?a m?altu fiiha "eeh //

(move into yesterday, what have you done about it?)
(I went to find it three rooms; whereas I want four.)
(The problem you are facing now, is that you -it seems to me-)
t?uf "ayyi _sakan / _waliat bi'sur?a / wibag-deen tib?a
(find any accomodation, even though in a hurry, and later on,)
t"cawwar g?ala "nihlak //
(you can afford to pick and choose.)
S. // "a?i g?aayiz askun inna, harqa / -wa?gazzil _bukra //
(I don't want to move in to-day; and move out to-morrow.)
A. // fii "waakid zi?nilna fil _maktab / _alli nnu "fii g?an duhum /
(A friend of mine in the office, told me that where he lives,)
"a?i tieen faq?yin _ fil_beet illi gan buhum //
(there are two vacant flats, next door to him.)
S. // "fani _hitta // (Where exactly?)
A. // fil manyal // (In El-Manyal.)
S./\fil" manyal // 'kwayyis il manyal _?awi /\n
(In El-Manyal? A very good place, El-Manyal is.)

A./\ ti'hibbi t-truklu mna,harda ba"a id'quhr /\n
(Would to-day after-
noon suit you?)

S./\ ma'an-diij ,maani\ // nit"saabil is-ssa\a // kaam /\n
(I have no objection. When do we meet?)

A./\ ?is"ssa\a ... 'xamsa /\ (Five o'clock.)

S./\ 'xamsa -kwayyis 'giddan // 'ana , fada\i /\n
(Five suits me all-right. I have no engagements.)

A./\ _?ab _ana kastan"-naak / ?andi m^-kattit issay-yida ,zeenab /\n
(Then I shall wait for you, by El-Sayyida Zeenab's station.)

S./\ _?i\a\t \itturun"wa\a // walla _?atu\biis /\n
(The train station.)

A./\ _?i\a\t \ill il ^?at\r /\ (The train station.)

S./\ _?a\la\a \ // ka\kuun hi"-naak issa\a // 'xamsa /\n
(A)  

At the Butcher's

S./\ sa\ba\a il'xeer ya 'ammi m-kam\mad /\ (Good morning, title, M.)

A./\ '?ahlan sa_ga\at il-beeh /\ (Welcome, title.)

S./\ _?ulli // ?ana_kayiiz 'lakma // _?i\f\a\dak_kida /?ati\iy yaat

(Tell me. I want meat. Does it so happen, that you have

_kilwa /\ nice pieces -to cut from-?)

A./\ _dana -?andi ka_ga\at gala "" keefak // ti\e'"" gibak /\n
(I have -things- up to you taste! You will like them!)

S./\ ?ana_kayiiz '-kitta _gag\a\li\a kway\yisa /\n
(I want a good piece of beef.)

A./\ ?at\m\da\l ya _fandim /\ (Here you are, title.)
S./\?il'kitta /diyyat / fa_yifha kway'yisa /\ 
(Is this piece, one of the good ones, you think?)
A./\_haaga 6a"." ziima /\ wana -fii 'candi / ?a'cazzi "minnak/\ 
(It is great! Are you not my best customer?)
S./\ a"." laach yixal"."liik /\ (God keep you!)
A./\ _lakma zayyi l"." ward /\(It is as fresh as roses.)
S./\ bi'kaam ilkeelu /\ (How much is the kilo?)
A./\ varbi' giin "ir/\ (Forty piastres.)
S./\ wahuwa ka".zaalik // niS ha-"ullak ta_manya wtala-tiin /\ 
(All right. I shall not say "thirty eight" -bargain-)
A./\ li faha l sa9dt il".beeh ya".walad /\ 
(Wrap it for -title- boy.)
A Slip of the Tongue

S./\Sa-baah il-xeer ya \saami /\(Good morning, Saamy.)
H./\miin // na\' biil // \Sa\_baah in\’nuur //?it\’\fodqal /\
(Who? Nabiil? Good morning. Do join me. -welcome-)
S./\Jukran /\(Thanks.)
H./\ti\(rfob \eeh \_ \ba\?a // =\(saay / \w alla \_ \kahwa/\)
S./\lissa -\(Sanrib \_ \kahwa /\(I have just had a coffee.)
H./\saay _\(c\(yyib /\(Tea, then.)
S./\maa fis _ \(maani\_ /\(All right.)
H./\ti_hibbi \(\(a-lee \_ \(laban /\(You want milk?)
S./\ba\_siit _ \(bass /\(Only a little.)
H./\sukkor _ \(\(addi\_ \eeh /\(How much sugar?)
S./\maaf\_la\_a _ \(wahda /\(One spoon.)
H./\inta _naawi \_ ti\(mil ri\_jim ya na \(biil /\(Are you slimming?)
S./\a-waamir idduk\_toor ya \(siidi /\(The doctor’s instructions.)
H./\xeer // \(inta \_kutti \(ay\_yaan /\(What? Were you ill?)
S./\dana \_xatti \_\(door \(a \_ \(wiil /\(I was ill for a long time.)
H./\l\laa sa\_ lamtak // ma\(gan\_dii\_ \(xabor // di\_\(il\_ \(a \_ \(wahda _\(bass
(I wish you good health. I have no news of that. Just one minute,
\(agiblak \(\(saay/\(wibag\_\(deen ik \_ \(kiili /\(I’ll bring you the tea, and then you tell me all about it.)
S./\it\’\fodqal /\(Carry on.)
H./\ist\(\(aay ya na\_biil // \(ik\_\(kiili\_ ba\_a /\(Your tea, Nabiil. Now tell me.)
S./\inta =\(faakir lamma \(abil\_tini filmak\_taba /\(You remember when you met me in the library?)
mis ?ul tilak yo' miiha / ?inni baqissi b' dooxa / (Didn't I tell you that day, that I felt dizzy,)
lamma ?amfi j'wayya /\ (When I walked a little?)
H.\ / faakir // wi ba6 deen -h%sal ,eeh /\ (I remember. What happened next?)
S.\ / wi ba6-diiha raw ?aat il,beet // wissu'daa6 ista-lamni
(After that, I went home, and a severe headache attacked me.)
bi sakli 6a giiib /\
H.\ / fi -nafs il'yoom /\ (The same day?)
S.\ / fi ' nafs il yoom /\ (The same day.)
H.\ / -h%sal ' eeh baqdi =kida /\ (What happened next?)
S.\ / zumt is ?ubla / li ' bist /wi rukt li dduk' toor /
(I got up in the morning, put on my clothes, and went to the doctor.)
"asli n natl / wid -dayt / wi ba6 deen / maw wilni falmus tasfa/ he examined my pulse, blood pressure, and transferred me to hospital.)
 rukt ilmus tasfa / wi 6ama-luuli kasfi ,saamil /\ (I went to hospital, and they examined me thoroughly.)
wi ?a fadti h-naak ?usbu'geen / ' takt ilgi lar / (I stayed there for two weeks under treatment.)
wi h naak 6ama-luuli n gaam mu,6ayyan lil' ?kl /
(There they put me on a special diet.)
wi mana guuni 6an 'kulli ?an waag issukkari yaat /\ (and I was not allowed to eat any sweet things.)
H./\ Waóit iz-zayy is sit\(\) (And how do you feel now?)

S./\ ?il hamdu lil laah \(\) (Thank God. Much better.)

H./\ yañi lgi-laag \(\) (So the treatment was effective.)

S./\ ba\(\)\(\) di ma\(\)[ñi fi\(\)\(\)\(\) fiih \(\) wala \(\) dooxa/ (After one week, there was neither dizziness,)

\(\) \(\) wala \(\) (nor headache.)

H./\ wi \(\) (What is the connection between sweet things and headache?)

S./\ sa alt idduk-toor \(\) (I asked the doctor this very question.)

\(\) \(\) ?all la\(\)\(\) sa\(\)\(\) dii\(\)\(\) wa\(\)\(\) ra\(\)\(\) as\(\)\(\) ba\(\)\(\) tanya \(\) \(\) \(\) \(\) (He said I had signs of blood pressure.)

H./\ ata biik ibta\(\)\(\) iset tib\(\)\(\) ra fissi\(\)\(\) \(\) (So that is why you look smart! I thought)

\(\) \(\) irr\(\)\(\) sa\(\)\(\) dii wa\(\)\(\) ra\(\)\(\) as\(\)\(\) ba\(\)\(\) tanya \(\) \(\) \(\) \(\) there were other reasons behind this smartness!)

S./\ ?inta qi\(\)\(\) faayi? ya \(\) (You must be joking, Saamy. Reasons such as what?)

\(\) \(\) \(\) (There is no point in talking now.)

S./\ laa \(\) (You must tell me. Did you hear anyone say anything about me?)

H./\ taba\(\)\(\) sa\(\) (Of course you know my friend Mustafa. Who studies mathematics.)
(He met me two weeks ago, and told me that he heard a rumour about you, that you and some of your friends, made a trip to Wales. And that the aim was to have fun.)

(Oh dear! I am surprised at these people. I lie sick in hospital, and instead of anyone coming to ask about me, they say this nonsense about me.)

(Don't take it to heart, Nabiil. Nobody knew you were ill.)

wi?kull _waahid luh ma? ~XaYluh //
(And everyone has his own troubles.)

S.// _?inta ?aarif il^iXa gaddi mi^ l~tiifot/Z
(You know rumours are not a nice thing.)

H.// _wala y^-himmak // _?ibna _ba?a milmaw_du$qda //
( Don't bother. Let's drop this subject.)

?iz zayyi _haal i$?jy$l // ?or_rabti t''xallq //
(How are you getting on with work? About to finish it?)

S.// _wala ka^maan^-sana // _?ahri b-haal ahu _?a$ filmus_taqfa //
(Not even a year will do! A whole month wasted in hospital!)

H.// _laa''laazim ti?jiddi _keelak // _?aarif zi^milna mak' muud //
(No, you must carry on. You know our friend mahmuud?)
(Who studies in Wales? He passed his exam last month.)

(He sent me a letter saying that he passed, and will leave for Eg. next month.)

(S.// dana kutti m gaah min ?usbu'geen // ma'al-lii, innu 'nagah ya'gni//
(But I was with him two weeks ago. He didn't tell me he passed.)

H.// ma gaah min ?usbu'geen // 'feen //
(With him two weeks ago? Where?)

S.// fi weelz //I(In Wales )

H.// fi "weelz // ga'riiba // miš bit 'uul kuttii filmus ta'sfa//
(In Wales?! How strange! Didn't you say you were in hospital?)

S.// ilh kaaya wma fiiha...// (The fact is...)

H.// ba'a la'i" kaaya tta-wiila / tjan id^ dooxa/ wissu^-qaa^ / (Is this long story about "dizziness" and "headache?"
(wima^ la?it ^sukl a: 'bass/ kul ladda min ta'? liifak //
(and "one spoonful of sugar", your own invention?)

S.// ?ana wa raaya mis-war mu'himm / 'laazim a ^uum //
(I have an important business . I must go.)

H.// ?iI'gaw // (Don't mention.)

ru^ fakkir ^ala j'sayy // (Thanks for the tea.)
Mothers' Day

H.// "u`liili =ba? a // "irra`-biit\ = gaay a huwwat //
(Tell me. Spring is coming.)

ti-hibb a giblik fus\-taan / walla \-giblik - \- eeh / Z
(Would you like me to buy you a dress, or what shall I get you?)

N.// "inta " gaayiz / Z
(Do you -really- want to?)

H.// "a ma\-ga\-na\-diif " maani\-a / Z
(Yes, I do.)

N.// "yalla _ziid il`umm _arrab a\-huwwat / Z
(Well, Mothers' Day is only a few days ahead.)

H.// "a giblik - - ?ee/ walla _ - ?ee / Z
(What shall I get you? -This or that? -Just name the thing-)  

N.// wal-laa\-hi di\-haaga _ba? a taba\-6 - zo\-ak \- inta / Z
(This is entirely up to you.-lit. to your good taste-)

H.// tab ana `ha\-brid _\-a=leek\-i \-gaat/ \- winti x\-na\-ri // fus\-taan/ Z
(Let me suggest things, and you choose. \ A dress?)

N.// "mumkin / Z
(Possible.)

H.// "ga\-zma/ Z (A pair of shoes?)

N.// "la? / Z (No.)

H.// "jan\-ta / Z (A handbag?)

N.// "la? // mafti\-\-ki\-r\-\- (No. I don't think so.)

H.// gu\-nilla / Z (A skirt?)

N.// "in gu\-nilla mu\-k\-\-ara / ma\-ga\-n\-a\-diif " maani\-a / Z
(If it is a respectable skirt, I will not object.)
A Visit to the Dentist

What does the lady complain of?

That tooth, the last one.

Does it hurt?

Yes.

Has that gone on for a long time?
(It's been going on for about three days now.)

H./L tab iffad, dal // ?if taki bu??ik // ?il?ax'raani /L

(Please be seated. Open your mouth. The last one?)

N./L ?aywa /L

H./L da' huh /L

(Yes.)

N./L ?awya /L

(Yes.)

H./L baayin – fiih tas wiis gaamid // ti_hibbi had_ritik nix'la?u /L

(It is badly decayed, it seems. Would you like it to be extracted?)

N./L ?illi t'juufu ba? a /L

(It is up to you.)

H./L tis-mahi tif taki bu??ik // had_diilik ku?na xa fiifa xaolis /L

(Would you open your mouth, please? I'll give you a slight injection. It will not hurt you.)

N./L mi? ha tiwga? /L (Is it not going to hurt?)

H./L laa mi? ka tiwga? /L (No, it will not.)

N./L ?it'fo?d dal /L (Carry on.)

H./L k'wayyis // ?aywa // xa_laq // has-tanna ka_ma?n -rubgi

(Good. Yes. It is over. I shall wait for another quarter of an hour, and then I shall extract it. Open your mouth.

m aa tx a_fiil // hassa b? kaaga dil'wa?ti /L

Don't panic. Do you feel anything now?)
N./Z  'abadan / (Nothing at all.)
H./Z  kas" seeti b'haaga dil'wa?ti / (Did you feel anything just then?)
N./Z  laa 'abadan / (No, nothing.)
H./Z  sayfa ba?ad dirsi m_sawwis iz'zaay / (Do you see how badly decayed the tooth is?)
N./Z  ?allah / 'inta xa' la?tuh / (Amazing! Have you really pulled it out?)
H./Z  xa' laaq / haaga sah'la _ giddan /
(It is over now. You see how easy it was.)
N./Z  muta=k'kira =?awi /
(I am very thankful.)

Points of View

H./Z  =?ee ra?yik filha yaah _hina /
(What do you think of life here?)
N./Z  kwayyisa / ma5'uula ya?ni /
(It's good, reasonable, I mean.)
H./Z  ti-kibbi ti? gudi "hina /
(Would you like to stay here?)
N./Z  ?aywa / _bass il-waahid y?uuf illi f ma?sr /
(Yes, but one must see - one's relatives - in Egypt.)
H./Z  wit_xiibi _ ma?sr =ala _ tuul /
(And you leave Egypt for good?)
(I don't mean for good. One can live here for a reasonable period. But during this period,)
one must see one's family, the people one likes, one's relatives.

(Then you come back again?)

You mean staying here permanently?

(Yes.)

(This depends on circumstances. If the financial conditions are

good, there will be no objection. But if the financial conditions

are like now for example, it will not be tolerable, or pleasant.)

(It will not be a proper life, I mean.)

(What are the problems which you face in bringing up your children?)

Here, because we shall not be able to continue their education,

this is a problem for us. We attach no importance to schools.)
H.// -'eeh 7 akbar su 6uuba bin nisba lilaw laad bi sifu 7amma /

(What is their greatest difficulty as a whole?)

N.// $a'-dathum // $a daat lingiliiz 'hina / veer $a daatna 'mna /

(Their customs. English customs are different from ours.)

H.// -'eeh ilga daat illi mabtigib kiif /

(What are the customs you don't like?)

N.// ?ixtilaqt ilgin" seen illi z yaada 6an illu" zuum 'dah /

(The more-than-necessary freedom which boys and girls enjoy.)

H.// matwafr"iif -ya9ni 6ala ,kida /

(You don't agree to it?)

N.// 'la? " tabo'an // ?il waa9id 'mahma _kaan mo'dern / ?innama

(Of course I don't. However progressive one may be, one would)

borju mayis mahfi "libnuh / ?aw li' bintuh / ?innaha 'tuxrug

(not allow one's son, or daughter, to violate)

6an ilku duud ifsar'iyya bta" bitna /

(our Eastern customs.)

H.// lakin misf "dii misj kila binwa gibha -hatta f'masr /$

(But isn't this a problem we face even in Egypt?)

N.// maw'guuda // bass ilmin naha misf 7amma / wi misf yama l'kulli

(It exists. But because it is not widespread, and does not)

"ya9ni/ ya9ni mch suura f taba'-'cat mufay yana / fa mahiy9yaa$,

(involve everyone; that is, it is limited to certain classes, it)

mut" gib // ya9ni wa-satna wasat mal'ruuf 6a draku'eeh/

(is not imminent. Our social class is clear about its customs,)
its practices, its methods; and therefore our children grow to be
somewhat like us.)

H.// matkib biis 'ibnik yi_kuunluh qa'qiiqah //

(Wouldn't you like your son to have a _girl_ -friend?)

N.// - ma gan,diis _ maani6 // bassi y_kuun takti taw,giih //

(I have no objection. But it must be under supervision.

min il'usuq / yaqni l_yabbi wil' umm / wi taqa liid ilmug tama6_/ //

By the family: that is, the father and mother, and the traditions

H.// ti_hibbi _bintik yikuun laha qa'qiiq //

(Would you like your daughter to have a _boy_-friend?)

N.// -a_zunni6 // 'illa n _kaan bima, saabit xa'xiiib //

(I don't think so. Unless as a fiancé.)

H.// 6a'riis yaqni //

(A would-be husband, you mean.)

N.// ?a // (Yes.)

H.// yer _kida la? //

(Otherwise, no.)

N.// ya_guuz ma'rif / bassi yib'a 'fiih qis_roof //

(An acquaintance may be a possibility; but supervision there must be.)

H.// -ee _ra?yik fi mustawa lma,giis _hina //

(What do you think of the standard of living here?)

N.// ~andak il-~eela 16a'diyya lmutawas'situ/bi-~izhar bi-maghar k,wayjis/;

(The average middle-class family, appears in good form.)
bin 'nisba l'annaha ti'dar tiri ma'gaat ma6 ?uula / 
(This is because they can buy reasonable things,)
wi 3ak_laha la'liif / wi ta_manna ma6 ?uul//
(which look very nice, at reasonable prices.)
yagni ka_gaat zayyi 'dii f 'maSr / ya_guuza tisti-rilha
(Things like these in Egypt, may cost more than they)
b?ad 6aaf ta_manna / ka'maan bi-yiddu l wi'laad /
(are worth here. Also, they offer the children,)
"yagni ma6 ?uul filmad=rasa //
(reasonable food in the school.)
(What do you mean by "reasonable food")?
N./\ yagni 'lakmaw / xu'daar / wi'fakha / wibkammiy_yaat ma6 ?uula //
(I mean meat, vegetables, fruits, and they serve reasonable)
yagni t'kaffi li_yaal // tixal-liihum yi5/bagu //
(amounts. Enough for the children. Enough to satisfy them.)

A Prospective Teacher's Dilemma

H./\ sa_baakh il_xeer ya ?ani=saat //
(Good morning, girls.)
'il_hisga lli 'faatit / jarak*tilku maw-quu6 il_qisra l'ar_diyyc://
(In the last lesson, I talked about the earth's crust.)
wi? abli ma3-tixlas il_hisga sa'?alt/ riza kan fiih haddi
(And before the end of the lesson, I asked if any one of you
'minku mi5 'faahim / wi kul_luku ?ultu faa?miin // mi5 "kida//
(didn't understand, and you all said you did. Didn't you?)
dil waqt ahaa, haseen axtiib su' yahyaa / wa juf u fahmiin/

(Now, I am going to give you a small test to see if you)
waalla la? / kulla / wahda t falle?i wara?ah / witiktib
(understand or not. Let each one produce a piece of paper, and)
ka leeha aismaha / miin illi rafaa baaga dii / naibili/
(write her name on it. Who is that raising her finger? Nabiila?)
Sagayza ' see ya naabila /
(What do you want, Nabiila?)

N. / hadditak mu?ultis inni fihi axtiib inna hadda /
(You didn't say there was going to be an examination to-day.)

H. / wana laazin a?uu abila / ilm a'aad illi bitzaakii /
(And must I say in advance? You are supposed to study)
?awwil ' bawwil / wana musta'iddi / fi 'ayyi 'laqag/
(each lesson straight away. And I am ready, at any time,
?in nana rafiihirik iza ma kut 'tiifs 'fahma /
(to make you understand in case you don't.)

N. / 'tismah tid-diina fikra saariisa baan ilma' duuf /
(Would you give us a brief idea about the subject?)

H. / da kaalaa yan maa biila / miin ya? anisaat faakhir
(Are you not ashamed of what you say, Nabiila? Who, girls,)
il?i gaaba gassu?alda / illi fakari / tirfa? suba?ha/
(remembers the answer to this question? She that remembers, is
'eeh / ma haddii? faakhir / fa? war kaaru wayya /
(to raise her finger. What? No one remembers. Think a little.)
ma haddii? rafa? su ba?u yagani / tab wilaamantu mi? fah miin/
(No one has raised her finger. Well, since you don't understand,)
Why then didn't you ask me to explain once more? and why did you all say that you understood, last lesson? I shall explain

The important thing is that you pay attention, and stop chatting with each other. Last time, I drew a picture on the blackboard, representing the layers of the earth's crust. And I compared the earth's crust, with the layers of a pie.

For example, what do you notice, Nabiila when you cut a pie?

This isn't what is meant by the question, Nabiila. I mean the structure of the pie; not its contents.

1. Un-English expressions are intended to give an impression of the corresponding E.C.A. structures.
(Oh, no. Your thoughts are miles away. You must be very)

ga'ana / tab di'ii'a, wakda / feen ittaba, fiir/

(hungry. Just a minute. Where is the chalk?)

The pie. Right? Below it, I shall write in big

ilgariiq / fi' tii raah / maf'huum / dilwa?ti larma btig'mili

(letters: p i e. Understood? Now, when you make)

lii,tiir/ bit, hutt'l ga giina gula 'tuul / walla btig'mili, ?eeh /

(a pie, do you put the dough straight away, or what do you do?)

N./\ _binkut, tah'a ta'ba' ?usat ya _fandi, / \ (We put it in layers, title.)

H./\ _zol.lach " yiftakdaleeki / 'ahun " daa ll ana _gayzuh/

(Well said, at last. This is what I want.)

?it,tabac'a l'ruula / jkda = masalan / (The first layer, like that;)

wi foo? 'minha / ?ittabac'a t,tanya / (on top of it, comes the second;)

'wit,talita/ 'waha_kaza / (then the third; and so on.)

wi,been = kulli -tabac'a wit,tanya / 'fii,?eeh / \ (And between each layer and the other, what comes there?)

N./\ _tabc'a mn is,sann / wis,sukkar / wizzi,biib ya _fandi, / \ (A layer of butter, sugar, and sultanas, title.)

H./\ _yanini_nirsin 'xa'tt / been_kulli 'tabac'a/wit,tanya / (That means we draw a line between each layer and the other.)

'hina / 'fasil -sukkar wiz,biib/ wi,hina / 'fasil -sukkar

(Here, a layer of sugar and sultanas; and here, a layer of sugar)

wiz,biib / 'waha_kaza / (and sultanas, and so on.)
(This, girls, is the same with the earth's crust. It is made up of)

(layers, exactly like the layers of a pie.)

S.//† sa'baa i{l xeer //

(Good morning.)

H.//† sa'baa in'muur ya-hadrit ilmu-fattij //

(Good morning, inspector.)

S.//† had-ritak il?us taaz hi'jaam //

(Are you -title- Hishaam)?)

H.//† ?aywa ya-fandin //

(Yes, title.)

S.//† wi had-ritak mu?darris ifiy?o? loqya / walla tad?biir nanzili//

(And are you a teacher of geology, or domestic science?)


(Geology, title. Why do you think I am)

mu?darris tad?biir nanzili //

(a teacher of domestic science?)

S.//† ?ana -Jaayif gassub buura ifi'tiircw / sukkor / wiz?biib /

(There on the blackboard, I see a pie, sugar, sultanas,)

tisnak su?aal ?waakid //

(May I ask you just one question?)

H.//† ?i'tifaddaal // (Please do.)


(Can you tell me what the connection between pies and geology is?)
Shopping

N.\[ \langle \text{Shall I answer, title?} \rangle \\
H.\[ \langle \text{Do me a favour! Be quiet! The matter, } \rangle \\

\text{(What is all that, title-Nagaah. Why have you been so late coming)}

\text{(home?)}

\text{(The shopping centre was very crowded to-day.)}

\text{(Yes but... You take two hours to buy us some vegetables?)}

\text{(You know that it is a long walk, and by the time one stops)}

\text{(here and there, one has to be late.)}

\text{(And for all that time, what have you bought us?)}

\text{(Vegetables, fruits, sugar, and everything the house needs.)}

\text{(And how are the prices in the shopping centre to-day?)}
(Some things have gone down; some things have gone up.)

N.//~fi~iih ha-gaat ~as~ghar~ha kwayyisa / w-fi~iih ha_gaat ~as~ghar~ha
(What things have gone up?)

N.//?is~sukkar ~masalan /
(Sugar for instance.)

H.//~ruhti l~wa~hdi / walla kan m~a~saak ~haadd /
(Did you go alone, or was there someone with you?)

N.//~ruhti l~wa~hdi // bassi ~a~b~li~t~sa~fi~iyya fi ~s_suu~?
(I was alone; but I met Safiyya in the shopping centre.)

H.//~sa~fi~iyya ~dab~ baas /
(Safiyya Aabbaas?)

N.//~ra ~/// (Yes.)

H.//~humma ~gun ~/// (Have they come -i.e. the whole family-)

N.//~ra //~gun ~u~rayyib ~/// (Yes. They came recently.)

H.//~mirta~hiin _hina// (They are comfortable here?)

N.//~mirta~hiin~?awi// (Very comfortable.)

H.//~biy~?ulu~?ee ~ha~ala l~ha~ala f ~ma~sr//
(What do they say about conditions in Egypt?)

N.//~biy~?ulu~?uu~la~la ga~miila / wil~balad ba?it ~a~gma~l~
(They say conditions are splendid; and the country is becoming more)

~wima~sa~ ~tiin ~?awi min hi~naak//
(beautiful; and they are very pleased with things in Egypt.)

H.//~af~tikir na bi~ti~kuus rilm~sa~riif wala ~ha~aga ~zay~yina//
(I think they do not complain of expenses or anything like us.)
In contradistinction to the above extracts which depict ordinary
everyday aspects and situations, the following tend to tackle serious
topics. A tendency towards shorter "phrasing", longer "paragraphing",
and obvious preference for the Classical style, is evident throughout.

---

**Intonation**

_But the strange thing is that it seems to me that it is the sense, _

_the meaning_ that shows clearly what one intends -means-. _

(to express, with our words, the meanings.)_
fa b - yib'a fih tay'yiir fi n - hay'iik'a laan / ?il-wankid
(A change occurs at the end of words by means of which one)

yu?bud biih itta' biir gan ma'ana mu'ayyan // fi 'harakit
(means to express a certain meaning, in the movement of)

il?as waaf nafi saha / /
(sounds themselves.)

bi'iisi // bassi laam ma kuun il'gumal / fil ka laam il'gaadi/
(Naturally. But when sentences occur in ordinary speech,)

biitu tla?iha il'gumal / /[wiila / /
(you find that they are long sentences. Not sentences;)

hiyya fi baara gan / ka laam // muta'jabik na'a b'aqdu //
(They are -nothing more than- talk. Inseparable.)

bi'nees fiin il'gumal/ mal haaj ku-duud bayna //
(So that the sentences have no clear boundaries.)

'ililana fi ilki taaba / bin hutti 'waafa / wibin hutti 'fasla/
(Whereas in writing, we insert fullstops, and commas,)

wibin hutti ha-gaat min 'diy / ma fiis tarqim filka laam nafs//
(and things of this sort, there is no punctuation in talk.)

fanta mu'tarri tasta dilli gala haazih ilku duud /
(Therefore, you are forced to lay your finger on these boundaries,)

'gaj 'atiqar tit-gaamil ma'a hittit ka laam suayyara //
(to be able to deal with a small bit of talk.)

mi[f ma'qul ka taaxud kalan saaga b'haaluh / wi 'atiqar
(It is not possible for you to take an hour's talk, and yet)

tihaa liluh / /
(manage to analyse it.)
An Economist's View

L. // xiit'a zayyi -xitt'it ittan miya bta-gitna //
(A plan like our development plan.)

amna y-fiiha sittu miit subdu miit maslan / (If it comprises six or seven hundred projects, for instance ,)
wi yifyal xamsa / aw 6a'fararax minhum / haaga -tafha giddan/ (and then five, or let's say ten out of them, fail; the loss is)
gayyiz baqi ilma'arri/ ma ha?a?itji miyya fi' miyya min (very trivial. Possibly, some of these projects may not achieve)

ha dafha // gayyiz ti ha?a? 'bass/ ta'manya wtsiin
(one hundred percent, of their objectives. They may achieve only)
fil miyya// aw xamsa wtsiin // wi gayyiz baq dha (ninety eight percent, or ninety five. Some may)

-fasal ' xaciis // ya'gni ma nig'kuun / (have failed completely, that is, they have not succeeded.)
lamma ?aagi ana ya mu haqqiq iqt Saaqi / a?ulu 'teeh
(When I, as an economist, come to report about what happened,)

illi 'qasal / 'jawil haaga ma?ul haaf lin'naas/ (the first thing I would not tell the people, -the last thing I say-)

?inn il xiit'a b ta'ti ha? ?a miyya fil miyya // (is that my plan has achieved one hundred percent.)

hay%?ullak gala 'tuul / da ka laam da gaa?i / (The immediate reaction will be that this is propaganda.)

H. // ma fiis fid'' dinya // xitt'a / tifallu' miyya fil miyya // (There isn't a plan in the world, that would be a one hundred percent success.)
On Solid Ground

H.// ?ilncw-quu? Stopwatch illi btid-risuh //

(What exactly is it you are studying?)


(The subject is, we want to see what reactions take place,)

and dara-gaat ha-raara / salya // wib-tikascal izzaay //

(at high temperature. And how they happen.)


(And in case they happened, to what qualities would the solids)

1 madda ?albca / ?aw illi btakta-sibha 1 madda ?albca //

(change. Or which the solids acquire.)

hal bitit, hassin is?iifaat / ?ilha ?an dina ?isifaat ?diyya/

(Do their qualities improve? To us these qualities are)


(On the grounds that you need them in)

il?ama-liyya //

(practical life.)

H.// ?eex ?uumu-biiha //

(What kind of experiment do you make?)


(The experiments we carry out: Solid bodies behave in line)


(with their structures, When any rays fall on them, they)

bi'tiikis = haazihi l?a?iifaa / ba-laaj a-?aual bi'tiikis

(reflect these rays. Let me not say -They do not exactly-

il?a?iifaa / bi'tiiddi llihana binsam'miah /

("reflect rays"; but give what we call:)

"reflect rays")
H.:// 'il `pattern /\ (The pattern, said as a guess.)
S.:// inta sam\meetu l\pattern/ \iika b\insam, mi\h il\latis //
(If you call it the \"pattern\", we call it the \"lattice\")

\iill\hu\wwa tar-tiib izzar-raat, gu\wwa l\=madda /\ (Which is the arrangement of atoms inside matter.)

H.:// wi di ha-gaat \as\a\si\yya /\ an
(These are essential part of your work?)
S.:// dii ha-gaat \as\a\si\yya /\ (They are essential)

\_\c\a\ndak -\m\a\s\a\l\a\n il\ka\_diid // \^il\ka\_diid \=k\a\za, \nu\u\u\z\ min il\ka\_diid//
(Take iron for instance. There are so many kinds of iron.)

\b\i\t\u\u\l\ ka\_\d\i\i\d \=z\a\h\r / wi \a\_\d\i\i\d \=\u\l\b / wi \a\_\g\a\a\t \m\i\n\d\i\y//
(You say \"cast\" iron, \"steel\", and things of this sort.)

\h\u\w\a \=\i\i\h \a\_\d\i\i\d // f\i\i \=\u\n\u\zur il\ka\_\d\i\i\d //
(-In all- there is iron. The \"element\" iron.)

\_\l\a\k\i\n tar-tiib il\ka\_\d\i\i\d fig \=z\a\h\r / yeer tar-tiib il\ka\_\d\i\i\d fig \=\u\l\b //
(But the arrangement of iron in cast iron, is different from its arrangement in steel.)
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